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For this Course Project Assignment, record a 5- to 7-minute audio presentation* that addresses the following:  

· Well Bridget, Describe and explain your choice of Evaluation design.

To effectively gain the information that is required to prove merit of the Project H3 Vet program the best evaluation model is Participant-Oriented Evaluation (Transformative).  This model is Stakeholder controlled with a emphasis on program participants involvement.  Because the participants are considered socially oppressed this model can engage the participants with empowerment goals and resources of the program. Plus allow decision makers to collected information about projected outcomes to analyze for future program worth and development.  The evaluation will be accomplished using a Observational and Questionnaire designed evaluation method. (Fitzpatrick et al, 2010).


· So, Identify what information needs to be collected and how that information will address the evaluation questions. Explain your choice of methods to collect that data and how you would administer those methods.

Volunteers will be collecting veterans bio, demographic information through Questionnaire and Observational techniques for understanding the needs and social concerns of homeless veterans.  Observation will also assist in identifying homeless veterans most urgent needs.    The interviewing questionnaire will collect  veterans informational demographic, homeless status and  any medical information that they may provided.   Plus obtain up-to-date count of the current homeless veterans population in Phoenix, Arizona.   


Broody(2009) describes Participant Evaluation as a paradigm that expresses firsthand experiences, and that advocates of this approach want the participants being evaluated as the central endeavor to the evaluation or as the prime stakeholder of the evaluation. 

· Now would you explain how the design takes into account the interests of stakeholders.

Monitoring


Evaluation


Reporting


Improvement

First the program will provide accountability for funding resources being provided to homeless veterans.   Survey results will be used to allocate resources to those most in need.  The program evaluation design will allow focus of stakeholder interest by providing valid information that the voucher programs works.  

The funds are being allocated through vouchers from the Veterans Affairs Supportive Housing (VASH) to  veterans with the most need as a requirement  to begin housing placement. But the vouchers are only a first step to a successful transition out of homelessness(azceh.org, 2013).

· Identify possible limitations, including participant availability, likely biases, limited resources, and appropriate settings.

The limitations of interviewing the homeless veterans will be the veterans mental abilility to participate or their willingness to answer questions.  Another limitation would be the volunteers approach to the homelessness veteran so that Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) does not enact their defensive instincts into violent outbreaks. The availability of these veterans for interviewing seems to be at the Veterans Hospital, when they go or in shelters, or unconventional times sleeping at the parks. A random sampling can be conducted during any encounter. There is no particular appropriate settings for these interviews or surveys to take place.    A likely biases opinions that could originate is that all homeless people are just bums that are drug addicts. Another factor of bias is formed from administrative stakeholders wanting the program results to be exceeding expect objective goals with regards to placement of homeless veterans. Various bias can affect the conclusions drawn from the evaluation and undermine its credibility. Awareness of biases will improve the chances of determining whether changes in the project or program were due to administration or other influences(Fitzpatrick, 2010).

· Describe who your sample and sources would be if you were to conduct a survey.

 If I were conducting this survey  I would consider Analyzing qualitative data through content analysis and case study.  The source of the content analysis would be determine from a control group of random homeless victims on the street that are former veterans of the armed services. Another sample would be some of the program group that are categorized as being previously placed in transitional housing, shelters or independent living units.  It would be clear any difference in the two situation will be attributed to the program.  The post- program outcome will be measured the same way for both groups. Any difference in the outcome between the two groups will be credited to the program because both groups were initial identical and were exposed to the same external factors(Fitzpatrick, 2010).

· Identify the objectives of such a survey and how it addresses the evaluation questions.

Determining the objectives for carrying out an program evaluation can become complicated by the many specific issues that may require attention, numerous methods that could be used together and examine information given the resources and available time. The clear objectives for such a survey would be educate through coordinated collaborative efforts of the advocacy agencies AZCEH and outreach community agencies about the homeless veterans problems and issues that are being experienced in the community. The approach will definitely provide information and data from the evaluation question with regards to which services are required to address these homeless veterans needs. 

· Describe your choice of item types in the survey and why they will effectively elicit the information desired from the respondents.

Qualitative data may be used to answer research questions that 


require in-depth answers. Whereas , qualitative data involves looking for patterns, categories, and themes.

The process, the performance, the efficiency, and causality types will provide perspective to the survey's data collection. This would allow for the extraction of Qualitative data information that will identify problems and services needed to assist homeless veterans.  For example,  the  evidence number of recently homeless veterans that received vouchers were living in an individual single unit apartment or house, it could be concluded that the voucher program has assisted just as the stakeholder's purpose had  intended by allocating a transfer source of payment method and matching the homeless veterans with the housing through a grants and vouchers program (Vassallo, 2004).

Resources:


Arizona Coalition to End Homelessness. (2011) "Ending Homelessness" Retrieved on March 27, 2014 from http://www.azceh.org/


Fitzpatrick, J., Sanders, J., & Worthen, B. (2010) Program evaluation: Alternative approaches and practical guidelines (4th ed.). Boston, MA: Pearson.

Vassallo, P. (2004). GETTING STARTED WITH EVALUATION REPORTS: Creating the Structure. ETC: A Review Of General Semantics, 61(3), 398-403. Retrieved on 4/16/2014 from http://web.b.ebscohost.com.ezp.waldenulibrary.org/ehost/pdfviewer/pdfviewer?sid=909e1b9c-34df-4ccc-a610-caa6741feec8%40sessionmgr115&vid=2&hid=128


Plagiarism Detection and Prevention

What plagiarism detection software is available to online instructors?

 The use of Turnitin is the software that academia is using to automatically detect Plagiarism. There is  also http://www.plagiarismchecker.com/, http://plagiarisma.net/, and a few others not as popular that can also check for Plagiarism.

How can the design of assessments help prevent academic dishonesty?

According to Boettcher & Conrad, 2010), " Effective course design practices place a high priority on designing assessment experiences. Creating assessment that allow students choice helps to develop a personalized and customized learning experience which can require innovative thinking".

What facilitation strategies do you propose to use as a current or future online instructor?

I would have students benchmark their work throughout the entire course so that detailed points will be structured by the student to establish original and individualized work.  I would also have my student submit their work through Turnitin for a actual percentage of similarity to others works that have already been uploaded to the internet. It is also important that all students are familiar with the standards and policies for plagiarism. When a student knows the consequences of their  copy- paste actions that do not supply the originating author with credit or citing this could also deter them from this particular action.

What additional considerations for online teaching should be made to help detect or prevent cheating and plagiarism?
Providing concise details as to what is expected and what forms of Plagiarism will not be ignored is the one additional online instruction that will be provided and the "I did not know" used as the standard pro status excuse will not be excepted.  Also consequences will be clearly and concisely advise at the beginning with the explain that Academic Integrity is a prerequisite to all course assignments.   

I would like to add as a afterthought that in a world where most  information is literally at our fingertips and because more times than not our Academic post are expected to be substantial and scholarly the need to research and regurgitate most of the information that we ingest is required.  If an original idea is formulated the need to have that idea supported by researched evidence is critically  necessary so that stands to reason that all work must be cited to supply that scholarly support that supplies credibility to an individual work.

References:


Boettcher, J. V., & Conrad, R. (2010). The online teaching survival guide: Simple and practical pedagogical tips. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass.


Lorena, 


Your post puts me in the mind of an article by Neil Waters, " Why you can't Cite Wikipedia in my Class" that I read when I first start my Bachelors Degree program here at Walden... Neil Waters is a History Professor at Middlebury College and the point of his story was after giving an assignment to his class he discovered that so many of his students had copy and pasted incorrect  information from Wikipedia about two topics dealing with the history of early Japan 1637 -1638 and the Confucian Thinker. 


Waters, detect by entering in keywords that multiple students had used in their reports through a Google search where his students received their erroneous information that was uncitable and possibly plagiarized.  This article was a part of our resource reading about academic integrity and plagiarism.   Just goes to show us that even though all this information is at our fingertips, all information is not reliable information if it cannot be properly cited.


http://delivery.acm.org.ezp.waldenulibrary.org/10.1145/1290000/1284635/p15-waters.pdf?ip=74.116.157.210&id=1284635&acc=ACTIVE%20SERVICE&key=FC59C477B4C27A0A%2EFC59C477B4C27A0A%2E4D4702B0C3E38B35%2E4D4702B0C3E38B35&CFID=

I totally agree Angela this will let the student know right from the start what Academic Integrity is and what is expected from them as an  acceptable substantial assignment. 


 As one Instructor informed me in my Bachelors Degree,  "That I must cite and support my thoughts because I am not the expert, if I want my writing to be taken seriously then find a citable source that can be used to support my point of view for evidence of creditability."


Thanks for sharing.


Bridget  
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 blog is a combination of the words ‘web’ and ‘log’.  Initially, the terms were
 combined to form the phrase ‘weblog’, but were then shortened to ‘blog’.  Blogging is really a form of an
 online diary or an online journal.  Authors can create blogs on virtually any topic.  Authors can restrict
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Inserting Blogging 101 Imagery



 



My Blogging Movie 101



 access or can allow virtually anyone to view the content.  Viewers can send the author messages and the
 author has the option of replying back to the viewer within the blog environment.  Blogs can be subscribed
 to by the viewer, so the viewer is always aware when a new blog is posted.  Images, files, media and
 hyperlinks can all be included in the blog content as well.



ow can blogs be used in an instructor/learner environment? Blog's can help learners connect to visual
 literacy concepts and techniques. For instance,blogginggives a learneror an instructor the ability to
 state an opinion or fact, and then continue with clarification of their perspective on a given topic. The



 blog exists as a messaging system through which ideas and thoughts can be exchanged between instructor
 and learner in a time-line short enough for both parties to be actively involved in the conversation without
 forgetting or losing track of what has been discussed. Without the advent of this technology, discussions
 could end prematurely, yielding much less effective results than if the participants had more effective and
 efficient time available to keep the relative conversation going. Learner retention and satisfaction in the
 learning process could increase because of the advent of this technology and its use in learning
 environments.



  
PDF File Visual and Audio Learning Lesson



Week2 Blogging101



 This is the revised copy of my final project from EIDT6120 Multimedia Design.



The Hyperlink is a text document outlining definition and explanations of blogging.



This Final Assignment is for EIDT-6120 Multimedia Design by Bridget Chappell-McKinney
www.TheosCommerceStore.com
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Portable technology has become an enriching part of everyone’s daily life. Our classrooms are in 


need of catching up with new age technology by supporting an efficient integration of technology 


into our classrooms.  Educators are looking for creative ways that will engage their students to 


achieve a higher level of accomplishment.   


During the next 60 minutes you will be introduce to Application Technology for Apple and Android 


Devices for subject material in Math, Science, Social Studies, and Language Arts.  Suggestions for 


implementing creative interactive technology app changes will be delivered on subject material; to 


provide students a better opportunity to engage when establishing a foundation in the most important 


Standard Core Learning concepts. It’s a daily process that shapes your student’s learning and 


advancement towards their unrealized potential. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


III.      Resources                 APPLE & ANDROID APP REVIEW 







                                                               MATHMATICS 


Elevated Math 
Elevated Math provides initial instruction or intervention on math topics that cover place value, 
estimation, large digit addition all the way through Algebra I.  Student print materials and Teachers' 


Notes for all lessons are available for download from the developer's 
website  
 
Students are more engaged than ever, learning at their own pace and 
moving on with no gaps. And built within the graphic and cartoon 
animation, multiple voices, and lesson landscape of the Elevated Math 
app is a whiteboard for working out math problems. 
 
Lessons are grouped into five math standards and are designed to 
conform to state departments of educations, and the Common Core 
State Standards Initiative for developing concepts for grades 4-8. 


[Apple] https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/elevated-math/id435995971?mt=8 
 
 
HMH Fuse  


Algebra 1 for iPad – A First for K-12 Education 


Students will benefit from an all-in-one app with built-in tools 
including Algebra Tiles, Linear Explorer, Quadratic Explorer, a 
graphing calculator, text and audio note-taking, scratchpad, and a 
student response system for instant learner feedback. As institutional 
users, teachers can access all assessment results in an online Teacher 
Resource Center and prescribe remediation or intervention as needed. 
To see more at: Links: [Apple] https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/hmh-
fuse-algebra-1/id415533582?mt=8 


These math App lessons can cover:  
- Numbers and Operations – 40 lessons on whole number operations, integers, fractions, decimals, 
factors, decimal operations, exponents, powers, computational fluency of fractions, ratio, proportion, 
and percent. Measurement – 12 lessons on attributes and tools (the units, systems, processes, 
applications of measurement, and estimation), and perimeter, area, and volume. 
 Geometry – 22 lessons on points, lines, angles and triangles, characteristics of geometric shapes, 
coordinate geometry and spatial visualization, and transformation of shapes 
Algebra – 90 lessons covering the concepts found in a middle grade Algebra 1 class. Patterns are 
represented and analyzed, and linear functions are represented with tables, graphs, verbal rules, and 
symbolic rules. Nonlinear relationships are studied, as are polynomial, exponential, and rational 
functions. Expressions are manipulated and simplified, and equations and inequalities are solved.  
 Data analysis and probability – 9 lessons include selecting and using appropriate statistical methods 
for data analysis, developing inferences and predictions based on data, and applying basic concepts 
of probability typically covered in grades 6-8. [Android] HMH FUSE website: 
http://www.hmhco.com/shop/education-curriculum/math/secondary-mathematics/hmh-
fuse/android#sthash.Pii6OFSH.dpbs 



https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/hmh-fuse-algebra-1/id415533582?mt=8

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/hmh-fuse-algebra-1/id415533582?mt=8

http://www.eschoolnews.com/2013/04/26/new-10-of-the-best-apple-and-android-apps-for-education-in-2013/?

http://www.hmhco.com/shop/education-curriculum/math/secondary-mathematics/hmh-fuse/android%23sthash.Pii6OFSH.dpbs

http://www.hmhco.com/shop/education-curriculum/math/secondary-mathematics/hmh-fuse/android%23sthash.Pii6OFSH.dpbs





 


SCIENCES 


VideoScience 


This is s growing library of over 80 hands-on Science lessons that are great 


for home and the classroom. These short videos demonstrate inexpensive 


and easy to recreate experiments that are designed to inspire and excite kids 


of all ages. [Apple] https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/science360-for-


ipad/id439928181?mt=8 


 


Molecules  


This is a perfect App for science class, Molecules offers an incredible 
three-dimensional view of molecules. Users have the control to alter the 
view of the molecules by rotating them, zooming in on them, and more all 
through the use of their fingers. This app also allows users to get hands on 
view of how molecules are composed and they can create their own 
specific molecules. This application is a great guide for visual learners and 


is free for download. [Apple] https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/molecules/id284943090?mt=8 


 


Biology for Kids 


 


This is a glossary of all things having to do with Biology. We have built this 
glossary with ease of use in mind. We have designed it so that you can easily find 
what you are looking for without the confusion and frustration like so many other 
applications. Biology for Kids is an application that teaches the basics of 
biology and life science to everyone. This Application will teach the basics 
of biology to all ages. Interactive sections on:  


 
Cell structure, Microorganisms, Plants, Invertebrates, Vertebrates, and Animal systems. [Apple] 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/biology-for-kids/id386295273?mt=8 


 


 


 


 


 



https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/science360-for-ipad/id439928181?mt=8

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/science360-for-ipad/id439928181?mt=8

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/molecules/id284943090?mt=8

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/biology-for-kids/id386295273?mt=8





SOCIAL STUDIES 


World Book - This Day in History for iPad 


This Day in History for iPad is an interactive multimedia calendar that 
displays historical events for the current day or any selected day, along 
with related media such as photos, illustrations, music, and speeches. 
You can hear the national anthems of countries on the day they became 
a nation, listen to presidents’ speeches on the anniversaries of their 
inaugurations, and play sound clips from famous artists on their 
birthdays.  
Background text that appears for each event concentrates on interesting 
aspects that you might not know. For example, did you know that 
Vermont was an independent republic for 14 years before becoming a 
state and that George Washington at one point considered sending 
troops to overthrow the Vermont government? Each event also has at 


least one picture for every event, so you can experience the people and places making each day in 
history famous. The journey begins here, each and every day. [Apple] 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/world-book-this-day-in-history/id364739528?mt=8 


History for Kids 


Take a journey through the story of mankind and learn history like 


never before!  This fun and educational app provides key areas of 


history, from the beginning of life on Earth through to the 20th 


century. Each historical section begins with an audio narrative 


summarizing the events and includes animations, interactive clues, 


facts, maps, charts and audio clips. An interactive timeline allows the 


student to travel back and forward in time. Historical periods are 


organized thematically and chronologically from the ancient world 


through the 20th century.  This application was specially designed to:  


Develop a child's knowledge and understanding of history  


Provide key facts and events to consolidate classroom learning 


Features:  


- In the beginning...Earth and the solar system 


- Early Humans - Ancient Egypt 


- Ancient Greeks - Ancient Romans 


- Medieval Europe - Great Adventurers of the renaissance 


- The Age of Enlightenment - The French revolution 


- The Industrial revolution - World war 0ne - World war Two 


- Man on the Moon  [Apple] https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/history-for-kids/id648291816?mt=8 



https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/world-book-this-day-in-history/id364739528?mt=8

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/history-for-kids/id648291816?mt=8





Language Arts 


VocabularySpellingCity 


This App provides a fun way to learn spelling and vocabulary words by 
playing engaging learning games using any word list. The most popular 
activities are Spelling TestMe, HangMouse, and our vocabulary games, 
available to Premium Members. The most popular word lists are Sound 
Alikes, Compound Words, Hunger Games and SAT Words. The free app 
includes ten of our most popular word lists and eight of our most popular 
learning games and activities. Spelling TestMe is a spelling test that reads 
each word aloud, uses it in a sentence, and repeats the word. Students can 
receive instant feedback upon submitting the completed test. Spelling 
TeachMe is a great activity to introduce a new word list to students. Each 
word is read aloud, spelled letter-by-letter and used in a context-rich 
sentence. 
 


HangMouse is a VocabularySpellingCity favorite that lets children decode each word in a friendly 
version of traditional Hangman. Missing Letter permits learner to practice letter recognition by 
trying to find the missing letter that completes each spelling or vocabulary word. Alphabetize is an 
activity that can be used to practice putting words in alphabetical order, a vital early literacy skill. 
Sentence Unscramble helps students practice sentence structure as well as using words in context by 
unscrambling words to form a complete sentence. Word Unscramble is a popular word game that is 
a variation on other word games such as text twists, jumbles and anagrams. 
VocabularySpellingCity Premium Members have access to nine additional premium vocabulary and 
spelling activities as well as student records and assignments. [Apple] 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/spellingcity/id538407602?mt=8 


Grammar Dragon 


The grammar dragon has captured all of your friends from the castle. 


You must rescue a different person on each level by correctly identifying 


various parts of speech.  Grammar Dragon is a learning game where the 


player uses parts of speech to develop cognitive reading and verbal 


skills. The touch mechanic of the game engages children in a hands-on 


learning process, implementing kinesthetic learning. The game also 


incorporates words and sentence structure to the particular grade level, 


based upon excerpts from grade-appropriate reading materials. Same Sound Spellbound 


(homophones), Opposite Ocean (antonyms), Grammar Dragon (parts of speech), Spelling Cat 


(spelling), Same Meaning Magic (synonyms), and Aesop's Quest (reading comprehension) [Apple] 


https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/grammar-dragon/id397730260?mt=8 


To research more Apple App through iTunes: https://itunes.apple.com/us/genre/ios-


education/id6017?mt=8 



https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/spellingcity/id538407602?mt=8

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/grammar-dragon/id397730260?mt=8

https://itunes.apple.com/us/genre/ios-education/id6017?mt=8

https://itunes.apple.com/us/genre/ios-education/id6017?mt=8





Android APP Review 


MATHMATICS 


theMathematician 


Is an Android app designed to help all students of mathematics revise by 
giving full worked solutions to any quadratic equations, SUVAT problems, 
trigonometric problems, and much more! Everyone's a mathematician with 
theMathematician! [Google Play] 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=gktadev.theMathematician&feat
ure=also_installed 


 
Kill Maths  


This application is created keeping in mind the popularity of cellphones among 
students. They can easily learn formulas from their cellphones. They don't have to 
pick book and search for a formula as it is in their hands. Even if they don't have 
internet on their phone they can still access formulas, just app should be installed on 
their phone once. This app contains approximately 150 formulas of algebra, 
integration, and trigonometry. [Google Play] 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.pankajkushwaha.killmaths&featu


re=also_installed 


Mathed : Fun Maths 


This is an amazing very simple App for maths games. Very Addictive math 
puzzle game with 20 packs having nine levels. Mathed: Fun Maths is one of the 
best android puzzle game and casual game supporting all popular mobile 
devices. Mathed Support : Mathed runs in over 1500 android mobile devices. 
[Google Play] 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.igoldtech.an.mathed&featur


e=related_apps 



https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=gktadev.theMathematician&feature=also_installed

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=gktadev.theMathematician&feature=also_installed

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.pankajkushwaha.killmaths&feature=also_installed

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.pankajkushwaha.killmaths&feature=also_installed

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.igoldtech.an.mathed&feature=related_apps

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.igoldtech.an.mathed&feature=related_apps





SCIENCES 


Science Daily News 
Science News-Reader app delivers articles from the great website 
www.ScienceDaily.com! Satisfy all you daily science needs with this simple 
article reader. Save the articles to read later... even with no data connection! 
Includes all topics found on this wonderful website including but not limited to: 
Health, Medicine, Mind, Brain, Space, Time, Computers, Math, and more! 
[Google Play] 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bsp.sdnews&feature=related_


apps 


Biology – I, II, III,  and IV  


 


Quick reference of Biology I, II, and III  
Biology I – Life’s Secret 
Biology II – The Regulators of Life 
Biology III – Life Cycle 
Biology IV- Mapping our Genes 
 
[Google Play] 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.funfil.biology1&feat


ure=more_from_developer#?t=W251bGwsMSwxLDEwMiwiY29tLmZ1bmZpbC5iaW9sb2d5MSJd 
 
Learn Biology  


Simple 'n Easy, on-the-go learning app for "Biology" 
 The bite sized app provides students the ability to understand the basics of 
"Biology”. Only 101 introductions to "Biology" is provided via this app. The app 
provides snack sized, bite sized learning. It is not a replacement for the book. 
App features include tutorials, quizzes, flashcards, videos and exams. [Google 
Play] 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.quizmine.biologyref&feature
=related_apps 



https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bsp.sdnews&feature=related_apps

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bsp.sdnews&feature=related_apps

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.funfil.biology1&feature=more_from_developer%23?t=W251bGwsMSwxLDEwMiwiY29tLmZ1bmZpbC5iaW9sb2d5MSJd

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.funfil.biology1&feature=more_from_developer%23?t=W251bGwsMSwxLDEwMiwiY29tLmZ1bmZpbC5iaW9sb2d5MSJd

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.quizmine.biologyref&feature=related_apps

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.quizmine.biologyref&feature=related_apps





SOCIAL STUDIES 
History eBook 


This application will bring you directly to one of the biggest free online library in 
the world. Featured Bookyards History eBooks Categories: 
African History ebooks, Asian History ebooks, Canadian History ebooks, 
European History ebooks, United States, American History ebooks, World History 
ebooks [Google Play] 


https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.j3bweb.social_studies_books&feature=also_insta
lled 
 
 
Social Study eBook 


This application will bring you directly to one of the biggest free online library in 
the world. Featured Bookyards Cultural & Social Studies eBooks Categories: 
Crime ebooks, Culture ebooks, Humanities ebooks, Men ebooks, Sociology 
ebooks, Women ebooks  
Our goal is to be «The Library to the World», a web portal in which books, 


education materials, information, and content will be free to anyone who has an internet connection.  
Bookyards has a total of 17042 books, 41784 external web links, 4198 news & blogs links, 384 
videos, 32963 eBook links and access to hundreds of online libraries (800,000 eBooks) for your 
online pleasure. [Google Play] 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.j3bweb.social_studies_books&feature=also_insta
lled 
 



https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.j3bweb.social_studies_books&feature=also_installed

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.j3bweb.social_studies_books&feature=also_installed

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.j3bweb.social_studies_books&feature=also_installed

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.j3bweb.social_studies_books&feature=also_installed





Language Arts 
English Grammar  


Simple 'n Easy, on-the-go learning snack for "Learn English Grammar" that is 
optimized for both phones and tablets. The app helps you understand the 
basics in a nice and organized manner. Only 101 introductions to "Learn 
English Grammar" are provided via this app. The app provides snack sized, 
bite sized learning. It is not a replacement for the book.  App features include 
tutorials, quizzes, flashcards, videos and exams.  "Learn English Grammar 
App" includes tutorials, quizzes, and flashcards for following: 


Noun, Pronoun, Adjective, Preposition and Conjunction,  Use of Prepositions, Common Errors, 
Punctuations, Verbs and Adverbs, Words to Remember, Tenses,  Active and Passive Voice, Modals, 
Idioms, Phrases I, Phrases II,  Grammar and Writing, Focus on Commas, Adjectives, and Adverbs. 
[Google Play] 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.quizmine.grammarref&feature=more_from_devel
oper#?t=W251bGwsMSwxLDEwMiwiY29tLnF1aXptaW5lLmdyYW1tYXJyZWYiXQ 


Grammar: Parts of Speech 


 This complete App course is mastering usage different parts of speech. 
It contains over 130 pages of lessons explaining each part of speech with 
several examples. You can learn the grammar rules, study the examples and 
then test their understanding by taking quiz. 
At the end of each quiz the user is presented with test summary and 
explanation for each test question. 
Grammar Express can help you to improve your understanding of the 


different parts of speech. Custom timer setting can assist you to improve response times under exam 
time constraints. Research suggests that kids and adults learn most quickly when playing learning 
games with real-time error-feedback. Grammar Express provides learners with an opportunity to 
improve strategies for grammar success.  
PREPARE BY TOPICS: 
You can study the grammar rules by topic. All questions are sorted by topic. It also tells you the 
areas that each topic covers. 


✓ Noun   ✓ Pronoun ✓ Adjective ✓ Verb ✓ Adverb ✓ Conjunction ✓ Preposition  
✓ Interjection 


MOCK TEST MODE:  
In mock test questions are presented randomly from all the topics. [Google Play] 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.webrich.gepos&feature=also_installed 



https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.quizmine.grammarref&feature=more_from_developer%23?t=W251bGwsMSwxLDEwMiwiY29tLnF1aXptaW5lLmdyYW1tYXJyZWYiXQ

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.quizmine.grammarref&feature=more_from_developer%23?t=W251bGwsMSwxLDEwMiwiY29tLnF1aXptaW5lLmdyYW1tYXJyZWYiXQ

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.webrich.gepos&feature=also_installed





APP FOR ANDROID & APPLE APP REVIEW 
 


The Wolfram Alpha App for Android and Apple is an indispensable tool no 
matter who you are or what you use:  


• student 
• teacher 
• parent 


With its simple interface, the Wolfram Alpha App for Android and Apple lets 
you instantly compute answers to questions across thousands of domains—
from English, Math or Science. Wolfram Alpha’s knowledge base covers an 
immense range of areas: 


 


 


 


http://www.wolframalpha.com/examples/ 


 



http://www.wolframalpha.com/examples/





Educational App Store 
There are over 100,000 educational apps and it can be confusing to assess which 
ones are the best for you. Therefore, the Educational App Store has created an app 
that helps you to find and download easily the best that is available for you, your 
students, pupils or your children.  A true exchange website and mobile app reflects 
the work that was put into this app as to provide educators with a great learning 


tools, games or teaching resources. The app is intuitive and functional so that you browse different 
types of apps that are available as well as looking for specific apps that you require.  Inside the app 
you will find content that runs from Art to Algebra, Law to Zoology. Our content covers all levels 
from Key Stage 1 -12, High School, Further Education and beyond.  


KEY FEATURES:  
- Search function in order to help you find apps by subject or topic area.  
- General Search features so that you can add other search terms and browse different apps.  
- App for Featured section so that you can see what other people are downloading and 
recommending.  
- Fantastic selection of free as well as paid apps.  
- Incorporated wallet system for easy and secure payment.  


The Educational App Store can also be found as a website where you can read more reviews of apps, 
ideas for incorporating mobile learning school and how to engage your kids with apps. We are a 
specialist website looking to make it easier to find good quality apps that will enhance our learning 
outcomes and help all of us to keep learning, anytime and anywhere. [Google Play] 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=educationalappstore.eas&feature=search_result#?t=W
251bGwsMSwxLDEsImVkdWNhdGlvbmFsYXBwc3RvcmUuZWFzIl0.  
 


Edmodo 


     Award-winning Edmodo for iPod touch, iPhone, and iPad 
makes it easy for teachers and students to stay connected and share 


information. Use your iOS device to send notes, submit 
assignments, post replies, and check messages and upcoming 
events while away from the classroom.  
 
Teachers can post messages, keep tabs on recent assignment 
submissions, and grade assignments. Students can view and 
turn in assignments and check their latest grades. Class 
discussions can be conducted securely, both during and outside 


of school hours. Files can be shared between Edmodo and other applications such as Pages. [Apple] 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/edmodo/id378352300?mt=8 


 


 



https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=educationalappstore.eas&feature=search_result%23?t=W251bGwsMSwxLDEsImVkdWNhdGlvbmFsYXBwc3RvcmUuZWFzIl0.%09

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=educationalappstore.eas&feature=search_result%23?t=W251bGwsMSwxLDEsImVkdWNhdGlvbmFsYXBwc3RvcmUuZWFzIl0.%09

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/edmodo/id378352300?mt=8





Springpad 


 Springpad can help you save anything from all your devices so you can 
be more organized and productive. Save ideas, notes, checklists, project 
tasks, photos, products, movies-then Springpad enhances them with 
relevant suggestions so you can get what you need, when and where you 
need it. 


Best for: Compatible with iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad. Requires iOS 4.3 
or later. This app is optimized for iPhone 5; requires Android 2.2 and up. 


Features:  


• Bookmark sites for reading later-never forget an important article or 
book. 


• Follow trusted experts and others to be on top of trends and useful tips. 
• Build your personal to-do list with reminder alerts. 
• Collaborate with co-workers on a project with notes, videos, links and tasks. 
• Show pictures and videos your family to collect and comment on captions. 


Links: [Apple] https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/springpad/id360116898?mt=8 


[Android] https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.springpad&hl=en 


Wonders of the Universe 


Take a mind-blowing 3D tour of the Universe with Professor Brian Cox as your guide. Journey up 
from the smallest particles, past the moons and planets of the Solar System, out through the Oort 


Cloud to the Milky Way, past our local stars and out to distant galaxies 
before arriving, finally, at the edge of the known Universe. On the way you 
will encounter the likes of seething red giants, beautiful nebulae, pulsing 
neutron stars and confront a daunting vision of a Black Hole sucking down 
a hapless star, all rendered in 3D. 


Compatible with iPhone 3GS, iPhone 4, iPhone 4S, iPhone 5, iPod touch,  
iPod, iPod touch, and iPad. Requires iOS 5.0 or later.     


Features:  


• Explore the entire Universe in 7 interlinked scales from sub-atomic 
to the edge of the known Universe, or take Brian’s tours 


• Two-and-a-half hours of BBC video from the Wonders TV series 
(requires wi-fi) 


• 50+ spectacular 3D models of planets, moons, galaxies and nebulae to discover 
• Over 200 interactive articles by Brian telling the story of the Universe 
• Hundreds of beautiful images from around the cosmos 
• High resolution graphics optimized for the new iPad 


Link: [Apple] https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/brian-coxs-wonders-universe/id508465867?mt=8 



https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/springpad/id360116898?mt=8

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.springpad&hl=en

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/brian-coxs-wonders-universe/id508465867?mt=8





 


 Web Addresses: Are supplied throughout the Resource section of the module 
 
Other Resources: 


Optional Resources  


eSchool News Staff 
http://www.eschoolnews.com/2013/04/26/new-10-of-the-best-apple-and-android-apps-for-
education-in-2013/2/ 


 http://www.eschoolnews.com/2013/04/26/new-10-of-the-best-apple-and-android-apps-for-
education-in-2013/springpad/ April 26th, 2013 


http://www.iballz.info/blogs/blog/tagged/tablets-in-the-classroom 


 


 


IV.       Creating the Best out of App Technology Assessment’s 
 


                                 Required Task Assessment: 
 
 
From the provide Resource Apps identify at least three Apps that you would implement as an 
interactive in-class activity to engage your own students.  
 
Download at least three Apps on your Apple or Android device that are of interest for review.  
Note: You may download more but only three are required.  
 
During the download process keep in mind the App Developer’s product description and App 
offered features. 
 
After downloading the three App’s from the Resources in this module or other provided optional 
sources.  
Name, comment and rate the content of the Apps:  
  


a. Assess App’s easy of downloadable usability 
b. Assess App’s user friendliness  
c. Assess App’s user easy functionality 
d. What did you like about the App’s descriptive features?  
e. What offered App features prompt you to download that particular App and did the App 


deliver on the options from the description? 
f. For each of the chosen downloaded Apps briefly summarize a lesson plan which the 


downloaded App would be implemented into an interactive student classroom activity.  
 


 
                                                
 
 
 
 



http://www.eschoolnews.com/author/ge/

http://www.eschoolnews.com/author/ge/
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When determining which design is  best for assessments  it is essential to know how the learner obtain the knowledge (e.g. training or education),  knowing what the learner is required to know and what knowledge must be verified by the assessment.  


Furthermore when designing assessments for an online forum, technology provides a considerably wider variety of  media options than is available through f2f written assessments.  This  allows the learner accessibility, a means to demonstrate that they have mastered  the  course objectives, and immediate scoring (Oosterhof, Conrad, & Ely 2008).


Dr. Rita Palloff (2010), explains that clearly written objectives allows the learner to concentrate on specific content material that will be defined through the instructional section of the course. 


 Dr. Rita Conrad (2011), also asked us to consider; What knowledge is being assess? Does the assessment match the objectives? Is a written assessment the best way to assess the learners knowledge?  Are you trying to assess declarative and procedural knowledge? Written Assessments are best used when determining the learners ability to demonstrate procedural and declarative knowledge.


Step one

· Identify the objectives that are appropriate for the written assessment format.

The objective that are most appropriate for a written assessment are listed below with the type of written assessment to be performed, scoring tool, and correct/incorrect feedback : 

Multiple Choice Questions

Choose the best answer for the questions below:


Objective:

· Perform a three point turn with 100% accuracy

 Objective is Procedural Knowledge and will be assessed by a  multiple choice question

Question:

 Which of the following best describes how to make a three point turn? 

A. Place vehicle in reverse, then backup while turning wheels to the left; Place car in drive and pull forward into lane.

B. Pull forward while turning the steering wheel to right; then place vehicle in reverse while turning wheel to left.

C. Turn on right/left signal; backup toward the opposite side of street; Place vehicle in drive while straighten vehicle into the appropriate lane.

D. None of the above

Objective:

· Illustrate proper use of turn signals that meets the legal limits

Objective is Procedural Knowledge and will be assessed by a multiple choice question

Question:

What is one of the following best describes the suitable use of the turn signals?


A. Going around a left/right corner, stopping, or parking


B. At a intersection while maintaining the same lane


C.  signal at least 100 feet from intersection point of turn, changing lanes,  and parking

D. All of the above

		Multiple Choice Scoring Grid

		Number      of   Correct Responses


5 points

		Number of Incorrect Responses


0 points



		Major goal was is to extract student’s knowledge mastery of the subject matter from responses

		

		



		Total  Score

		

		





Comments for correct multiple choice responses;


The number of correct responses achieved is very impressive and demonstrates exemplary comprehension and mastery of the subject matter and course objectives.  Great Job!!! The effort expended on retaining subject matter was demonstrated . Suggestive Note: Keep in mind when uncertain about selected response questions from a multiply choice assessment use deductive reasoning as a method to achieve the correct response.

Comments for incorrect multiple choice responses:

The goal of this assessment would have provide the opportunity to demonstrate the learned knowledge for the instructional  material procedures.

The amount of incorrect responses is unacceptable and shows a lack of understanding  for key concepts,  procedures, and processes illustrated through the subject matter.  Suggestive Note: Taking more effort and time to retain the procedures and  processes of the subject material will provide the ability to achieve objective outcomes.


Rationale:



Multiple Choice Questions are mainly used to determine if the learner has knowledge of subject matter facts and routine procedures that definitely has only one answer.  However because the answer is visible it is easier to recognize  the right answer or make a guess through reasonable deduction looking for what best fits.   Robert Schaeffer (2007), of Fair Test New letter explains that a Multiple Choice "item" may have two reasonable answer options. Therefore, test directions usually ask test takers to select the "best" answer.  Furthermore, Schaeffer (2007) , explains that when deciding whether to use multiple-choice as a test or add some to any assessment,  consideration of the purpose of the assessment and what will come from the results should be determined. Then he goes on to state¸" If the purpose is only to check on factual and procedural knowledge, if the test will not have a major effect on overall curriculum and instruction, and if conclusions about what students know in a subject will not be reduced to what the test measures, then a multiple-choice test might be somewhat helpful”.  

This assessment method was chosen for its ability to assess routine procedures.  The comment for the correct/incorrect response feedback identified unacceptable and rewarded acceptable responses. Identified specific qualities about the students work, provided suggestions to improve and justified how their grade was derived. 


Matching Assessment Questions

Match up images in the left column with the correct response to the letter and names from the right column.  Complete this task by writing the letter and name of the correct response  from the right column on the lines on the dashboard image this will indicate the name for that item.  Then write the letter and name of the traffic sign in the bottom of each appropriate sign's box.

Objective:


· Identify the components of an automobile dashboard with at least 80% accuracy - Objective is Declarative Knowledge and will be assessed by  matching assessment question



Objective:

		



		

		

		A. Stop


B. Yield


C. Steep Hill


D. No right


E.  Divided


    Highway


F. Curves


G. Do Not 


       Enter


H. No U 


      Turns


I. Intersection






		

		

		



		





· Identify common road signs with at least 90% accuracy - Objective is Declarative Knowledge and will be assessed by  matching assessment question

		Match Up Assessment Grid

		Number      of   Correct Responses


9 points

		Number of Incorrect Responses


0 points



		Major goal was is to extract student’s knowledge mastery of the subject matter from responses

		

		



		Total  Score

		

		





Comments for correct Matching Assessment:


The number of correct responses achieved is very impressive and demonstrates exemplary comprehension and mastery of the subject matter and course objectives.  Great Job!!! The effort expended on retaining subject matter was demonstrated.  Suggestive Note: Note: Keep in mind  when uncertain of matching assessment factual processes use acronyms as a method to recall the correct response.


Comments for incorrect Matching Assessment:


The goal of this assessment would have provide the opportunity to demonstrate the learned knowledge for the instructional  material procedures.


The amount of incorrect responses is unacceptable and shows a lack of understanding  for key concepts,  procedures, and processes illustrated through the subject matter.  Suggestive Note: Applying more effort and time to retain the subject material  and using acronyms  provides the ability to master lesson objectives.

Rationale:


Matching Assessments are  a selected response assessment used to compare related ideas, concepts and theories.   This particular assessment provides the learner the ability to choose the correct response from a list of possibilities. 


There are several advantages that are appealing for instructors  to use Matching Assessments:


1. Matching Assessment is efficient means of assessing the association between a variety of items


2. They are relatively easy to administer to large groups


3. The Objective nature of this assessment limits bias in scoring 

4. Instructors also use Matching Assessment because they provide a compact way to test a great deal of information in a short amount of time.

A few  disadvantages that are reasons instructors have abandon the use of this particular assessment:

1. Matching Assessments does not allow learner a higher level of thinking and may limit the learner to lower level of understanding


2. Matching is not an effective means of assessing isolated facts.


3. Matching may provide opportunity for learner to guess the response and not know the subject matter.


They can only be used to assess homogenous knowledge.. This assessment was chosen for the above listed objectives because it provides the best method to evaluate the learners understanding and the ability to demonstrate knowledge of objectives. The learner is able to think and select the best response from the response list to achieve the required objective outcome task.

The comment for the correct/incorrect response feedback identified unacceptable and rewarded acceptable responses. Identified specific qualities about the students work, provided suggestions to improve and justified how their grade was derived. 

Short Essay Questions

Create a detailed response that can best describe the procedure required for each of the following essay question.

Objective:

· Execute a parallel parking maneuver that meets the legal limits - Objective is Procedural Knowledge and will be assessed by a short essay

Question:


Explain in detail the correct techniques that will demonstrate the best maneuvers to parallel park?


Objective:


· Explain the road safety check process, meeting the criteria for a minimum score of 3 out of 4 on the Discussion rubric - Objective is Declarative Knowledge and will be assessed by a short essay 

Question:

 In detail explain the procedures involved with the road safety check process?


Objective:

· Demonstrate how to change a tire with 100% accuracy- Objective is Procedural Knowledge and will be assessed by a short essay

· Question:

Explain the in detail the process of changing a tire?

Objective:

· Describe the function of each dashboard component with at least 80% accuracy- Objective is Declarative Knowledge and will be assessed by a short essay

Question:

Describe in detail the functions of each component on a dashboard?

		Short Essay Rubric

		Earned Assessment Score



		Quality of Work

		    4.0 - 3.75: Exemplary Work

		  3.50 - 2.75: Satisfactory Work

		2.50 -1.00: Minimal to Unacceptable Work

		



		Written response reflects the learners ability to clearly express content material 

		Demonstrates the ability to clearly express with written concepts a exceptional description of content material.

		Demonstrates a satisfactory  understanding of content material  expressed through written concepts

		Assignment demonstrates a lack of understanding key concepts  and no relevant  information

		



		Assignment Expectations

		Assessment delivers exceptional work presented with detail of content material.

		Assessment delivers satisfactory work presented with required details of content material

		Assessment contains unclear and unspecific information with no detail relevant to content material

		



		Grammatical writing and Language Expectations

		Essay is exceptionally written in Standard English clear, potent and concise in meaning. The writing is  organized, logical, and contains no prominent grammatical errors in sentence structure.

		Essay is well written and  contains effective communication of content material in Standard English.   The writing is logical and contains few if any grammatical errors in sentence structure.

		Essay does not provide clear and concise ideas.  Rules of Standard English are not evident and writing contains many grammatical and mechanical errors.

		



		Total

		

		

		

		





Comments for correct essay:

Excellent Work!!! The essay is exceptionally developed and communicates detailed instructional information that demonstrates exemplary knowledge of course objectives and content material. Suggestive Note: Keep in mind when addressing complicated processes through essay question use your ability to apply a well thought out reasonable and justifiable response.

Comments for incorrect essay:


Additional effort to clearly communicate main ideas in detail and use of key concept terms would have greatly improved the written essay. 

The  content of this essay was underdeveloped and express no relevant ideas.  The work did not communicate any effective details to reflect any learned knowledge of course concepts, objectives, or content material. Suggestive Note: Taking more effort and time when learning the subject material and procedures will provide the ability to master lesson objectives

Rationale


Essay Questions are a constructed response assessment and the commonly use method of assessments by instructors.  What appeals to instructors most about this particular assessment is that it challenges learners to create a response rather than select a prewritten response.  This provides the instructor a means to determine learners ability to reason, create, apply critical thinking, analyze, and evaluate the subject matter.  Instructors are also able to evaluate how well the learner master the knowledge provided from the instructional material and course objectives (Oosterhof, et al, 2008). 

This assessment was chosen for the above listed objectives because it provides the best method to evaluate the learners understanding, developed knowledge of objectives, and cognitive skills.  The learner is able to analyze and critically think of the most effective justifiable  written response to describe in detail the required subject matter actions.

The comment for the correct response feedback identified and rewarded specific qualities about the students work, provided suggestions to improve and justified how their grade was derived. 

Reference
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          In an Online
Learning environment one of  the instructors
many primary goals is to determine if the learner has achieved the intended
learning outcomes.  



          However, to
accomplish this goal instructors have accessibility to various assessment tools
to use with different types of assessment 
methods which have been designed to measure, reliable, and validate
several different types of objective outcomes . 



          Most
instructors choose the assessment method that best addresses  the type various instructional task,
Formative, or Summative  that will
accurately demonstrate learners  achieved
content knowledge, performance and critical thinking skills to confirm that the
learner has obtained the desired learning outcomes.  Assessments not only relays what the learner
knows to the instructor and learner, it also indicates to the instructor any
material which learner maybe experiencing difficult or where improvements is
needed.



          Remember  it is imperative  to know the type of instructional information
the learner is obtaining (e.g. training or education),
when determining which type of assessment will produce the most effective and
accurate measurement of the learners capabilities and knowledge of the subject
matter.  Dr. Rita Conrad (2010), also
explains that knowing the type of knowledge that requires assessing is vital to
choosing the right method of Assessment. 
Knowing whether the knowledge is Declarative,  Procedural, or Performance is vital to
developing the most effective assessment method. Declarative and Procedural
Objectives are generally assessed by written assessment and Problem-Solving
Objectives assesses Performance Assessments. 




          Furthermore,
another factor to consider when designing Performance Assessments is knowing
whether the objective is a process or a product. When processes are being
evaluated the assessment will establish if the learner knows how to demonstrate
their ability to perform the appropriate processes to complete a task/ project.



          To accomplish this assignment
demonstrating the actions necessary to design various Authentic Performance
Based Assessment is necessary. 



Step 1 : Objectives for the Performance
Assessment



 



          Performance  Knowledge Assessments  are 
the predominant method of Assessment for Problem-Solving Objectives in a
simulated online environments (Conrad, 2010).



          The two Problems
solving objectives that are for the performance assessment format: are
definitely appropriate for Performance Assessments.



          However, 
Dr. Rita Conrad (2010), stated that Procedural Objectives can be
assessed by Performance Assessment but the Observational segment is very time
consuming.



          Therefore,
listed below to completely identify all the Objectives that are able to be
appropriately assessed by Performance Assessments are Procedural and
Problem-solving Objectives



 



		
  Illustrate proper use of turn signals that
  meets the legal limits


   


  		
  Discuss safe strategies for responding
  when you encounter an aggressive or reckless driver while driving, meeting
  the criteria for a minimum score of 3 out of 4 on the rubric


  

		
  Perform a three point turn with 100%
  accuracy


   


  		
  Describe at least four actions responsible
  drivers take following a minor car accident, meeting the criteria for a
  minimum score of 3 out of 4 on the discussion rubric


  

		
  Demonstrate how to change a tire with 100%
  accuracy


   


  		
   


  

		
  Execute a parallel parking maneuver that
  meets the legal limits


   


  		
   


  

		
  Demonstrate how to check the oil level with
  100% accuracy


  		
   


  





 



		
  Step 2:  Performance
  Assessment Items


  .


  Authentic and Performance
  Assessment methods not only provides the learner the opportunity to
  demonstrate mastery of  subject matter
  knowledge by using their critical thinking skills in reality-based situation,
  it lets the l it provides the learner with a opportunity to demonstrate their
  observable interpretation as a solution to the problem. This assessment also
  provides  the instructor the ability to
  observe, evaluate and apply immediate feedback about the learner capabilities
  then suggest needed improvements.


  		





Problem-solving Objectives 1



Managing
Road Rage



Ø Discuss safe driving strategies for responding when you encounter
an aggressive or reckless driver while driving, meeting the criteria for a
minimum score of 3 out of 4 on the Discussion rubric. 



o   This
is a Problem-solving Assessment that will be assessing content related
processes for this Performance Assessment.   Learner will complete this Assessment with two parts. The first part one
is a individual, writing and critical thinking activity and the second is a
group project role playing scenario activity.





Goal:



Ø
Learner will be able to recognize traits and
triggers of aggressive behavior 



Ø
Learner will be able to respond to aggressive
encounters



Ø
Learner will be able to avoid confrontational
engagement with aggressive drivers



 



Essential
Questions



What can you do to steer clear of
aggressive driving situations?



What behaviors make other drivers really
angry? 



How can you avoid engaging an aggressive
driver? 



Ø
Written Rationale: 



Respond to the Essential Questions by applying critical thinking,
problem solving, conflict resolution, and safe driving practice methods.  Identify at least 10 Behavioral
Triggers and Traits of Aggressive and Reckless Driving and the various
preventative safety methods and practices that can help prevent triggering road
rage. Construct 2-3 page written report.



Ø
A Group
Project Video 



          Role:  (Offending Driver, Offended  Driver) 
There are 2 individual  involved
in this situation.



Develop (2)  group enactment video clips totaling  5 - 10 minutes  in length .



The video clips should include:



A fully escalated road rage
incident with a deliberately initiated unsafe driving act, dysfunctional
emotional engagement and unrelenting confrontation that is typically displayed
when encountering an aggressive or reckless driver while driving.  As well as a, road rage incident that defused
with safe practice methods as a preventive response when confronted by a
irritated belligerent offended driver.



NOTE:



The
media presentation should exhibits the learner capabilities to demonstrate
several of the aggressive behavioral traits, a typical unrelenting
confrontation of a full blown road rage incident, and one version will exhibit
abilities to utilize various practical safe methods to avoid escalation and
confrontation displayed when encountering an aggressive or reckless driver
while driving.



 



Audience:



Defensive Driving (classmates)



Situation:  



It’s
never pleasant when someone cuts you off on the highway or tailgates your
vehicle across city streets. When confronted with aggressive driving behavior
maintain control of your emotions and attitudes.



Example Offend Aggressive Driver 1: Woman, 24 year old mother of two in Cincinnati,
driving alone in a GrandAm, is following a woman driver in a VW. In front of
them are several cars behind a truck going 35 mph. The GrandAm pulls into the
left lane in order to pass and speeds up to 55 mph.



Offending
Driver 2: The VW suddenly pulls out into the left lane,
in front of the GrandAm, going 20 mph slower and forcing the GrandAm driver to apply
the brakes suddenly.



Offending
Driver 2: The VW gradually overtakes the slow truck,
passes it, and pulls back into the right lane.



Offend Aggressive Driver 1: The GrandAm, still in the
left lane, now overtakes the VW, honks several times, makes obscene gestures,
and flashes her lights as signs of outrage ("to let her know that she
almost caused an accident just then").



Offending
Driver 2: The VW driver responds by flipping the bird
and shaking her head.



Standards and
Criteria for Success:



Ø
Create
a written report containing the 10 aggressive behaviors and  preventative safety methods to avoid
confrontation with Aggressive Drivers



Ø
Create
(2) group enacted Video Clips depicting a full blown road rage scene and  road rage scene defused with preventative practices




 



Rubric:    Group Video Project
  



Rationale
  
   
  



 
   

 




Problem-solving Objectives 2



. Accidents Happen



Ø Describe at least four actions responsible drivers
take following a minor car accident, meeting the criteria for a Based Assessment minimum score of 3 out of 4 on the
discussion rubric 



o   This
Objective
is  Problem-solving that will
assess action process and will be evaluated by Authentic Performance Assessment



Goal:



Ø
Learner will be able demonstrate the necessary
emergency first step process after a accident



Ø
Learner will be able to demonstrate a series of
required steps after experiencing a car accident



Ø
Learner will be able to use information objectively
for solving problems and arriving at alternative solutions



 



Ø
Essential Questions



What should you do if you're in a
car accident



Is anyone hurt?



Role:



Minimum 2 drivers involved in this situation 







Audience:



Defensive Driving (classmates)



 



Situation: 



Marc was excited
about getting his license. He was now a valid driver and able to go places on
his own without needing someone to be with him. A couple weeks later, Marc was
headed to his friend Phil's house. A block from Phil's, Marc was at a stop sign
when he felt a sudden jolt. Someone had rear-ended his car. Marc began
panicking--- It’s never pleasant
when someone cuts you off on the highway, tailgates your vehicle across city
streets or runs the red-light when you are completing a left turn to clear the
intersection. Driving is probably
the most dangerous thing most of us will ever do. Accidents unfortunately do
occur when driving. Your ability stay calm and maintaining control of your
emotions could be a life saving difference.



Product,
Performance, and Purpose:



Ø Devised a plan
with all the  proper
protocol for minor car accident, helpful tips about how to avoid a accident,
all emergency contact information, medical alerts, checklist of all the
appropriate emergency response people, insurance contact information, and  vehicle information  .



Ø Create a informational pdf. pamphlet from the plan you
devised which can be download by computer, or mobile.



Standards and Criteria for Success:



Ø Document should be able to
address the Essential Question  and
contains at the very least 4 important actions required after a minor car
accident.



Rubric



Pamphlet
  



 



Procedural Objectives 3



Parking



Ø Execute a parallel parking maneuver that
meets the legal limits. 



o  
 This
Objective is Procedural and  will assess
learner's knowledge to perform this process and will be evaluated by
Performance Based Assessment



Goal:



Ø
Learner will be able to describe the series of
step required to successfully parallel park



Ø
Learner will be able demonstrate necessary
procedures to maneuver the task of parallel parking. 



Situation: 



Every since you first started driving even after passing the
driver's test.  You have gone out of your
way to circle the block several times dreading the occasional need of having to
parallel parking every time the situation has been presented.



Product,
Performance, and Purpose:



Ø Research the
step by step procedures necessary to 
perform a proper parallel parking maneuver.   



Ø Create a instructional video narrating and
demonstrating the step by step parallel parking maneuver actually perform.



Standards and Criteria for Success:



Ø
 The
video should explain and perform the actions required to parallel park



 



Grading
Tool:



Procedural Parking Checklist




Procedural Objectives 4



3- Point Turning



Ø Perform a three point turn with 100%
accuracy 



o  
Objective is Procedural it will assess learner's
knowledge and ability to perform and will be evaluated by Performance Based
Assessment



Goal:



Ø
Learner will be able to perform the required
procedures to successfully maneuver 3-point Turn



Ø
Learner will be able illustrate a series of step
that will accomplish  task of 3-point
Turn. 



Role:



One driver involved in this situation 







Audience:



Defensive
Driving (classmates)



Situation: 



U-Turns are not permitted and you need to turn around legally.
Sometime referred to as a Bay turn. Your ability to turn the car around even
when there is no driveways or alley can be accomplished by performing a 3-Point
Turn.



Product,
Performance, and Purpose:



Ø Create a
storyboard illustrating the step by step procedures of a proper 3-Point
Turn.   



Ø Create a video demonstrating the step by step  performance of 3-Point Turn.



Standards and Criteria for Success



Ø
The video should narrate
and perform the actions required to make a 3-Point Turn.



Ø
The storyboard will
illustrate the steps required when making a 3-Point Turn



 



Grading
Tool:



  
Storyboard Rubric 


Video 3-Point Turn
   

   




 
   




 
  Step 3
  
  



 	
  These specific objectives were chosen because the first two
are Problem-solving and fulfill the required Performance Assessment
criteria.  The second two are Procedural
Objectives that also comply  with
Performance Assessment criteria as discussed by 
Dr. Rita Conrad (2010).  Dr.
Conrad provided additional insight that Procedural Objectives can be assessed
by Performance Assessment, however they are considerably more time consuming
during the observational assessment phase. In addition, precise specifications
were divulge for consideration when developing Performance Assessment (e.g.
knowing the type of knowledge being assessed (Declarative, Procedural, or
Problem-solving) and determining the type task (e.g., process or product).  These vital factors are needed in order to
choose which Assessment effectively measures 
not only what the learner knows, but their abilility to analyze subject
matter for a higher level of critical thinking and the capabilities to perform
the processes to demonstrate mastery of 
knowledge. 



In Week 2's
  Assignment, " Problem solving objectives ask students to make
  decisions or choose between options through evaluative thinking assessment .  In
    addition, Problem solving objectives also ask the student to consider various actions or
  choices that someone might/should take.  The student has to evaluate
  various choices or actions that are not necessarily concrete.
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		Walden University



		SIT-3100 Series Safety Training Rubric



		





		Facilitator: Bridget Chappell-McKinney






		Title of Work: Grading Rubric for SIT-3100 Series






		Criteria



		1(F): Unacceptable = 1.0 

		2(C): Minimal 2.5 - 1.75 

		3(B): Satisfactory 3.5 - 2.75 

		4(A): Exemplary Work 4.0 - 3.75 

		Points Scored





		Quality of Work Submitted with Understanding of Assignment concepts and ideas

		Shows lack of understanding or purpose. Not able to apply concepts and theories

		Shows some understanding. Unclear/underdeveloped ideas and thoughts

		Demonstrates clear understanding of assignment purpose. Ideas are clear and developed with consideration to assignments key concepts

		Exhibits clear understanding of assignment concepts. Demonstrates purpose along with reflective critical thinking of assignments key elements

		



		Observance of assignment expectations. The extent that the assignment meets learning objectives and integrates technology criteria

		Key components, terms and concepts are not  represented or displayed in any of the work

		Assignment not fully developed, demonstrates minimal key components, terms or integration of technology

		Thoughts are clearly expressed through concise formatting with few if any grammatical or mechanical errors.

		Meets and exceeds all expectations of exemplary material and information and integrates technology criteria through a detailed manner.

		



		Expressing and Understanding thoughts through Writing and Formatting The extent to which scholarly writing is present through standard English

		Communicated thoughts of key concepts are unclear and are not appropriately expressed.

		Effective communications are not absolutely present. Assignment contains grammatical and mechanical errors.

		Work contains fully developed topics, key components which are expressed with integrated technology criteria

		Work demonstrates unified and well developed ideas and thoughts. 

No grammatical or mechanical errors.


 Thoughts are clear and powerfully expressed.

		



		Structure and Evidence of Support

		Assignment wanders  from one idea to another and is difficult to distill arguments.


 No connection of ideas lack of supporting evidence

		Assignment  jumps from one idea to  the next 

 Transitional logic not totally evident.  Argument  is supported by limited evidence  that is only occasionally relevant

		 Assignment is supported by substantial  evidence thoughts are in concise order and relates to central argument 

		Writing flows logically to examine a cohesive argument. Paragraphs  are defined and guide reader through  progression of ideas.   Assignment demonstrates substantial  scholarly Support that define ideas

		



		

































Total Points Scored

According to Wagner (1997) activities must be designed to encourage, support, and even require interaction. The emphasis of feedback can also be an indication of learner and teacher interaction.  The Rubric becomes the instrument by which the instructor can provide specific interactive support about what the learner has gained from the learning experience it becomes more useful if its focus is designed for specific “outcomes of interaction (e.g., interaction to increase participation, interaction to enhance learner control and self-regulation)".

Through the Rubric positive and constructive feedback can be specified to encourage, guide and gauge if the learner has received and can demonstrate all the designated outcomes that the course desires.

Reference:


Wagner, E.D.1994.In support of a functional definition of interaction. The American Journal of Distance Education 8 (2): 6–29.




Setting Up An Online Learning Experience

· What is the significance of knowing the technology available to you? 

Knowing the  technology that is available to develop an engaging online learning experience is imperative and one of the significant strategies to focus when presenting a effective online course.  Planning and developing a interactive CMS that the  facilitator is comfortable with can enable the implementation of  the strategic  online learning environment. This can provide the  learner with the three important presence social, cognitive and teaching.  Through technology the  facilitator's  responsibility can be plan out to invoke positive, supportive and encouraging content,  this will ensure that the learner will participate.  Developing techniques through technology encourages action from learner and permits  interactive engagement.  Today, there are many different technology tools that are able to address a multitude of learning abilities (Beldarrain, 2006).When correctly prepared the delivery of material through technology can be invaluable, feedback can be personalized  and knowledge can accessed in cost effective way.  Because technology can be integrated with simulations, interactivity and authentic resource material the distance learning environment can achieve a enriching learning experience.  These types of activities permits students the ability to connect with their prior learning experiences, construct a new knowledge base, demonstrate mastery and show creative problem solving abilities (Beldarrain, 2006).

· Why is it essential to communicate clear expectations to learners? 

The need for communicating expectation clearly can be achieved through learning objectives, course syllabus and rubrics.  Establishing learning objectives, and  outcomes provides the learners the ability  to know what is  expected right from the beginning 0f the course. This will allow clarity of expectations,  building knowledge and competencies for learners and a presence of facilitating the direct instruction  and resolving any issues with individual students (Boettcher and Conrad, 2010).   

This also institutes what is expected from the facilitators what contributions are required from  the learner.


Another essential goal for clear communication on a regular bases is  to provide guidance to student and establish an online presence of availability.  According to Boettcher and Conrad, 2010 this means that the facilitator should exert a relatively strong teaching presence as well as encourage the learners to be clear about what knowledge they are being provided from the course content by demonstrating the use of resource materials, prior knowledge  and experience through the sharing of information in the community discussion boards, blogs, reports, and peer to peer collaboration.

· What additional considerations should the instructor take into account when setting up an online learning experience?

The facilitator should devote thought and planning to preparing a ice-breaker or getting acquainted activity at the beginning of the course."Opening  the lines of communication in the learning community in a non-threatening manner"(Conrad and Donaldson, 2011).    This will allow the learners to establish a online presence and become familiarize with peers, collaborating as well as working within the learning community. Boettcher & Conrad discuss the importance of establishing an online presence of the instructor as well as building an effective learning community (2010). Even if  a course  has the best course management system, accompanying software, and integrated with the latest technology tools, if the instructor does not successfully develop a presence within that learning community within the first few weeks of the course learners may not be as motivated or successful.

Reference:


Boettcher, J. V., & Conrad, R. (2010). The online teaching survival guide: Simple and practical pedagogical tips. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass.

Conrad, R., & Donaldson, J. A. (2011). Engaging the online learner: Activities and resources for creative instruction(Updated ed). San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass.

Beldarrain, Y. (2006). Distance education trends: Integrating new technologies to foster student interaction and collaboration. Distance Education, 27(2),139–153. 


 

Owe two comments:

Once again Chuck I believe you have hit the proverbial nail on the head I have thought about ADA standards when creating a Website and the different tactic that are required for people with disabilities.  However in a rush to complete assignments and projects I have neglected the facts most of the time by not uploading a transcript of audio or  a audio version of a visual aid.  These are important facets when developing and setting up an Online learning experience... Thanks for reminding me of this overlooked fact.


Thanks for sharing.


Bridget

I have to totally agree with you Angela, clear concise expectations from the facilitator is very important. Just as communication from the student when the unexpected happens. This allow the facilitator to adjust to the learner situation.

 True to your statement Dr. RDP constantly provided a online presence that instilled guidance into his online learning environment as well as he provided personalized feedback to assist each learner to achieve the project learning objective outcomes.   

I truly related to your post about online presence and tone in the discussion area respect should always be given in a non confrontational manner.


Good Post Thanks for sharing.


Bridget
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"To meet the great tasks that are before us, we require all our intelligence, and we 


must be sound and wholesome in mind. We must proceed in order." 


— Elwood Hendrick 


 


Welcome 


 
Hello and Welcome to SIT Program Orientation {Safety Information Training Program}. 
SIT-3100 Series. 
 
Please review the course Orientation, the SIT-WEB Calendar for Web Conferencing 
Schedule, and Activities in Content Area of the Orientation Module. If you have any 
Questions, post them in the Discussion Forum. Facilitator information is provided under 
the Contact Instructor Tab. The chosen scenario to develop the EDCU-6135 Distance 
Learning course project was Scenario 2: A mandatory corporate training live webinar on 
workplace safety. Trainees will be expected to view various training videos, provide 
feedback and discussion points to others, and download presentations, which offer step-
by-step instructions. Students will have to install and use web conferencing software for 
the live webinar. For this particular scenario to be developed into a serious training 
program CourseSites CMS's ability to cater to the learners potential interactivity was one 
of the challenging factors; that allowed me to examine the material content and the 
learning environment's capabilities to serve the needs as an appropriate CMS. Through 
the developed Orientation Module I included a brief welcome and explanation of web 
conferencing as can been noted. I also included links for Elluminate website and PDF 
file. CourseSites by Blackboards has a seamless integration with Elluminate under the 
CourseSites Live in the Tools tab (Elluminate, 2013). 
 


I.  Welcome 
Hello and Welcome to SIT Program Safety Information Training 
Program. This section outlines the components of SIT-3100 Series 
Online Course Training Material and the accompanying Web 
Conferencing format required to ensure you can proceed successfully 
through training.  
 
 Introduction 
 Technical Resources 
 Outlined Course Objectives 
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The Webinar -Web Conferencing format  


Elluminate Live 10 is a collaboration tool we will be using to participate in 
real-time safety class lessons and discussions.  All lessons and classroom 
test will be held online, some lessons will be online in  real-time with live 
question-and-answer sessions, and some course material will be video 
sessions. If you are not scheduled to participate during a live session there 
will be a  recording of  the live session made available for review.  


 
If you have any additional questions not asked during the Webinar, please 
feel free to asked them on the Discussion Board where everyone will benefit 
from the answer. 
 To become more familiarized with Elluminate Live 10  visit the website 
provided in the Technical Resource links to learn and become familiar 
with the tools before the first scheduled meeting. 


 


II.      Introduction 


This model is based on a extended classroom, corporate training, where 
facilitator schedules specific times for web-based lectures to be streamed 
over internet linked through web conferencing software, and communication 
technology (Simonson et al, p. 5)The main portion of the course is 
considered synchronous because it will be captured during the same time -
 different place(Simonson et al,p.10).   


The Webinar module is based on the Andragogy theory of Malcolm 
Knowles which applies the theory on a self -directing adult learning 
environment (Simonson et al, p. 50).  Furthermore,  the online technology 
lean on Wedemeyer's Theory of Independent Study.  This allows 24/7 
accessibility to interactive instruction technical training, course material, and 
performance base training  delivered through a internet environment online. 
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These are the tools that will help you to successfully complete the 
mandatory SIT-3100 Safety Series Award Program is this course's main 
objective. SIT-3100 Safety Series is housed in Coursesites by Blackboard. 


Before we start with the training let's get you familiar with your Coursesites 
Learning module. After reviewing the following materials, you will be able 
to: 


1. Navigate the SIT-3100 Safety Training program 


2. Download Tools &Technology to be successful in the training program 


3. Understand collaboration tools to communicate with peers and facilitator.  


 


        Homepage and Navigation 
Navigation 


Once you have entered the SIT-3100 course, you will always be able to 
see a list of buttons or links down the left hand side of the screen. This is 
known as the Course Menu.  This is how you will be able to navigate 
through the different content of this course. Take the time to investigate each 
link of the course menu to become familiarized with all of the course 
contents. 
 


 
Homepage 


This area will contain Announcement from the facilitator, SIT-3100 Web 
Event Calendar.   Also, you may customize your homepage by adding 
support tools such as notepads, dictionary, and remainder alert to  announce 
upcoming sessions. 


 
 
Activities 
 Multimedia and Interactivity  
 


Trainees will be expected to participate through 8 weeks of Live Web Sessions - 
Located in SIT-LIVE with Elluminate Tab 


Views the series of weekly training videos - Located in Activities Tab 
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Interactive Games  - Located in Activity Tab 


Discussion points to others - Participate is  at Discussion Tab 


Download presentations, which offer step-by-step instructions to equipment safety 
procedures - Located in Resources Tab. 


Performance and mastering the information discussed during the SIT-LIVE 
Sessions, detailed in the PDF Reading Resources, Videos, and Activities 
interactive processes will establish a Hand-on learning approach.  At the end of 
these eight weeks a Safety Award Certification will be awarded, test scores, and 
achieve performance will be recorded to HR within the employee safety compliant 
record. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
Characteristics of a Successful Distance Learner  
 
As you progress through this Orientation Session keep in mind several  characteristics of a 
successful distance learner: 
  


• Developing a  Time Management Strategy 
• Maintaining a self-motivated attitude so that you are able to work at a steady pace to 


accomplish the required tasks  
• A successful independent learner is self-directed, able to manage their own learning and 


success in their courses.  
 


Items you will need to have a  successful training experience: 
  


o PC or Mobile Device 


o Properly installed Webinar Software 


o Adequate Internet Connection (Wireless connection may not  always grant 


accessibility) 


o Adobe Flash/Windows Media or QuickTime  for video playback 


o Adobe Reader to access PDF resource files  
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Technical Resources 
 


Virtual Class room/Webinars require Java and Other Browser Plugins. A handful 
of features in Coursesites require additional software to be installed. Without these, 
the features themselves do not function. These resources will allow you to 
collaborate asynchronously or synchronously so groups can meet and construct 
artifacts despite the distance between or time restraints. Each of these resources 
works differently and provides different options. For this learning program the 
following features have plugin requirements.  
 


 
Elluminate Live  10 


http://www.elluminate.com/Services/Training/Elluminate_Live!/Elluminate_Live!_V10_Participa


nt_s_Guide/?id=419 


• The Virtual Classroom Tools Elluminate Live 10  in courses require the JRE 
from Oracle enabled as a browser plugin.  Allow the download when 
prompted for changes to your environment.  


• The prerecorded  Elluminate Live 10 session  feature of the Content Editor 
requires the Flash Player browser plugin from Adobe to successfully save the 
recordings to YouTube. 


 
Adobe Reader http://www.adobe.com/downloads.html?promoid=KAWQL 


Adobe Flashplayer    http://www.adobe.com/downloads.html?promoid=KAWQL 


Optional Web conferencing tool 


Skype http://www.skype.com/en/ 


ooVoo 


http://www.oovoo.com/home8.aspx?vc=2783&utm_source=sem2783&utm_medium=dis



http://www.elluminate.com/Services/Training/Elluminate_Live!/Elluminate_Live!_V10_Participant_s_Guide/?id=419

http://www.elluminate.com/Services/Training/Elluminate_Live!/Elluminate_Live!_V10_Participant_s_Guide/?id=419

http://help.blackboard.com/en-us/Learn/9.1_SP_14_and_SP_15/Instructor/040_In_Your_Course/020_Content_Editor/Video_Everywhere

http://www.adobe.com/downloads.html?promoid=KAWQL

http://www.adobe.com/downloads.html?promoid=KAWQL

http://www.skype.com/en/

http://www.oovoo.com/home8.aspx?vc=2783&utm_source=sem2783&utm_medium=display&utm_content=home8&utm_campaign=media&gclid=CNTRy4jv7roCFUVp7Aod900AWw
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play&utm_content=home8&utm_campaign=media&gclid=CNTRy4jv7roCFUVp7Aod9


00AWw 


Finally, below a link for week 3 Orientation module and instructions about how 
to access the course. 
 


This is the Web link for my CMS please copy and paste the URL in the 
address bar when the Coursesites page displays choose the {Self-Enroll} 
Option and the Access code is  :   safety1  - then continue to sign in with or 
create a sign in 
 
https://www.coursesites.com/webapps/Bb-sites-course-creation-
BBLEARN/courseHomepage.htmlx?course_id=_293322_1 
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               When
determining which design is  best for assessments
 it is essential to know how the learner
obtain the knowledge (e.g. training or education),  knowing what the learner is required to know
and what knowledge must be verified by the assessment.  



               Furthermore
when designing assessments for an online forum, technology provides a
considerably wider variety of  media options
than is available through f2f written assessments.  This  allows the learner accessibility, a means to
demonstrate that they have mastered  the  course objectives, and immediate scoring (Oosterhof, Conrad, & Ely 2008).



          Dr.
Rita Palloff (2010), explains that clearly written objectives allows the
learner to concentrate on specific content material that will be defined
through the instructional section of the course. 



           Dr. Rita Conrad (2011), also asked us to consider;
What knowledge is being assess? Does the assessment match the objectives? Is a
written assessment the best way to assess the learners knowledge?  Are you trying to assess declarative and
procedural knowledge? Written Assessments are best used when determining the
learners ability to demonstrate procedural and declarative knowledge.



          Step
one



 



·                 
Identify the objectives that are appropriate for the written
assessment format.



The objective that are most appropriate
for a written assessment are listed below with the type of written assessment
to be performed, scoring tool, and correct/incorrect feedback : 



Multiple Choice Questions



Choose the best answer for the
questions below:



Objective:



·       Perform a three point turn with 100% accuracy



 Objective is Procedural Knowledge and will be
assessed by a  multiple choice question



 



Question:



 Which of the
following best describes how to make a three point turn? 



 



A.  
Place vehicle in reverse, then backup while turning wheels to the
left; Place car in drive and pull forward into lane.



 



B.  
Pull forward while turning the steering wheel to right; then place
vehicle in reverse while turning wheel to left.



 



C.  
Turn on right/left signal; backup toward the opposite side of
street; Place vehicle in drive while straighten vehicle into the appropriate
lane.



 



D.  
None of the above



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Objective:



·       Illustrate proper use of turn signals that meets the legal
limits



Objective is
Procedural Knowledge and will be assessed by a multiple choice question



 



Question:



What is one of the following best describes the suitable use
of the turn signals?



 



A.  
Going around a left/right corner, stopping, or parking



B.  
At a intersection while maintaining the same lane



C.  
 signal at least 100 feet
from intersection point of turn, changing lanes,  and parking



D.  
All of the above



		
  Multiple Choice Scoring Grid


  		
  Number      of   Correct Responses


  5 points


  		
  Number of Incorrect Responses


  0 points


  

		
  Major goal was is to extract student’s knowledge mastery of the
  subject matter from responses


  		
   


  		
   


  

		
  Total  Score


  		
   


  		
   


  





 



Comments for correct multiple choice
responses;



The number of correct responses achieved is very impressive and
demonstrates exemplary comprehension and mastery of the subject matter and
course objectives.  Great Job!!! The
effort expended on retaining subject matter was demonstrated . Suggestive Note: Keep in mind when
uncertain about selected response questions from a multiply choice assessment
use deductive reasoning as a method to achieve the correct response.



 



Comments for incorrect multiple choice
responses:



The goal of this assessment would have provide the opportunity to
demonstrate the learned knowledge for the instructional  material procedures.



The amount of incorrect responses is unacceptable and shows a lack
of understanding  for key concepts,  procedures, and processes illustrated through
the subject matter.  Suggestive Note: Taking more effort and time to retain the
procedures and  processes of the subject
material will provide the ability to achieve objective outcomes.



Rationale:



 



          Multiple Choice
Questions are mainly used to determine if the learner has knowledge of subject
matter facts and routine procedures that definitely has only one answer.  However because the answer is visible it is
easier to recognize  the right answer or
make a guess through reasonable deduction looking for what best fits.   Robert Schaeffer (2007), of Fair Test New
letter explains that a Multiple Choice "item" may have two reasonable
answer options. Therefore, test directions usually ask test takers to select
the "best" answer. 
Furthermore, Schaeffer (2007) , explains that when deciding whether
to use multiple-choice as a test or add some to any assessment,  consideration of the purpose of the
assessment and what will come from the results should be determined. Then he
goes on to state¸" If the purpose is only to check on factual and
procedural knowledge, if the test will not have a major effect on overall
curriculum and instruction, and if conclusions about what students know in a
subject will not be reduced to what the test measures, then a multiple-choice test
might be somewhat helpful”.  



This assessment method was chosen for
its ability to assess routine procedures. 
The comment
for the correct/incorrect response feedback identified unacceptable and
rewarded acceptable responses. Identified specific qualities about the students
work, provided suggestions to improve and justified how their grade was
derived. 



 



Matching Assessment Questions



 



Match up images in
the left column with the correct response to the letter and names from the
right column.  Complete this task by
writing the letter and name of the correct response  from the right column on the lines on the
dashboard image this will indicate the name for that item.  Then write the letter and name of the traffic
sign in the bottom of each appropriate sign's box.



 



Objective:



·       Identify the components of an automobile dashboard
with at least 80% accuracy - Objective is Declarative Knowledge and will be assessed
by  matching assessment question



 



 



 



 







 



 



 



Objective:



		
  


   


  		
   


  		
  


  		
  A. Stop


   


  B. Yield


   


  C. Steep Hill


   


  D. No right


   


  E.  Divided


      Highway


   


  F. Curves


   


  G. Do Not 


         Enter


   


  H. No U 


        Turns


   


  I. Intersection


   


  

		
  


  		
  


  		
  


   


   


  





		Identify common road signs with at least 90%
     accuracy - Objective is Declarative
     Knowledge and will be assessed by 
     matching assessment question





 



 



 



 



 



		
  Match Up Assessment Grid


  		
  Number      of   Correct Responses


  9 points


  		
  Number of Incorrect Responses


  0 points


  

		
  Major goal was is to extract
  student’s knowledge mastery of the subject matter from responses


  		
   


  		
   


  

		
  Total 
  Score


  		
   


  		
   


  





 



 



 



Comments for correct Matching
Assessment:



The number of correct responses achieved is very impressive
and demonstrates exemplary comprehension and mastery of the subject matter and
course objectives.  Great Job!!! The
effort expended on retaining subject matter was demonstrated.  Suggestive Note: Note: Keep in mind  when uncertain of matching assessment factual
processes use acronyms as a method to recall the correct response.



 



 



Comments for incorrect Matching
Assessment:



The goal of this assessment would have provide the
opportunity to demonstrate the learned knowledge for the instructional  material procedures.



The amount of incorrect responses is unacceptable and shows
a lack of understanding  for key
concepts,  procedures, and processes
illustrated through the subject matter.  Suggestive Note: Applying more effort
and time to retain the subject material  and using acronyms  provides the ability to master lesson
objectives.



 



 



Rationale:



Matching Assessments are  a
selected response assessment used to compare related ideas, concepts and theories.   This
particular assessment provides the learner the ability to choose the correct
response from a list of possibilities. 



There are several advantages that are appealing for instructors  to use Matching Assessments:



1.    
Matching Assessment is efficient means of assessing the association
between a variety of items



2.   
They are relatively easy to administer to large groups



3.   
The Objective nature of this assessment limits bias in scoring 



4.   
Instructors also use Matching Assessment because they provide
a compact way to test a great deal of information in a short amount of time.



A few  disadvantages that are reasons instructors
have abandon the use of this particular assessment:



1.       
Matching Assessments does not allow learner a higher level of
thinking and may limit the learner to lower level of understanding



2.      
Matching is not an effective means of assessing isolated facts.



3.      
Matching may provide opportunity for learner to guess the response
and not know the subject matter.



They can only be used to assess homogenous knowledge.. This assessment was chosen for the above listed objectives because
it provides the best method to evaluate the learners understanding and the
ability to demonstrate knowledge of objectives. The learner is able to think and select
the best response from the response list to achieve the required objective outcome
task.



The comment for the correct/incorrect response feedback identified
unacceptable and rewarded acceptable responses. Identified specific qualities
about the students work, provided suggestions to improve and justified how
their grade was derived. 



 



Short Essay Questions



Create a detailed
response that can best describe the procedure required for each of the
following essay question.



 



Objective:



·       Execute a parallel parking maneuver that meets the legal
limits - Objective is Procedural
Knowledge and will be assessed by a short essay



 



Question:



Explain in detail the correct techniques that will
demonstrate the best maneuvers to parallel park?



 



Objective:



·       Explain the road safety check process, meeting the criteria
for a minimum score of 3 out of 4 on the Discussion rubric - Objective is Declarative Knowledge and will be assessed by a short
essay 



 



Question:



 In detail explain the
procedures involved with the road safety check process?



 



Objective:



·       Demonstrate how to change a tire with 100% accuracy- Objective is Procedural Knowledge and
will be assessed by a short essay



·       Question:



Explain the in detail the process of
changing a tire?



 



Objective:



·       Describe the function of each dashboard component with at
least 80% accuracy- Objective is
Declarative Knowledge and will be assessed by a short essay



 



Question:



Describe in detail the functions of each component on a
dashboard?



		
  Short Essay Rubric


  		
  Earned Assessment Score


  

		
  Quality of Work


  		
     
  4.0 - 3.75: Exemplary Work


  		
   
  3.50 - 2.75: Satisfactory Work


  		
  2.50 -1.00: Minimal to Unacceptable
  Work


  		
   


  

		
  Written response reflects the
  learners ability to clearly express content material 


  		
  Demonstrates the ability to clearly express with written
  concepts a exceptional description of content material.


  		
  Demonstrates a satisfactory 
  understanding of content material 
  expressed through written concepts


  		
  Assignment demonstrates a lack of understanding key
  concepts  and no relevant  information


  		
   


  

		
  Assignment Expectations


  		
  Assessment delivers exceptional work presented with detail of
  content material.


  		
  Assessment delivers satisfactory work presented with required
  details of content material


  		
  Assessment contains unclear and unspecific information with no
  detail relevant to content material


  		
   


  

		
  Grammatical writing and Language
  Expectations


  		
  Essay is exceptionally written in Standard English clear, potent
  and concise in meaning. The writing is 
  organized, logical, and contains no prominent grammatical errors in
  sentence structure.


  		
  Essay is well written and 
  contains effective communication of content material in Standard
  English.   The writing is logical and
  contains few if any grammatical errors in sentence structure.


  		
  Essay does not provide clear and concise ideas.  Rules of Standard English are not evident
  and writing contains many grammatical and mechanical errors.


  		
   


  

		
  Total


  		
   


  		
   


  		
   


  		
   


  





Comments for correct essay:



Excellent Work!!! The essay is
exceptionally developed and communicates detailed instructional information
that demonstrates exemplary knowledge of course objectives and content
material. Suggestive Note: Keep in
mind when addressing complicated processes through essay question use your
ability to apply a well thought out reasonable and justifiable response.



 



Comments for incorrect essay:



Additional effort to
clearly communicate main ideas in detail and use of key concept terms would
have greatly improved the written essay. 



The  content of this essay was underdeveloped and
express no relevant ideas.  The work did
not communicate any effective details to reflect any learned knowledge of
course concepts, objectives, or content material. Suggestive Note: Taking more effort and time when learning the subject
material and procedures will provide the ability to master lesson objectives



 



Rationale



 



Essay Questions are a constructed response assessment and the
commonly use method of assessments by instructors.  What
appeals to instructors most about this particular assessment is that it
challenges learners to create a response rather than select a prewritten
response.  This provides the instructor a
means to determine learners ability to reason, create, apply critical thinking,
analyze, and evaluate the subject matter. 
Instructors are also able to evaluate how well the learner master the
knowledge provided from the instructional material and course objectives (Oosterhof, et al, 2008). 



This assessment was chosen for the above listed objectives because
it provides the best method to evaluate the learners understanding, developed
knowledge of objectives, and cognitive skills. 
The learner is able to analyze and critically
think of the most effective justifiable  written response to describe in detail the
required subject matter actions.



The comment for the correct response feedback identified and
rewarded specific qualities about the students work, provided suggestions to
improve and justified how their grade was derived. 
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Setting Up An Online Learning Experience

· What is the significance of knowing the technology available to you? 

Knowing the  technology that is available to develop an engaging online learning experience is imperative and one of the significant strategies to focus when presenting a effective online course.  Planning and developing a interactive CMS that the  facilitator is comfortable with can enable the implementation of  the strategic  online learning environment. This can provide the  learner with the three important presence social, cognitive and teaching.  Through technology the  facilitator's  responsibility can be plan out to invoke positive, supportive and encouraging content,  this will ensure that the learner will participate.  Developing techniques through technology encourages action from learner and permits  interactive engagement.  Today, there are many different technology tools that are able to address a multitude of learning abilities (Beldarrain, 2006).When correctly prepared the delivery of material through technology can be invaluable, feedback can be personalized  and knowledge can accessed in cost effective way.  Because technology can be integrated with simulations, interactivity and authentic resource material the distance learning environment can achieve a enriching learning experience.  These types of activities permits students the ability to connect with their prior learning experiences, construct a new knowledge base, demonstrate mastery and show creative problem solving abilities (Beldarrain, 2006).

· Why is it essential to communicate clear expectations to learners? 

The need for communicating expectation clearly can be achieved through learning objectives, course syllabus and rubrics.  Establishing learning objectives, and  outcomes provides the learners the ability  to know what is  expected right from the beginning 0f the course. This will allow clarity of expectations,  building knowledge and competencies for learners and a presence of facilitating the direct instruction  and resolving any issues with individual students (Boettcher and Conrad, 2010).   

This also institutes what is expected from the facilitators what contributions are required from  the learner.


Another essential goal for clear communication on a regular bases is  to provide guidance to student and establish an online presence of availability.  According to Boettcher and Conrad, 2010 this means that the facilitator should exert a relatively strong teaching presence as well as encourage the learners to be clear about what knowledge they are being provided from the course content by demonstrating the use of resource materials, prior knowledge  and experience through the sharing of information in the community discussion boards, blogs, reports, and peer to peer collaboration.

· What additional considerations should the instructor take into account when setting up an online learning experience?

The facilitator should devote thought and planning to preparing a ice-breaker or getting acquainted activity at the beginning of the course."Opening  the lines of communication in the learning community in a non-threatening manner"(Conrad and Donaldson, 2011).    This will allow the learners to establish a online presence and become familiarize with peers, collaborating as well as working within the learning community. Boettcher & Conrad discuss the importance of establishing an online presence of the instructor as well as building an effective learning community (2010). Even if  a course  has the best course management system, accompanying software, and integrated with the latest technology tools, if the instructor does not successfully develop a presence within that learning community within the first few weeks of the course learners may not be as motivated or successful.

Reference:
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Beldarrain, Y. (2006). Distance education trends: Integrating new technologies to foster student interaction and collaboration. Distance Education, 27(2),139–153. 


 

Owe two comments:

Once again Chuck I believe you have hit the proverbial nail on the head I have thought about ADA standards when creating a Website and the different tactic that are required for people with disabilities.  However in a rush to complete assignments and projects I have neglected the facts most of the time by not uploading a transcript of audio or  a audio version of a visual aid.  These are important facets when developing and setting up an Online learning experience... Thanks for reminding me of this overlooked fact.


Thanks for sharing.


Bridget

I have to totally agree with you Angela, clear concise expectations from the facilitator is very important. Just as communication from the student when the unexpected happens. This allow the facilitator to adjust to the learner situation.

 True to your statement Dr. RDP constantly provided a online presence that instilled guidance into his online learning environment as well as he provided personalized feedback to assist each learner to achieve the project learning objective outcomes.   

I truly related to your post about online presence and tone in the discussion area respect should always be given in a non confrontational manner.


Good Post Thanks for sharing.


Bridget



   




Technology Knowledge 


Pre-assessment strategies (before learning) 
  
This section will determine if the target audience has the right skill 
set and tools to accomplish assessment tasks. Pre- assessment 
work will be in the form of survey so that the facilitator can collect 
data to be able to gauge the depth of the learner’s characteristics 
and identify if instructional objectives can be met.    
  
 


Please take a moment to assess your abilities; this survey will help determine the prior level of knowledge for 
Educational Apps contents and technology interactive level. 


Please answer questions to the best of your own personal experience


Technology Knowledge Scale:


Expert Intermediate Novice Beginner


How familiar are you with 
electronic tablets, Android 
or Apple device 
functionality?


Are you familiar with any 
App Technology?


How comfortable are you 
with using App 
Technology


Have you every used App 
Technology for any 
classroom activities?


Have you ever created a 
lesson plan with materials 
created from App 
Educational Technology?


 





		fc-int01-generateAppearances: 

		Have_you_ever_c_Gv9odXCLUu9gQkMz2I4Vag: Off

		Have_you_every__w1t2e-Fl*cUIJfW6QceIMg: Off

		How_comfortable_Oa40B1-4cuPHQowWWZr18A: Off

		Are_you_familia_6nrMhxjgF5OyVKWXlgTc0Q: Off

		How_familiar_ar_G6dRcpf7G8QKKlLv-uc6iQ: Off













Wooh!!! The world wind of Project Management, deliverables, timelines, project scope 


creep, risk management, budgeting and resource allocation.  Understanding the 


stakeholders wants and needs, scheduling communications, and managing meetings, 


who in this area does not proudly wear the 


amour of the man of steel. 


Portny, et al. 2008 p. 248, advises that  


successful PM's  are exemplary  humans, we 


are responsible to make sure there is complete 


satisfaction  for all aspects of the project.   We are also told that it is easy to find hard 


workers, but "PM's are rare individuals who are driven to finish the job".  We possess 


the unique qualities of communication, credibility, administrative viability, sensitivity, 


leadership, and above all ethics. Getting to know others, using our powers of 


persuasions on stakeholders, understanding and appreciating the team strengths and 


acknowledging the special talents, addressing  weakness that could later throw a 


project into chaos and being proficient places the PM in the "Superhero " League. 


Furthermore, Dr. Stolovitch also suggest that "Instructional Designers" are musicians 


of a project by applying the different necessary skills to coordinate individual parts of 


the design to incorporate all those qualities with the ID'ers ability to understand 


educational theories, to use great analytical objective skills, know their learning 


audience,  analysis instructional content, create performance tasks to provide the 


learner with an ability to accomplish the required learning objectives, understanding 


how the brain works really help us as instructional designers (IDers) and/or teachers 


improve instruction and allows the ability to create educational masterpieces by 







essentially  harmonizing the orchestra with the "PM" at the helm conducting.   
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Hi Lorena, 


I feel that the superhero theme addresses the whole entire role 


combination of PM/ID.  However, to answer your question, “How would 


you approach the challenge of taking on the role of both ID and PM?”  I 


believe I would put my best attempt into time management, collaboration 


with fellow team members, allocations and delegations of specific tasks to 


team members with specific strengths that are different than my own. 


Working the pieces of the puzzle to make the perfect picture the artist has 


created (Dr. Stolovitch, n.d.). 







Thanks for asking and allowing me to share. 


 


Reference: 


Stolovitch, D. H. (n.d.) "Project Management and Instructional Design": 


Video Program. Retrieved on January 6, 2014 from  Laureate Education, 


Inc. 


 


Hi Ange, 


I like how you equated the PM as a Mathematician…I had never thought 


on those terms, and yes, yes I too seen the charts and formulas … however, 


I figure the tracking of budgets would be just a functionary process, 


tracking resource hours, how much spent with external sources, and 


materials, all in accordance to the allocated budget that the project has 


already been approved from start to completion. Portny et al. (2008) p.41 


advises, "Identifying and dealing effectively with unknowns can dramatically increase 


a project manager's chances for success".  


Thanks for sharing and allowing me to share. 


Bridget 
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Section IV: Assessment of Learning 
 
   Over all the instructional module LCO (Learning Centered Outcomes) 
 


• To improve student academic achievement 


• To aide technology related teaching strategies 


 
This section is to provide LCO environment that provides the support services for educators to 


assure that students attain their educational goals; academic assessment provides systematic, routine 


processes that allow the faculty and students to determine the degree that students are achieving the 


stated student learning outcomes.  


 
 
 
To gauge if how well the instruction was successful several assessment questions will be rendered: 


 


a.  What subject matter is most important for your learners to gain higher achievement 


levels? 


b. What apps were chosen to download to assist you with integrating technology to your 


learners for their learning achievement? 


c. Provide two examples of how you integrate apps into classroom activity?  


d. Did your students achieve higher academic abilities with the use of App technology 


within the chosen subject? 
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E. Section V: Learner Assessment Strategies 
 
 Outlined below is the sequence of formative assessment strategy that is to be include in the training 


module.  


Formative Task Assessment:  
 
 
From the provide Resource Apps identify at least three Apps that you would implement as an 


interactive in-class activity to engage your own students.  


 


Download at least three Apps on your Apple or Android device that are of interest for review.  


Note: You may download more but only three are required.  


 


During the download process keep in mind the App Developer’s product description and App 


offered features. 


After downloading the three App’s from the Resources in this module or other provided optional 


sources.  


Name, comment and rate the content of the Apps:  


  
a. Assess App’s easy of downloadable usability 


b. Assess App’s user friendliness  


c. Assess App’s user easy functionality 


d. What did you like about the App’s descriptive features?  


e. What offered App features prompt you to download that particular App and did the App 


deliver on the options from the description? 


f. For each of the chosen downloaded Apps briefly summarize a lesson plan which the 


downloaded App would be implemented into an interactive student classroom activity.  


Summative Assessment 
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This module will also include summative assessment strategies that will take place at the end 


of the 60-minute instructional module.  Briefly describe each event, and explain how each 


strategy aligns to a specific unit goal or instructional objective. 


 


B. Alignment of Unit Goals to the Evaluation Process 
 
 
 


1. Did the tools improve student learning on a subject?  


2. Did improve teaching strategies? 


3. Provide feedback about successes and identify opportunities for improvement 


The following questions guide the assessment process: 


  
1. How can educator’s aide students learning?  


2. How much more can students learn through use of App technology?  


3. To what extent were students engage in interactive technology learning? 


 
 
A PDF attachment label as Training Feedback will also be include to provide forms that are 
necessary to complete evaluation of training module. 
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Statement of Work Re-proposal  


AVN Learning Object Development 


 


Project Name: AVN E-Learning Project 


Project Sponsors:  Third Eye Media on behalf of Australian Vocational 
Network 


Project Start Date:  January 10, 2014   


 


Case Study 23: "Margaret Janson: Developing Learning Objects for Adult 
Learners" 


Description of Original Project: 


Develop accreditation objectives for new and reaccrediting employees through a realistic 


performance based, and problem solving competency-training for deep-sea oil 


exploration. 


Rationale: 


Under the initial instructional design requirements Third Eye Media was to develop web 


based learning objects for deep-sea oil exploration and underwater drilling. Third Eye 


Media was also to provide specifications for 40% Proof-of-Concept of the client's 


expectations of interactive educational modules.  These modules would supply effective 


teaching and learning approaches deliver through a LMS environment. 
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Project Scope: 


SCORM Compliant, Self Contained Modules, delivered through LMS. 


Each module should be content rich and include a self-test at the end of each unit. 


The project requires a 40% Proof of Concept within the remaining three week 


designated timeframe.  


Reworked Project Objectives: 


The applied training solution will incorporate objective-based competencies which are 


learner-related sequencing and will be based learning concepts (ADDIE) (Morrison et al 


2011, p. 137).  Develop systematic logical linear content organize learning outcomes by 


breaking down each module through operational units, sections, and subsections 


addressing specific drills, processes, and objective competencies. 


To suit the needs AVN these modules are too be independent but will perform 


interactively with the learner administering functional objective components. This 


contributes to the learner interactivity to self progress and test from basic units of the 


module to increasingly more challenging material within each section of the module. 


This will address the Product Functionality to achieve a total score of 20/20. 


Rectified Project Concept of Proof:   Furthermore the training solutions will be 


developed based on Charles Wedemeyer’s theory of Independent Study involving the 


degree of independence of the student and the distance between the teacher and the 


learner. This concept will provide a basic guideline model for the projects Concept of 


Proof to be achieved. 
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When presenting the critical objective’s important competencies it will be followed by 


objective’s strategy to provide the learner with guidance and appropriate information to 


accomplish the task (Morrison, Ross, Kalman, & Kemp 2011, p. 210).  Reworking the 


modules with the objective’s strategic guidelines of Wedemeyer’s theory of Independent 


Study will elevate ineffective procedures under the Teaching and Learning Approach 


allowing Third Eye Media to achieve the effective score of 25/25. 


Adjusted Project Constraints:  


Reassessment of Compliance and Standards 


Define all separate learning objects by SCORM without any loss of quality, features and 


instruction. Producing self contained learning objects that are content rich and tests for 


performance based learning. 


Attain competent knowledge of industry-based underwater exploration production 


processes. Prepare documents for specialized field and skills orientated learning task. 


Integrate newly acquired underwater exploration knowledge with a performance based 


simulated learning package.  This will produce learner participation through 


interactivity for learners to engage in real problem and solution based activities with the 


equivalence of training under the apprenticeship program.   


Project Assumptions: 


Attempting to attain a sufficient underwater exploration  knowledgebase in a three week 


timeframe. 


Supplementing the staffing issues to implement the production capacity need to 


accomplish the project. 
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Project Re-Implementation: 


Evaluating and supplementing learning objectives.  Obtaining and documenting  


underdeveloped knowledgebase.  Improving interactivity and SCORM compliant 


learning objects.  Applying Wedemeyer's Theory of Independent Study to accomplish 


the task “autonomous” (learner determined) activity to be accomplished without 


apprenticeship.  Then to develop simulated activities that are engaging for the learner to 


perform orientated task based assessments. 
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Project Scope 
Project Name: AVN E-LEARNING PROJECT                        Date:    January, 26, 2014 
Project Manger:  Margaret Janson 
Project  Number:  Case 24  {Series 3} 
 
Project Justification: Performance Based, Problem solving Competency Training for 
deep-sea oil  exploration, and underwater drilling that requires Proof-of- Concept . 
     Overview of Deliverables: Specific Project Objectives: 


 Three Self-contained  Modules                                     


 SCORM Compliant                                                          


 Realistic Problem-solving 


 Performance Based Testing 


 LMS Deliverable 


 40% Proof- of- Concept  


 Three week time table 


 
 Scope Management Issues: 
For Third Eye Media to obtain a successful score on Proof-of- Concept Assessment & 


Feedback Report  this project requires:  


                                         40% Proof-of- Concept within an three week Timetable 
                                         25 Rating for  Teaching & Learning Approach 
                                        20 Rating for  Product Functionality  
                                        15 Rating for Compliance & Standards 
 
Stakeholders  Project Team Members & Roles:  
 Margaret Janson,  Third Eye Media - Lead PM, Instructional Designer 


 Simon Wilcowsky,  Instructional Designer, Graphic Designer 


 Trevor Adams,   Graphic Designer 


 Chris Marks, Graphic Instructional Designer 


 LaToya Edwards, Technical Writer,  Performance Trainer 


 Dr. Geoff Charles,  Independent Consultant 


 Joe Strickler, SME Oil  Exploration 


 Martin Howe,  SME Apprenticeship Trainer 


 Charles Moore, New Trainee (Project Beta Tester)  


 Robert Jacobs, 15 year Seniority Employee (Project Beta Tester) 


 Don Williams,  Crew Chief ( Project Contributor & Project Beta Tester) 
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Project Rationale 
 


Development of a  SCORM compliant, Web Based Learning Object, where each module is self-


contained with work-based context that immerses the learner in a realistic, problem solving, 


performance based environment.   The object work based contents should engage the learner 


to use the contents objects to complete a self-test at the end of each single object. 


The module must exhibit effective teaching and learning approaches  and produce real work 


based task and solution activities.                              


Key Assumptions 
• Locating and procuring  Martin Howe, SME Deep-sea oil & underwater drilling 


exploration  
• Procuring Chris Marks, LaToya Edwards, and Dr. Geoff Charles to Project team to 


resolve additional staffing as additional Technical Writer, Consultant, Graphic 
Designers 


• Identifying content resources that were previously taught in a f2f apprenticeship 
model 


• Schedule  Charles Moore, Robert Jacobs, and Don Williams for QA Testing 
contribution 
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Work Breakdown Structure 
 


        
  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Module 1 
Learning Object 
Safety Material 
    
 


Module 2 
Learning Object      
Exploration 
Technology   


 


 


Module 3 Learning 
Object Working 
Responsibly 


 


• Create Learning Material {e.g. Video, 
Podcast, and Printed Material} 


• Create Interactive Task & Skill Practicums 
{e.g., Computer Simulated Practices} 


• Create Quizzes & Final Test Evaluations 
• Create Facilitator's Material & Guide 


 


Work Breakdown Structure 1.1  
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Unit Matrix Chart 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  Self Contained 
Units 


Created Learning 
Material  


Video, Podcast, and 
Printed Resources 


Developed Computer 
Simulated 


Interactive Problem-
solving, 


Performance-based 
Task 


Created Realistic 
Problems solving 


Quizzes  


Performance-Based 
Evaluations 


Facilitators 
Manual Guide 


Learning Object 
Module 
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Authorization Sign-Off 
 


This is where the Key Stakeholders would be implemented for Sign- Off Signature Authorization 
 
Carol Porter, CEO Third Eye Media   _______________________________ 
 
Margaret Janson, Third Eye Media Project Manager, Instruction Designer 
 
                                                                         _______________________________ 
 
AVN Project Manager                               _______________________________ 
 
AVN PM Director Technical Training   _______________________________ 
 
L.J. Smith, Director Learning Materials_______________________________ 
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Project Rational 
Project Justification: Performance Based, Problem solving Competency Training 


for deep-sea oil  exploration, and underwater drilling that requires Proof-of- Concept . 


Development of a  SCORM compliant, Web Based Learning Object, where each module 


is self-contained with work-based context that immerses the learner in a realistic, 


problem solving, performance based environment.   The object work based contents 


should engage the learner to use the contents objects to complete a self-test at the end 


of each single object. 


The module must exhibit effective teaching and learning approaches  and produce real 


work based task and solution activities. 
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ALLOCATION RESPONSIBILITY MATRIX 
 


Phase  
 
Person 


Need 
Determination  Feasibility  Create Project 


Plan  
Create 


Deliverables 
Specifications 


Create 
Deliverables 


Test & 
Implementation 


Margaret Janson   A,R,T A,R,T A,R,T,S  
Simon 
Wilcowsky 


R,T,S R,T,S    R,S 
Trevor Adams    A,R A,R,T R,T,S 
Chris Marks    A,R A,R,T  
LaToya Edwards    A,R,T A,R,T A,T,R 
Donna Karr    A,R,T A,R,T A,T,R 
Dr. Geoff Charles   A,R,T,S    
Joe Strickler   P,R,T,S P,R,T,S P,R,T,S P,R,T,S 
Martin Howe   P,R,T,S P,R,T,S P,R,T,S P,R,T,S 
Charles Moore      A,R,T,P 
Robert Jacobs      A,R,T,P 
Don Williams       
AVN PM A,R,S A,R,S    R,S 
AVN Technical 
Director 


A,R,S A,R,S    R,S 
AVN Director 
Learning 
Materials 


A,R,S A,R,S    R,S 


 
Legend  
Available  =  A 
Pending = P 
Responsible=R 
Sign-off = S 
Tasked = T 
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ESTIMATED DURATION 
Activity /Task Resource: 


Technical 
Documentation 
Effort: 


Resource: 
Technical 
SME 
Effort: 


Resource: 
Technical 
Simulator 
Developer 


Resource: 
Technical 
Research 
Developer 


Technical 
Durations: 


Discussion 
Requirements 


2 hours 4 hours 1 hours 2 hours    8 hours                 
1 Day 


Development 
Resources 


 8 -16 hours 2 - 4 hours 40 hours 6 - 8 hours 1 - 1 ½Weeks 


Development 
Technical 
Instruction 


  40 hours      ____ 40 hours 24 - 48 
hours 


1 - 1 ½Weeks 


Development of 
Technical Video's 


8 - 16 hours      ____ 8 - 72 
hours 


8 -16  
hours 


1 - 1 ½Weeks 


Development of 
Technical 
Training 
Simulators 


80 hours  4hours 40 hours 40 hours  2 Weeks 


Development of 
podcast 


 8 - 16 hours     ____  8 hours  8 hours   2 days 


Development of 
Evaluation Test 


 16 hours     ____      ____ 16 hours   2 days 


Obtain Client 
Feedback  & 
Approval 


16 hours     ____ 16 hours 16 hours 2 - 3  days 


Revised & 
Finalized 


8 hours  2 hours    ____ 4 - 8 hours 1 Week 


Totals: 210 Hours 16 Hours 217 Hours 162 Hours 3 Weeks 


 
 


The above Estimated Duration Plan is calculated through an extreme 
three week aggressive schedule.  


  
 The Plan is calculated for 12 hour days, during a 6 day work 


week for the next 3 weeks of this project
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RESOURCE PLAN 


Project  Information 
 
Project Name: AVN-ELearning Project               Project Working Title:  Oil Drilling Training 
Prepared By:  Third Eye Media                            Project Lead:                       Margaret Janson 
 


Resources Allocated 
 


Resources Allocation and Source 
Project Team 
 


 Margaret Janson,  Third Eye Media - Lead PM, Instructional Designer 


 Simon Wilcowsky,  Instructional Designer, Graphic Designer 


 Trevor Adams,   Graphic Designer 


 Chris Marks, Graphic Instructional Designer 


 LaToya Edwards, Technical Writer,  Performance Trainer 


 Donna Karr, Technical Writer, Graphic Illustrator, Training  


 Dr. Geoff Charles,  Independent Consultant 


 Joe Strickler, SME Oil  Exploration 


 Martin Howe,  SME Apprenticeship Trainer 


 Robert Jacobs, 15 year Seniority Employee (Project Beta Tester) 


 Don Williams,  Crew Chief ( Project Contributor & Project Beta Tester) 


New Hire Support  Charles Moore, New Trainee (Project Beta Tester) New Employee's for 


Beta Testing  


Facilities 
 
 


Training Lab 1, Training Lab 2 and Training Lab 3 
 
 


Equipment 
 
 


Training Computers, Mouse, Printers, Servers, and  Safety Equipment, Projectors, 
Audio, Video  
 


Software Tools Interactive Designs, Muvizu Video's, CourseSite CMS, Task Stream, Adobe 


Other 
 
 
 


Instructional Material, Modules Information ,  Podcast 
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DETAILED RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS 
 


Resource 
Project Team  


Skill Level 
or Material 


Quality Associated Task(s)  
Duration 
Required 


Available Time 
Period 


 
Cost 


Unit of 
Cost 


(Hour, 
Day, 


Week, 
Month 
Fixed) 


Level of 
Risk 


High, 
Medium or 


Low 


Margaret Janson  Lead PM Instructional Designer Three Weeks 216 Hours $65.00 Hourly Risk High 


Simon Wilcowsky  PM 
  Instructional Designer 
Graphic Designer Three Weeks 


216 Hours $55.00 Hourly 
Risk High 


Trevor Adams  Intermediate  Graphic Designer Three Weeks 216 Hours $37.00 Hourly Risk High 
Chris Marks Graphic  Instructional Designer Three Weeks 216 Hours $37.00 Hourly Risk High 


LaToya Edwards 
 Performance 
Trainer  Technical Writer  Three Weeks 


216 Hours $30.00 Hourly 
Risk High 


Donna Karr  Graphic  
 Technical Writer, Illustrator, 
Training Three Weeks 


216 Hours $30.00 Hourly 
Risk High 


SME Support        Hourly Risk High 
 Joe Stickler  SME   Oil  Exploration Two Weeks 16 Hours $68.00 Hourly Risk High 
 Martin Howe  SME  Apprenticeship Trainer Two Weeks 144 Hours $60.00 Hourly Risk High 


 Robert Jacobs 


 15 year 
Seniority 
Employee   Project Beta Tester Two Weeks 144 Hours 


$32.00 Hourly 


Risk High 


 Don Williams  Crew Chief 
 Project Contributor 
Project Beta Tester Two Weeks 144 Hours 


$29.00 Hourly 
Risk High 


Facilities          


Training Lab 1    N/A  Training & Testing Three Weeks 
216 Hours Monthly $225 Medium 


Risk 


Training Lab 2    N/A 
Training & Testing 


Three Weeks 
216 Hours Monthly $225 Medium 


Risk 


Training Lab 3    N/A 
Training & Testing 


Three Weeks 
216 Hours Monthly $225 Medium 


Risk 
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Resource 


 


Skill Level or 
Material 
Quality 


Associated Task(s) or 
Task(s) to Perform 


Duration 
Required 


Available Time 
Period 


 
Cost 


Unit of Cost 
(Hour, Day, 


Week, 
Month 
Fixed) 


Level of Risk 
High, 


Medium or 
Low 


Equipment          
 Computers 
(75 * 3) Labs 


   N/A   Pre Owned Three Weeks N/A 


Monthly $225.00 Risk Medium  


  
 Audio    N/A    Pre Owned Three Weeks N/A Monthly $125.00 Risk Medium  
 Video  N/A   Pre Owned Three Weeks N/A Monthly $325.00 Risk Medium  


Printed Material  N/A 
  Proprietary  


Three Weeks N/A 
Per 
Project 


$500.00 Risk Medium  


 Software Tools          
 Task Stream   SaaS  Develop Task Units Leased N/A Monthly $435.00 Risk Medium  


 Muvizu  Package 
Develop  Simulator 
Units 


Purchased 
License N/A $2500.00 Owed 


Risk Medium  


 Adobe  Cloud 
 Develop Instructional 
Material Leased  N/A $125.00 Leased 


Risk Medium  


  CourseSites Web Based 
Learning Management 
System 


Creative 
Common Fair 


Use N/A N/A N/A Low Risk 
          
Other         
 Dr. Geoff Charles  Expert Independent Consultant Two Weeks 72 hours $2250.00 Contracted Risk Medium  


        
        
        
Total Cost:   AVN - Projected Pre Approved Budget $100,000.00   
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RESOURCES NET CHANGE 


Resources Resources Allocated Resources Required Net Change Explanation 
Project 
Team (Full 
and Part 
Time Staff) 
 


Additional SME 
Resources and 
Technical Writer & 
Graphic designer 


Internship program Donna Karr This Project is on a 3 Week aggressive 
schedule will all available resources being 
acquired. 


 
Software 
Tools 
 
 


All Software Tools and 
Equipment are Pre-
owned and available 


CourseSites, 
Adobe,  Muvizu,  
SmartBuilder 


Graphic Interactive  Modules required for AVN 40% Proof 
Concept 
 
 
 


Other 
 
 


Robert Jacobs and 
Charles Moore 


QA & Tester  Not available for 
field work lab 
resources only 


 
To provide actual worker engagement of 
project. 
 
 
 


 Estimated needs All Available Revised Project To tal Project Revised in an Aggressive 
Three week Timetable. 


 
 
 
Gantt Chart URL:         https://app.smartsheet.com/b/home 
                                           b.washington04@gmail.com   password: loveIYANA98 
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1. INTRODUCTION 


1.1 Purpose 


The purpose of this communication plan is to illustrate how communications will be 


managed throughout the next three weeks of revision on the AVN-eLearning project 


life cycle.  


This communication plan will list the planned communications occurring between all 


the AVN-eLearning Project stakeholders and Project team members assigned to 


module related tasks for this project.  This plan also covers scheduled written and oral 


communications, responses to unsolicited requests for information, the frequency of 


the scheduled communications, and the responsible person(s) for providing the 


information. The communication plan will serve as a integral part of the overall 


revised PMP {Project Management Plan} and will be used to provide guidance to 


the AVN-eLearning project stakeholders. 


1.2  Overall Project Scope 


Refer SCORM Compliant, Self Contained Modules, delivered through LMS. 


Each module should be content rich and include a self-test at the end of each unit. The 


project requires a 40% Proof of Concept within the remaining three week designated 


timeframe.  


 


2  COMMUNICATION PROJECT SCOPE REFERENCE 


Bi-Weekly Status meetings will be mandatory between AVN team members and 


internal team members for the next three weeks. End of the day emails with listed 


status updates from Third Eye Media Team members are mandatory.  Information 


dealing with Technical documentation and underdeveloped units of a module will be 


addressed with Internal PM daily, in person, IM and written hardcopy as verification 


of notified issues. 


2.1.1 Project Centralized Document Tracking Repository  


The document management tools Third Eye Media Team will use is SmartSheet ™. 


This project will also be using WebEx Link for web conferencing, Skype™, IM, and 


email to keep communication updated throughout this projects timeline.  A relevant 


hardcopy of all documents that will be used as references for this project will be 


written as Memorandum correspondence between all corresponding locations.  A copy 


of all project management plans, control agency approval documents, and project 


status reports must be saved and attached to SmartSheet.  These documents will also 


be stored into the Third Eye Project Management Office (PMO) centralized document 


repository.  These files are located on the network in the directory N:\PMO – AVN-


eLearning Project. 
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2.2 Communication Maintenance  


Memorandum Communication for AVN, eLearning Module for training material. 


Strategy: There’s a good reason for verbal communication, email, and project 


sessions to comprehend a better understanding and focus on client accurate learning 


objective returns from deliverables is generally worth all effort of communication. We 


propose a three-pronged approach to our communication plan:  


 
● Providing a biweekly WebEx conference link;  


● Start of the day written itinerary & end of day agenda memo's;  


● Relevant emails about any issues or situations that could delayed, along with solutions  


as verification of communicating all discrepancies  


 


3 PARTICIPANTS ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES  


Primary Audience: Margaret Janson, Third Eye Lead 


Instructional Designer, L.J. Smith, Director Learning Material 


Division, Director Technical Training, and AVN Project 


Manager, and All team members of the AVN-eLearning Project 
 


 


Future formats: Alongside our need to ramp up communication, it is mandatory, 


Third Eye Media Lead Instructional Designer Margaret Janson, maintain a Biweekly 


WebEx conference link with the L. J. Smith, Director Learning Material Division and 


AVN Project Manager.  Then a secondary special conference link with Simon 


Wilcowsky, Instructional Design Expert,  AVN Project Manager, Martin Howe, 


Apprenticeship Trainer, and Margaret Lead Instructional Designer for Third Eye 


Media to develop and complete overlooked requirements of the 40%-Proof-of- Concept 


that is the primary factor for acceptability of the AVN-eLearning Project. 


Additional attempts to employ several Instructional design and graphic illustrators 


interns that will be apply directly to this project. Email communication was initiated 


with the Australia University.  Third Eye Media has determine a need of obtaining 


additional graphic and instructional design interns with the ability to ramp up the 


project for completion within an aggressive three week timeframe.   
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Weeks Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday  Saturday 
Communication 


Media 
WebEx Email Email WebEx Email Email 


1st AVN-PM & 


Technical 


Director- 


Third Eye 


Lead ID, 


Martin 


Howe 


All Third Eye 


Instructional 


Designers, 


Graphic 


Designer, 


Technical 


Writers 


All Third Eye 


Instructional 


Designers, 


Graphic 


Designer, 


Technical 


Writers 


AVN-PM & 


Technical 


Director- 


Third Eye 


Lead ID, 


Martin Howe 


All Third Eye 


Instructional 


Designers, 


Graphic 


Designer, 


Technical 


Writers 


All Third Eye 


Instructional 


Designers, 


Graphic 


Designer, 


Technical 


Writers 


2nd AVN-PM & 


Technical 


Director- 


Third Eye 


Lead ID, 


Martin 


Howe 


All Third Eye 


Instructional 


Designers, 


Graphic 


Designer, 


Technical 


Writers 


All Third Eye 


Instructional 


Designers, 


Graphic 


Designer, 


Technical 


Writers 


AVN-PM & 


Technical 


Director- 


Third Eye 


Lead ID, 


Martin Howe 


All Third Eye 


Instructional 


Designers, 


Graphic 


Designer, 


Technical 


Writers 


AVN-PM & 


Technical 


Director- 


Third Eye 


Lead ID, 


Martin Howe 


3rd AVN-PM & 


Technical 


Director- 


Third Eye 


Lead ID, 


Martin 


Howe 


All Third Eye 


Instructional 


Designers, 


Graphic 


Designer, 


Technical 


Writers 


All Third Eye 


Instructional 


Designers, 


Graphic 


Designer, 


Technical 


Writers 


AVN-PM & 


Technical 


Director- 


Third Eye 


Lead ID, 


Martin Howe 


All Third Eye 


Instructional 


Designers, 


Graphic 


Designer, 


Technical 


Writers 


AVN-PM & 


Technical 


Director- 


Third Eye 


Lead ID, 


Martin Howe 


 
 


Projected effectiveness: High. The belief that theses outside-the-box 


initiatives are perfect indicators qualities that will undoubtedly assist 


Third Eye Media to develop new innovative process and abilities to design 


more interactive and engaging material. The methods must be revised to 


gain the attention of what is working while recording  the message of 


what we’re doing  wrong. We must find balance, which will, in turn, help 


us success with the production of acceptable learning outcomes.  
 


Closing: This project is a chance to let the Third Eye Media creativity 


shine! Think of low-budget ways to enlist help from campus and in the 


online sphere. Those proven most effective may just earn professional 


project experience and other opportunities to assist with future 


Instructional Design cutting edge projects. 
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AVN-eLearning Project Standard Matrix for Project Design & Monitoring 


 


Module 
1  


Safety 
Material  


 
Rate 
(1-5) Technical 


Written 
Material 


 Simulation 
Task 


Stream 
Video & 
Podcast 


 
Rate 
(1-5)  Evaluation & 


Quiz 
Development 
of Facilitator 


Media 


 Rate 
(1-5) 


Unit 1 


Personal 
Protective 
Equipment 


 3 Moderately 
Developed 


 Embryonic 
Stages 


 1  Moderately 
Developing 


 3 


Unit 2 
Basic Oil Rig 


Safety 
 2 Moderately 


Stages 
 Embryonic 


Stages 
 1  Moderately 


Developing 
 3 


Unit 3 
Emergency 
Procedures 


 5 Well-
Developed 


 Embryonic 
Stages  1  Well-


Developed 
 5 


Unit 4 
Fire Safety  5 Well- 


Developed 
 Embryonic 


Stages  1  Well- 
Developed 


 5 


Unit 5 
Evacuations  5 Well- 


Developed 
 Embryonic 


Stages  1  Well- 
Developed 


 5 


 Notes: Third Eyes Project Team will use strategic approaches to create and develop technical units 
interactive activities are being selected by functionality of the task and basic operational objective 


outcomes are being developed  
 Comments:       
 
 
 
 


This projects restart date was 2/11/2014 and prototype simulations 
with performance task quizzes will be designed and developed 
20/13/2014. Technical instructions and Test are well developed the 
Instructional Design is in an embryonic stage of design and 
development will be completed on 02/18/2014 for 40% Proof-of-
Concept Review. 


  


 


Module 
2 


Exploration 
Technology 


 
Rate 
(1-5)  Technical 


Written 
Material 


 Simulation 
Task Stream 


Video & 
Podcast 


Rate 
(1-5)  Evaluation & 


Quiz 
Development 
of Facilitator 


Media 


Rate 
(1-5) 


Unit 1 
Ocean Theory  3  Moderately 


Developed 
 Embryonic 


Stages 
1  Embryonic 


Stages 
1 


Unit 2 
Sonar Reading  1  Embryonic 


Stages 
 Embryonic 


Stages 
1  Embryonic 


Stages 1 


Unit 3 
Rig Types & 
Structures 


 4  Well-
Developed 


 Embryonic 
Stages 1  Moderately 


Developing 3 


Unit 4 
Drill Head 


Types 
 4  Well- 


Developed 
 Embryonic 


Stages 1  Moderately 
Developing 3 


Unit 5 
Drilling 
Process 


 4  Well- 
Developed 


 Embryonic 
Stages 1  Moderately 


Developing 3 


 Notes:  Martin Howe, Margaret Janson and all Technical writers and Graphic illustrators will 
create and develop  number of new  SCROM regulations/amendments learning objective 
outcomes for Units 1 -5 the interactivity levels of Module 2 will be  Self-Contained Reusable 
Objects and include a number of Self-test. 


Comments: Instructional Design is in an embryonic stage of design and 
development will be completed on 02/24/2014 for 40% Proof-of-Concept 
Review 
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These Modules and Project Units will be rated on a 1 to 5 scale coded  to 


represent different phases and conditions of completion and deliverables. 


 


AVN- eLearning Project Schedules with start & end data is attached to the 


SmartSheet tool located at: 


https://app.smartsheet.com/b/home?lx=bgCY7RzR137y-hT4rIO_Jg 


                 {Use your own Waldenu.edu email and login as credentials or 


sign in with Google account} 


 


Preparing the Close-Out List Activities 


 
Stakeholders  Project Team Members & Roles:  


 L.J. Smith, Director  Learning Materials Division 


 AVN-eLearning Project Manager 


 Director of Technical Training 


 Carol  Porter, CEO Third Eye Media 


Module 
 3  


Working 
Responsibly 


 
Rate 
(1-5) Technical 


Written 
Material 


  Simulation 
Task 


Stream 
Video & 
Podcast 


 Rate 
(1-5) Evaluation & 


Quiz 
Development of 


Facilitator 
Media 


Rate 
(1-5) 


Unit 1 Finding Oil & Gas  3 Moderately 
Developed   Embryonic 


Developing 
 1 Moderately 


Developed 3 


Unit 2 Extracting Oil & 
Gas 


 1 Embryonic 
Developing 


  Embryonic 
Developing   


 1 Moderately 
Developed 3 


Unit 3 Moving Oil and 
Gas 


 1 Embryonic 
Developing   


  Embryonic 
Developing 


 1 Moderately 
Developed 3 


Unit 4 Making Fuels 
and Products 


 1 Embryonic 
Developing 
Moderately 
Developed 


  Embryonic 
Developing 
Embryonic 
Developing   


 1 Moderately 
Developed 


Moderately 
Developed 


3 


Unit 5 Working 
Responsibly 


 3 1 3 


 Notes:  Third  Eye will require advisory services to create a number of Self-
Contained Reusable Objects, that are SCORM Compliant with each unit 
containing a number of Included Self-test drafted or contributed to the 
drafting the  procedures, policies,  practices recommended for improvement 
or elimination of practices that will allow for Exploration Drilling to be 
implemented into a online web training status. 


 


 Comments: 
 


Instructional Design is in an embryonic stage of design 
and development will be completed on 03/01/2014 for 


40% Proof-of-Concept Review 



https://app.smartsheet.com/b/home?lx=bgCY7RzR137y-hT4rIO_Jg
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 Margaret Janson,  Third Eye Media - Lead PM, Instructional Designer 


 Simon Wilcowsky,  Instructional Designer, Graphic Designer 


 Trevor Adams,   Graphic Designer 


 Chris Marks, Graphic Instructional Designer 


 LaToya Edwards, Technical Writer,  Performance Trainer 


 Donna Karr, Technical Writer, Graphic Illustrator, Training  


 Dr. Geoff Charles,  Independent Consultant 


 Joe Strickler, SME Oil  Exploration 


 Martin Howe,  SME Apprenticeship Trainer 


 Robert Jacobs, 15 year Seniority Employee (Project Beta Tester) 


 Don Williams,  Crew Chief ( Project Contributor & Project Beta Tester) 


 Charles Moore, New Trainee (Project Beta Tester) New Employee's for Beta Testing  


University of Australia Students 


 Jennie Sims , Instructional Design Intern 


 Brian Williams, Instructional Design Intern 


 Sarah Parks, Instructional Design Intern 


 Don Foremost, Instructional Design Intern 
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RESOURCE 


Project Team  


Skill 
Level or 
Material 
Quality  


Associated Task(s) or Task(s) to 
Perform  Deliverables 


Margaret Janson 
Lead PM Instructional Designer 


Module 3  
{Units1-5} 
 Admin Schedules, 
Communication, & 
Project Objectives  
 


Simon Wilcowsky  PM   Instructional Designer Graphic Designer 


Module 2 
{Video-Podcast 
Material Units 1-5} 


Trevor Adams  Intermediate  Graphic Designer 


Module 1  
{Simulation, 
Performance tasks 
Units 1-5} 


Chris Marks Graphic  Instructional Designer 


Module 1{Video-
Podcast Material 
Units 1-5} 


LaToya Edwards 
 Performance 
Trainer  Technical Writer  


Module 1 
All  Documentation 
 {Units 1-5} 


Donna Karr  Graphic  Technical Writer, Illustrator, Training 


Module 2 
All  Documentation 
{Units 1-5} 


 


SME Support 
    


 


 Joe Stickler  SME   Oil  Exploration 
Modules 1-3 
All Units 


 Martin Howe  SME  Apprenticeship Trainer 
Modules 1-3 
All Units 


 Robert Jacobs 


 15 year 
Seniority 
Employee   Project Beta Tester 


Modules 1-3 
All Units 


 Don Williams  Crew Chief  Project Contributor Project Beta Tester 
Modules 1-3 
All Units 


Charles Moore New Hire  Trainee Project Tester 


Modules 1-3 
All Units 


Jennie Sims Intern Instructional Design, Technical Writer 


Modules 3 


All Evaluations  
Performance 
Quizzes Units 1-5 


Don Foremost Intern Instructional Design 


 
Modules 3 


Evaluations, 
Performance, 
Learning 
Material Units 1-
5 
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On March 3, 2013 formal handing off project deliverables will be submitted for review 


with AVN Project Manager, L.J. Smith Director Technical Learning.  After 40% 


Concept-of-Proof review and approval has been made for this project from L.J. Smith, 


Director AVN- Technical Learning; Third Eye Media will begin conducting Beta 


training sessions to teach end users how to get the most out of the deliverables your 


project team has created 


 


 
 


Worksheet: Sign-Off Form for Module 1 {40%-Proof-of-Concept} 
 
 


Project Name: AVN-eLearning Project 
I'm submitting for review the following deliverables as of the date 02/22/2014: 
 


Sarah Parks 


Intern 


Instructional Design,  Biologist 


Modules 3 


All Simulations 
skills and 
Performance 
Units 1-5 


Brian Williams Intern Instructional Design , Graphic Illustrator 


Modules 3 


All Simulations 
skills and 
Performance 
Units 1-5 


 Software Tools     


  Task Stream       


  Muvizu    SaaS  Develop Task Units  


   Adobe   Package Develop  Simulator Units  


CourseSites 
 Cloud  Develop Instructional Material 


 


 Web Based Learning Management System  


 Dr. Geoff Charles      


    


  Expert Independent Consultant  
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MODULE 1 Safety Units 1 - 5 


MODULE 2 Exploration Technology Units 1 - 5


 MODULE 3 Working Responsibly Units 1 - 5


Third Eye Media is expecting the review of these deliverables to meet with 40% Proof-of-
Concepts approval: 
 
Teaching and Learning Approach 
Product Functionality 
Compliance Standards 
 
By hereby providing approval with the evolution of these deliverables Third Eye Media 
will proceed to Beta Testing the eLearning Modules to the next stage of development in 
order to meet the project objectives in a timely fashion. 
Third Eye Media understands that any changes (additions, deletions, or modifications) 
to the fundamental structure, underlying design, or the specific features of these 
deliverables might result in: 
 
Laps in time line of the completion date for these deliverables 
Additional resource requirements 
Additional costs 
 
 
_________________________________________________________________ [Signature] 
L.J. Smith, Director Technical Training Material 
 
Date: ______________________________ 
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          In an Online
Learning environment one of  the instructors
many primary goals is to determine if the learner has achieved the intended
learning outcomes.  



          However, to
accomplish this goal instructors have accessibility to various assessment tools
to use with different types of assessment 
methods which have been designed to measure, reliable, and validate
several different types of objective outcomes . 



          Most
instructors choose the assessment method that best addresses  the type various instructional task,
Formative, or Summative  that will
accurately demonstrate learners  achieved
content knowledge, performance and critical thinking skills to confirm that the
learner has obtained the desired learning outcomes.  Assessments not only relays what the learner
knows to the instructor and learner, it also indicates to the instructor any
material which learner maybe experiencing difficult or where improvements is
needed.



          Remember  it is imperative  to know the type of instructional information
the learner is obtaining (e.g. training or education),
when determining which type of assessment will produce the most effective and
accurate measurement of the learners capabilities and knowledge of the subject
matter.  Dr. Rita Conrad (2010), also
explains that knowing the type of knowledge that requires assessing is vital to
choosing the right method of Assessment. 
Knowing whether the knowledge is Declarative,  Procedural, or Performance is vital to
developing the most effective assessment method. Declarative and Procedural
Objectives are generally assessed by written assessment and Problem-Solving
Objectives assesses Performance Assessments. 




          Furthermore,
another factor to consider when designing Performance Assessments is knowing
whether the objective is a process or a product. When processes are being
evaluated the assessment will establish if the learner knows how to demonstrate
their ability to perform the appropriate processes to complete a task/ project.



          To accomplish this assignment
demonstrating the actions necessary to design various Authentic Performance
Based Assessment is necessary. 



Step 1 : Objectives for the Performance
Assessment



 



          Performance  Knowledge Assessments  are 
the predominant method of Assessment for Problem-Solving Objectives in a
simulated online environments (Conrad, 2010).



          The two Problems
solving objectives that are for the performance assessment format: are
definitely appropriate for Performance Assessments.



          However, 
Dr. Rita Conrad (2010), stated that Procedural Objectives can be
assessed by Performance Assessment but the Observational segment is very time
consuming.



          Therefore,
listed below to completely identify all the Objectives that are able to be
appropriately assessed by Performance Assessments are Procedural and
Problem-solving Objectives



 



		
  Illustrate proper use of turn signals that
  meets the legal limits


   


  		
  Discuss safe strategies for responding
  when you encounter an aggressive or reckless driver while driving, meeting
  the criteria for a minimum score of 3 out of 4 on the rubric


  

		
  Perform a three point turn with 100%
  accuracy


   


  		
  Describe at least four actions responsible
  drivers take following a minor car accident, meeting the criteria for a
  minimum score of 3 out of 4 on the discussion rubric


  

		
  Demonstrate how to change a tire with 100%
  accuracy


   


  		
   


  

		
  Execute a parallel parking maneuver that
  meets the legal limits


   


  		
   


  

		
  Demonstrate how to check the oil level with
  100% accuracy


  		
   


  





 



		
  Step 2:  Performance
  Assessment Items


  .


  Authentic and Performance
  Assessment methods not only provides the learner the opportunity to
  demonstrate mastery of  subject matter
  knowledge by using their critical thinking skills in reality-based situation,
  it lets the l it provides the learner with a opportunity to demonstrate their
  observable interpretation as a solution to the problem. This assessment also
  provides  the instructor the ability to
  observe, evaluate and apply immediate feedback about the learner capabilities
  then suggest needed improvements.


  		





Problem-solving Objectives 1



Managing
Road Rage



Ø Discuss safe driving strategies for responding when you encounter
an aggressive or reckless driver while driving, meeting the criteria for a
minimum score of 3 out of 4 on the Discussion rubric. 



o   This
is a Problem-solving Assessment that will be assessing content related
processes for this Performance Assessment.   Learner will complete this Assessment with two parts. The first part one
is a individual, writing and critical thinking activity and the second is a
group project role playing scenario activity.





Goal:



Ø
Learner will be able to recognize traits and
triggers of aggressive behavior 



Ø
Learner will be able to respond to aggressive
encounters



Ø
Learner will be able to avoid confrontational
engagement with aggressive drivers



 



Essential
Questions



What can you do to steer clear of
aggressive driving situations?



What behaviors make other drivers really
angry? 



How can you avoid engaging an aggressive
driver? 



Ø
Written Rationale: 



Respond to the Essential Questions by applying critical thinking,
problem solving, conflict resolution, and safe driving practice methods.  Identify at least 10 Behavioral
Triggers and Traits of Aggressive and Reckless Driving and the various
preventative safety methods and practices that can help prevent triggering road
rage. Construct 2-3 page written report.



Ø
A Group
Project Video 



          Role:  (Offending Driver, Offended  Driver) 
There are 2 individual  involved
in this situation.



Develop (2)  group enactment video clips totaling  5 - 10 minutes  in length .



The video clips should include:



A fully escalated road rage
incident with a deliberately initiated unsafe driving act, dysfunctional
emotional engagement and unrelenting confrontation that is typically displayed
when encountering an aggressive or reckless driver while driving.  As well as a, road rage incident that defused
with safe practice methods as a preventive response when confronted by a
irritated belligerent offended driver.



NOTE:



The
media presentation should exhibits the learner capabilities to demonstrate
several of the aggressive behavioral traits, a typical unrelenting
confrontation of a full blown road rage incident, and one version will exhibit
abilities to utilize various practical safe methods to avoid escalation and
confrontation displayed when encountering an aggressive or reckless driver
while driving.



 



Audience:



Defensive Driving (classmates)



Situation:  



It’s
never pleasant when someone cuts you off on the highway or tailgates your
vehicle across city streets. When confronted with aggressive driving behavior
maintain control of your emotions and attitudes.



Example Offend Aggressive Driver 1: Woman, 24 year old mother of two in Cincinnati,
driving alone in a GrandAm, is following a woman driver in a VW. In front of
them are several cars behind a truck going 35 mph. The GrandAm pulls into the
left lane in order to pass and speeds up to 55 mph.



Offending
Driver 2: The VW suddenly pulls out into the left lane,
in front of the GrandAm, going 20 mph slower and forcing the GrandAm driver to apply
the brakes suddenly.



Offending
Driver 2: The VW gradually overtakes the slow truck,
passes it, and pulls back into the right lane.



Offend Aggressive Driver 1: The GrandAm, still in the
left lane, now overtakes the VW, honks several times, makes obscene gestures,
and flashes her lights as signs of outrage ("to let her know that she
almost caused an accident just then").



Offending
Driver 2: The VW driver responds by flipping the bird
and shaking her head.



Standards and
Criteria for Success:



Ø
Create
a written report containing the 10 aggressive behaviors and  preventative safety methods to avoid
confrontation with Aggressive Drivers



Ø
Create
(2) group enacted Video Clips depicting a full blown road rage scene and  road rage scene defused with preventative practices




 



Rubric:    Group Video Project
  



Rationale
  
   
  



 
   

 




Problem-solving Objectives 2



. Accidents Happen



Ø Describe at least four actions responsible drivers
take following a minor car accident, meeting the criteria for a Based Assessment minimum score of 3 out of 4 on the
discussion rubric 



o   This
Objective
is  Problem-solving that will
assess action process and will be evaluated by Authentic Performance Assessment



Goal:



Ø
Learner will be able demonstrate the necessary
emergency first step process after a accident



Ø
Learner will be able to demonstrate a series of
required steps after experiencing a car accident



Ø
Learner will be able to use information objectively
for solving problems and arriving at alternative solutions



 



Ø
Essential Questions



What should you do if you're in a
car accident



Is anyone hurt?



Role:



Minimum 2 drivers involved in this situation 







Audience:



Defensive Driving (classmates)



 



Situation: 



Marc was excited
about getting his license. He was now a valid driver and able to go places on
his own without needing someone to be with him. A couple weeks later, Marc was
headed to his friend Phil's house. A block from Phil's, Marc was at a stop sign
when he felt a sudden jolt. Someone had rear-ended his car. Marc began
panicking--- It’s never pleasant
when someone cuts you off on the highway, tailgates your vehicle across city
streets or runs the red-light when you are completing a left turn to clear the
intersection. Driving is probably
the most dangerous thing most of us will ever do. Accidents unfortunately do
occur when driving. Your ability stay calm and maintaining control of your
emotions could be a life saving difference.



Product,
Performance, and Purpose:



Ø Devised a plan
with all the  proper
protocol for minor car accident, helpful tips about how to avoid a accident,
all emergency contact information, medical alerts, checklist of all the
appropriate emergency response people, insurance contact information, and  vehicle information  .



Ø Create a informational pdf. pamphlet from the plan you
devised which can be download by computer, or mobile.



Standards and Criteria for Success:



Ø Document should be able to
address the Essential Question  and
contains at the very least 4 important actions required after a minor car
accident.



Rubric



Pamphlet
  



 



Procedural Objectives 3



Parking



Ø Execute a parallel parking maneuver that
meets the legal limits. 



o  
 This
Objective is Procedural and  will assess
learner's knowledge to perform this process and will be evaluated by
Performance Based Assessment



Goal:



Ø
Learner will be able to describe the series of
step required to successfully parallel park



Ø
Learner will be able demonstrate necessary
procedures to maneuver the task of parallel parking. 



Situation: 



Every since you first started driving even after passing the
driver's test.  You have gone out of your
way to circle the block several times dreading the occasional need of having to
parallel parking every time the situation has been presented.



Product,
Performance, and Purpose:



Ø Research the
step by step procedures necessary to 
perform a proper parallel parking maneuver.   



Ø Create a instructional video narrating and
demonstrating the step by step parallel parking maneuver actually perform.



Standards and Criteria for Success:



Ø
 The
video should explain and perform the actions required to parallel park



 



Grading
Tool:



Procedural Parking Checklist




Procedural Objectives 4



3- Point Turning



Ø Perform a three point turn with 100%
accuracy 



o  
Objective is Procedural it will assess learner's
knowledge and ability to perform and will be evaluated by Performance Based
Assessment



Goal:



Ø
Learner will be able to perform the required
procedures to successfully maneuver 3-point Turn



Ø
Learner will be able illustrate a series of step
that will accomplish  task of 3-point
Turn. 



Role:



One driver involved in this situation 







Audience:



Defensive
Driving (classmates)



Situation: 



U-Turns are not permitted and you need to turn around legally.
Sometime referred to as a Bay turn. Your ability to turn the car around even
when there is no driveways or alley can be accomplished by performing a 3-Point
Turn.



Product,
Performance, and Purpose:



Ø Create a
storyboard illustrating the step by step procedures of a proper 3-Point
Turn.   



Ø Create a video demonstrating the step by step  performance of 3-Point Turn.



Standards and Criteria for Success



Ø
The video should narrate
and perform the actions required to make a 3-Point Turn.



Ø
The storyboard will
illustrate the steps required when making a 3-Point Turn



 



Grading
Tool:



  
Storyboard Rubric 


Video 3-Point Turn
   

   




 
   




 
  Step 3
  
  



 	
  These specific objectives were chosen because the first two
are Problem-solving and fulfill the required Performance Assessment
criteria.  The second two are Procedural
Objectives that also comply  with
Performance Assessment criteria as discussed by 
Dr. Rita Conrad (2010).  Dr.
Conrad provided additional insight that Procedural Objectives can be assessed
by Performance Assessment, however they are considerably more time consuming
during the observational assessment phase. In addition, precise specifications
were divulge for consideration when developing Performance Assessment (e.g.
knowing the type of knowledge being assessed (Declarative, Procedural, or
Problem-solving) and determining the type task (e.g., process or product).  These vital factors are needed in order to
choose which Assessment effectively measures 
not only what the learner knows, but their abilility to analyze subject
matter for a higher level of critical thinking and the capabilities to perform
the processes to demonstrate mastery of 
knowledge. 



In Week 2's
  Assignment, " Problem solving objectives ask students to make
  decisions or choose between options through evaluative thinking assessment .  In
    addition, Problem solving objectives also ask the student to consider various actions or
  choices that someone might/should take.  The student has to evaluate
  various choices or actions that are not necessarily concrete.
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RWR CoEL Approved Rubric



Learning Object (EIDT 6120: Multimedia Design and Development)


AECT Standard 2: Development


		Criterion

/(Standard)

		1

Unacceptable



		3

Acceptable



		5


Target





		Print Technologies

(AECT 2.1)

		Evidence shows that:

Text component is not included or incomplete.

Graphics component is not included or incomplete. 

		Evidence shows that:

Text component demonstrates a satisfactory understanding of technical considerations (size, font type, color, alignment, etc.).

Graphics component demonstrates a satisfactory understanding of technical considerations (size, proportions, resolution, file type, etc.).

All required edits to text and graphic components are complete and accurate.



		Evidence shows that:

Text component demonstrates a full understanding of technical considerations (size, font type, color, alignment, etc.).

Graphics component demonstrates a full understanding of technical considerations (size, proportions, resolution, file type, etc.).

All required edits to text and graphic components are complete, accurate, and aligned with appropriate learning theories and design principles.  



		Week 2 Assignment: Editing PDF Files


Note: Assignment scores are on a 4 point scale. The final learning object score will be converted to the Taskstream 5 point scale for ePortfolio submission.






		Week 3 Assignment: Image Manipulation

Nicely Done.





		Audiovisual Technologies

(AECT 2.2)




		Evidence shows that:

Audio component is not included or incomplete.

Animation component is not included or incomplete.



		Evidence shows that:

Audio component demonstrates a satisfactory understanding of technical considerations (audio levels, background noise, file size, etc.).

Animation component demonstrates a satisfactory understanding of technical considerations (color, text, etc.).

All required edits to audiovisual components are complete and accurate.



		Evidence shows that:

Audio component demonstrates a full understanding of technical considerations (audio levels, background noise, file size, etc.).



Animation component demonstrates a full understanding of technical considerations (color, text, etc.)


All required edits to audiovisual components are complete, accurate, and aligned with appropriate learning theories and design principles.



		Week 4 Assignment: Creating Audio Files






		Integrated Technologies

(AECT 2.4)



		Evidence shows that:

Web template is not included or does not incorporate all required media components of learning object. 



		Evidence shows that:

Web template demonstrates a satisfactory understanding of technical considerations (interactivity, integrated audiovisuals, etc.).

All required edits to web template are complete and accurate.



		Evidence shows that:

Web template demonstrates a full understanding of technical considerations (interactivity, integrated audiovisuals, etc.).


All required edits to web template are complete and accurate and align with appropriate learning theories and design principles.





		Weeks 5-7: Animation, Designing the Course Project Web Template, Putting It All Together: The Learning Object

Comments:


Projects


Scores


Week 2

4.0

Week 3

4.0

Week 4

4.0

Week 5-7


4.0

Project Avg 4 Pt Scale


16/4=4.0

Project Avg 5 Pt Scale


20/5=4.0

Taskstream Score Rounds to


Target=5
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In an Online Learning environment one of  the instructors many primary goals is to determine if the learner has achieved the intended learning outcomes.  



However, to accomplish this goal instructors have accessibility to various assessment tools to use with different types of assessment  methods which have been designed to measure, reliable, and validate several different types of objective outcomes . 



Most instructors choose the assessment method that best addresses  the type various instructional task, Formative, or Summative  that will accurately demonstrate learners  achieved content knowledge, performance and critical thinking skills to confirm that the learner has obtained the desired learning outcomes.  Assessments not only relays what the learner knows to the instructor and learner, it also indicates to the instructor any material which learner maybe experiencing difficult or where improvements is needed.



Remember  it is imperative  to know the type of instructional information the learner is obtaining (e.g. training or education), when determining which type of assessment will produce the most effective and accurate measurement of the learners capabilities and knowledge of the subject matter.  Dr. Rita Conrad (2010), also explains that knowing the type of knowledge that requires assessing is vital to choosing the right method of Assessment.  Knowing whether the knowledge is Declarative,  Procedural, or Performance is vital to developing the most effective assessment method. Declarative and Procedural Objectives are generally assessed by written assessment and Problem-Solving Objectives assesses Performance Assessments.  



Furthermore, another factor to consider when designing Performance Assessments is knowing whether the objective is a process or a product. When processes are being evaluated the assessment will establish if the learner knows how to demonstrate their ability to perform the appropriate processes to complete a task/ project.


 
To accomplish this assignment demonstrating the actions necessary to design various Authentic Performance Based Assessment is necessary. 


Step 1 : Objectives for the Performance Assessment



Performance  Knowledge Assessments  are  the predominant method of Assessment for Problem-Solving Objectives in a simulated online environments (Conrad, 2010).



The two Problems solving objectives that are for the performance assessment format: are definitely appropriate for Performance Assessments.


   
However,  Dr. Rita Conrad (2010), stated that Procedural Objectives can be assessed by Performance Assessment but the Observational segment is very time consuming.



Therefore, listed below to completely identify all the Objectives that are able to be appropriately assessed by Performance Assessments are Procedural and Problem-solving Objectives


		Illustrate proper use of turn signals that meets the legal limits




		Discuss safe strategies for responding when you encounter an aggressive or reckless driver while driving, meeting the criteria for a minimum score of 3 out of 4 on the rubric



		Perform a three point turn with 100% accuracy




		Describe at least four actions responsible drivers take following a minor car accident, meeting the criteria for a minimum score of 3 out of 4 on the discussion rubric



		Demonstrate how to change a tire with 100% accuracy




		



		Execute a parallel parking maneuver that meets the legal limits




		



		Demonstrate how to check the oil level with 100% accuracy

		





		Step 2:  Performance Assessment Items

.


Authentic and Performance Assessment methods not only provides the learner the opportunity to demonstrate mastery of  subject matter knowledge by using their critical thinking skills in reality-based situation, it lets the l it provides the learner with a opportunity to demonstrate their observable interpretation as a solution to the problem. This assessment also provides  the instructor the ability to observe, evaluate and apply immediate feedback about the learner capabilities then suggest needed improvements.

		





Problem-solving Objectives 1


Managing Road Rage

· Discuss safe driving strategies for responding when you encounter an aggressive or reckless driver while driving, meeting the criteria for a minimum score of 3 out of 4 on the Discussion rubric. 


· This is a Problem-solving Assessment that will be assessing content related processes for this Performance Assessment.   Learner will complete this Assessment with two parts. The first part one is a individual, writing and critical thinking activity and the second is a group project role playing scenario activity.

Goal:

· Learner will be able to recognize traits and triggers of aggressive behavior 


· Learner will be able to respond to aggressive encounters


· Learner will be able to avoid confrontational engagement with aggressive drivers


Essential Questions


What can you do to steer clear of aggressive driving situations?


What behaviors make other drivers really angry? 

How can you avoid engaging an aggressive driver? 

· Written Rationale: 

Respond to the Essential Questions by applying critical thinking, problem solving, conflict resolution, and safe driving practice methods.  Identify at least 10 Behavioral Triggers and Traits of Aggressive and Reckless Driving and the various preventative safety methods and practices that can help prevent triggering road rage. Construct 2-3 page written report.


· A Group Project Video 



Role:  (Offending Driver, Offended  Driver)  There are 2 individual  involved in this situation.

Develop (2)  group enactment video clips totaling  5 - 10 minutes  in length .


The video clips should include:


A fully escalated road rage incident with a deliberately initiated unsafe driving act, dysfunctional emotional engagement and unrelenting confrontation that is typically displayed when encountering an aggressive or reckless driver while driving.  As well as a, road rage incident that defused with safe practice methods as a preventive response when confronted by a irritated belligerent offended driver.


NOTE:


The media presentation should exhibits the learner capabilities to demonstrate several of the aggressive behavioral traits, a typical unrelenting confrontation of a full blown road rage incident, and one version will exhibit abilities to utilize various practical safe methods to avoid escalation and confrontation displayed when encountering an aggressive or reckless driver while driving.


Audience:


Defensive Driving (classmates)


Situation:  


It’s never pleasant when someone cuts you off on the highway or tailgates your vehicle across city streets. When confronted with aggressive driving behavior maintain control of your emotions and attitudes.


Example Offend Aggressive Driver 1: Woman, 24 year old mother of two in Cincinnati, driving alone in a GrandAm, is following a woman driver in a VW. In front of them are several cars behind a truck going 35 mph. The GrandAm pulls into the left lane in order to pass and speeds up to 55 mph.


Offending Driver 2: The VW suddenly pulls out into the left lane, in front of the GrandAm, going 20 mph slower and forcing the GrandAm driver to apply the brakes suddenly.


Offending Driver 2: The VW gradually overtakes the slow truck, passes it, and pulls back into the right lane.

Offend Aggressive Driver 1: The GrandAm, still in the left lane, now overtakes the VW, honks several times, makes obscene gestures, and flashes her lights as signs of outrage ("to let her know that she almost caused an accident just then").

Offending Driver 2: The VW driver responds by flipping the bird and shaking her head.

Offended Aggressive Driver 1: GrandAm now tries to pull ahead in the left lane in order to re-enter the right lane, but the VW accelerates, blocking the way.

Offended Aggressive Driver 1:  The GrandAm slows down and pulls in behind the VW and now keeps up the pressure by tailgating dangerously.


Offended Aggressive Driver 1:  Now the GrandAm suddenly pulls out into the left lane again, overtakes and cuts off the VW, then gives her a "brake job," slamming on the brakes to punish the VW driver behind her.

Offending Aggressive Driver 2: The VW driver applies her brakes suddenly and they lock, causing her to veer sideways to the right where she hits truck parked on the shoulder. She is thrown from the car, taken to the hospital where she recovers from surgery, but she was pregnant and her unborn child dies.

Offended Aggressive Driver 1:  The GrandAm driver continues her trip to the office where she told her supervisor that she'd been in an accident, that "the other driver had it coming" and that "she wasn't going to take **** from no one." Later, she was arrested and charged with vehicular homicide for causing the death of an unborn child (James, 2014).


Standards and Criteria for Success:

· Create a written report containing the 10 aggressive behaviors and  preventative safety methods to avoid confrontation with Aggressive Drivers


· Create (2) group enacted Video Clips depicting a full blown road rage scene and  road rage scene defused with preventative practices 

Rubric:    Group Video Project

Rationale

Problem-solving Objectives 2


. Accidents Happen

· Describe at least four actions responsible drivers take following a minor car accident, meeting the criteria for a Based Assessment minimum score of 3 out of 4 on the discussion rubric 

· This Objective is  Problem-solving that will assess action process and will be evaluated by Authentic Performance Assessment

Goal:

· Learner will be able demonstrate the necessary emergency first step process after a accident


· Learner will be able to demonstrate a series of required steps after experiencing a car accident


· Learner will be able to use information objectively for solving problems and arriving at alternative solutions


· Essential Questions


What should you do if you're in a car accident


Is anyone hurt?


Role:

Minimum 2 drivers involved in this situation 


Audience:


Defensive Driving (classmates)

Situation: 


Marc was excited about getting his license. He was now a valid driver and able to go places on his own without needing someone to be with him. A couple weeks later, Marc was headed to his friend Phil's house. A block from Phil's, Marc was at a stop sign when he felt a sudden jolt. Someone had rear-ended his car. Marc began panicking--- It’s never pleasant when someone cuts you off on the highway, tailgates your vehicle across city streets or runs the red-light when you are completing a left turn to clear the intersection. Driving is probably the most dangerous thing most of us will ever do. Accidents unfortunately do occur when driving. Your ability stay calm and maintaining control of your emotions could be a life saving difference.


Product, Performance, and Purpose:


· Devised a plan with all the  proper protocol for minor car accident, helpful tips about how to avoid a accident, all emergency contact information, medical alerts, checklist of all the appropriate emergency response people, insurance contact information, and  vehicle information  .

· Create a informational pdf. pamphlet from the plan you devised which can be download by computer, or mobile.


Standards and Criteria for Success:


· Document should be able to address the Essential Question  and contains at the very least 4 important actions required after a minor car accident.

Rubric


Pamphlet

Procedural Objectives 3


Parking

· Execute a parallel parking maneuver that meets the legal limits. 


·  This Objective is Procedural and  will assess learner's knowledge to perform this process and will be evaluated by Performance Based Assessment

Goal:

· Learner will be able to describe the series of step required to successfully parallel park


· Learner will be able demonstrate necessary procedures to maneuver the task of parallel parking. 


Situation: 


Every since you first started driving even after passing the driver's test.  You have gone out of your way to circle the block several times dreading the occasional need of having to parallel parking every time the situation has been presented.

Product, Performance, and Purpose:


· Research the step by step procedures necessary to  perform a proper parallel parking maneuver.   

· Create a instructional video narrating and demonstrating the step by step parallel parking maneuver actually perform.


Standards and Criteria for Success:

·  The video should explain and perform the actions required to parallel park

Grading Tool:


Procedural Parking Checklist

Procedural Objectives 4


3- Point Turning


· Perform a three point turn with 100% accuracy 


· Objective is Procedural it will assess learner's knowledge and ability to perform and will be evaluated by Performance Based Assessment

Goal:

· Learner will be able to perform the required procedures to successfully maneuver 3-point Turn


· Learner will be able illustrate a series of step that will accomplish  task of 3-point Turn. 


Role:

One driver involved in this situation 


Audience:


Defensive Driving (classmates)


Situation: 


U-Turns are not permitted and you need to turn around legally. Sometime referred to as a Bay turn. Your ability to turn the car around even when there is no driveways or alley can be accomplished by performing a 3-Point Turn.

Product, Performance, and Purpose:


· Create a storyboard illustrating the step by step procedures of a proper 3-Point Turn.   

· Create a video demonstrating the step by step  performance of 3-Point Turn.


Standards and Criteria for Success


· The video should narrate and perform the actions required to make a 3-Point Turn.

· The storyboard will illustrate the steps required when making a 3-Point Turn

Grading Tool:


RuStoryboard bric

Step 3

These specific objectives were chosen because the first two are Problem-solving and fulfill the required Performance Assessment criteria.  The second two are Procedural Objectives that also comply  with Performance Assessment criteria as discussed by  Dr. Rita Conrad (2010).  Dr. Conrad provided additional insight that Procedural Objectives can be assessed by Performance Assessment, however they are considerably more time consuming during the observational assessment phase. In addition, precise specifications were divulge for consideration when developing Performance Assessment (e.g. knowing the type of knowledge being assessed (Declarative, Procedural, or Problem-solving) and determining the type task (e.g., process or product).  These vital factors are needed in order to choose which Assessment effectively measures  not only what the learner knows, but their abilility to analyze subject matter for a higher level of critical thinking and the capabilities to perform the processes to demonstrate mastery of  knowledge.   Dr. Rita Conrad In addition, Problem solving objectives also ask the student to consider various actions or choices that someone might/should take.  The student has to evaluate various choices or actions that are not necessarily concrete.


References


Oosterhof, A. Conrad, R, & Ely, D. (2008). Assessing learners online.  Pearson Merrill/Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, New Jersey.

            Palloff, R. (2010).Laureate Education Performance Assessments in Online Environments.  Retrieved from https://class.waldenu.edu.


          Conrad, R. (2011). Laureate Education (Producer). (2011). Scoring and feedback in online environments [Video file]. Retrieved from https://class.waldenu.edu


James, L. (2014). Congressional Testimony on the Psychology of Road Rage and Aggression Driving.  Retrieved on August 15, 2014 from http://www.drdriving.org/articles/testimony.htm
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               When
determining which design is  best for assessments
 it is essential to know how the learner
obtain the knowledge (e.g. training or education),  knowing what the learner is required to know
and what knowledge must be verified by the assessment.  



               Furthermore
when designing assessments for an online forum, technology provides a
considerably wider variety of  media options
than is available through f2f written assessments.  This  allows the learner accessibility, a means to
demonstrate that they have mastered  the  course objectives, and immediate scoring (Oosterhof, Conrad, & Ely 2008).



          Dr.
Rita Palloff (2010), explains that clearly written objectives allows the
learner to concentrate on specific content material that will be defined
through the instructional section of the course. 



           Dr. Rita Conrad (2011), also asked us to consider;
What knowledge is being assess? Does the assessment match the objectives? Is a
written assessment the best way to assess the learners knowledge?  Are you trying to assess declarative and
procedural knowledge? Written Assessments are best used when determining the
learners ability to demonstrate procedural and declarative knowledge.



          Step
one



 



·                 
Identify the objectives that are appropriate for the written
assessment format.



The objective that are most appropriate
for a written assessment are listed below with the type of written assessment
to be performed, scoring tool, and correct/incorrect feedback : 



Multiple Choice Questions



Choose the best answer for the
questions below:



Objective:



·       Perform a three point turn with 100% accuracy



 Objective is Procedural Knowledge and will be
assessed by a  multiple choice question



 



Question:



 Which of the
following best describes how to make a three point turn? 



 



A.  
Place vehicle in reverse, then backup while turning wheels to the
left; Place car in drive and pull forward into lane.



 



B.  
Pull forward while turning the steering wheel to right; then place
vehicle in reverse while turning wheel to left.



 



C.  
Turn on right/left signal; backup toward the opposite side of
street; Place vehicle in drive while straighten vehicle into the appropriate
lane.



 



D.  
None of the above



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Objective:



·       Illustrate proper use of turn signals that meets the legal
limits



Objective is
Procedural Knowledge and will be assessed by a multiple choice question



 



Question:



What is one of the following best describes the suitable use
of the turn signals?



 



A.  
Going around a left/right corner, stopping, or parking



B.  
At a intersection while maintaining the same lane



C.  
 signal at least 100 feet
from intersection point of turn, changing lanes,  and parking



D.  
All of the above



		
  Multiple Choice Scoring Grid


  		
  Number      of   Correct Responses


  5 points


  		
  Number of Incorrect Responses


  0 points


  

		
  Major goal was is to extract student’s knowledge mastery of the
  subject matter from responses


  		
   


  		
   


  

		
  Total  Score


  		
   


  		
   


  





 



Comments for correct multiple choice
responses;



The number of correct responses achieved is very impressive and
demonstrates exemplary comprehension and mastery of the subject matter and
course objectives.  Great Job!!! The
effort expended on retaining subject matter was demonstrated . Suggestive Note: Keep in mind when
uncertain about selected response questions from a multiply choice assessment
use deductive reasoning as a method to achieve the correct response.



 



Comments for incorrect multiple choice
responses:



The goal of this assessment would have provide the opportunity to
demonstrate the learned knowledge for the instructional  material procedures.



The amount of incorrect responses is unacceptable and shows a lack
of understanding  for key concepts,  procedures, and processes illustrated through
the subject matter.  Suggestive Note: Taking more effort and time to retain the
procedures and  processes of the subject
material will provide the ability to achieve objective outcomes.



Rationale:



 



          Multiple Choice
Questions are mainly used to determine if the learner has knowledge of subject
matter facts and routine procedures that definitely has only one answer.  However because the answer is visible it is
easier to recognize  the right answer or
make a guess through reasonable deduction looking for what best fits.   Robert Schaeffer (2007), of Fair Test New
letter explains that a Multiple Choice "item" may have two reasonable
answer options. Therefore, test directions usually ask test takers to select
the "best" answer. 
Furthermore, Schaeffer (2007) , explains that when deciding whether
to use multiple-choice as a test or add some to any assessment,  consideration of the purpose of the
assessment and what will come from the results should be determined. Then he
goes on to state¸" If the purpose is only to check on factual and
procedural knowledge, if the test will not have a major effect on overall
curriculum and instruction, and if conclusions about what students know in a
subject will not be reduced to what the test measures, then a multiple-choice test
might be somewhat helpful”.  



This assessment method was chosen for
its ability to assess routine procedures. 
The comment
for the correct/incorrect response feedback identified unacceptable and
rewarded acceptable responses. Identified specific qualities about the students
work, provided suggestions to improve and justified how their grade was
derived. 



 



Matching Assessment Questions



 



Match up images in
the left column with the correct response to the letter and names from the
right column.  Complete this task by
writing the letter and name of the correct response  from the right column on the lines on the
dashboard image this will indicate the name for that item.  Then write the letter and name of the traffic
sign in the bottom of each appropriate sign's box.



 



Objective:



·       Identify the components of an automobile dashboard
with at least 80% accuracy - Objective is Declarative Knowledge and will be assessed
by  matching assessment question



 



 



 



 







 



 



 



Objective:



		
  


   


  		
   


  		
  


  		
  A. Stop


   


  B. Yield


   


  C. Steep Hill


   


  D. No right


   


  E.  Divided


      Highway


   


  F. Curves


   


  G. Do Not 


         Enter


   


  H. No U 


        Turns


   


  I. Intersection


   


  

		
  


  		
  


  		
  


   


   


  





		Identify common road signs with at least 90%
     accuracy - Objective is Declarative
     Knowledge and will be assessed by 
     matching assessment question





 



 



 



 



 



		
  Match Up Assessment Grid


  		
  Number      of   Correct Responses


  9 points


  		
  Number of Incorrect Responses


  0 points


  

		
  Major goal was is to extract
  student’s knowledge mastery of the subject matter from responses


  		
   


  		
   


  

		
  Total 
  Score


  		
   


  		
   


  





 



 



 



Comments for correct Matching
Assessment:



The number of correct responses achieved is very impressive
and demonstrates exemplary comprehension and mastery of the subject matter and
course objectives.  Great Job!!! The
effort expended on retaining subject matter was demonstrated.  Suggestive Note: Note: Keep in mind  when uncertain of matching assessment factual
processes use acronyms as a method to recall the correct response.



 



 



Comments for incorrect Matching
Assessment:



The goal of this assessment would have provide the
opportunity to demonstrate the learned knowledge for the instructional  material procedures.



The amount of incorrect responses is unacceptable and shows
a lack of understanding  for key
concepts,  procedures, and processes
illustrated through the subject matter.  Suggestive Note: Applying more effort
and time to retain the subject material  and using acronyms  provides the ability to master lesson
objectives.



 



 



Rationale:



Matching Assessments are  a
selected response assessment used to compare related ideas, concepts and theories.   This
particular assessment provides the learner the ability to choose the correct
response from a list of possibilities. 



There are several advantages that are appealing for instructors  to use Matching Assessments:



1.    
Matching Assessment is efficient means of assessing the association
between a variety of items



2.   
They are relatively easy to administer to large groups



3.   
The Objective nature of this assessment limits bias in scoring 



4.   
Instructors also use Matching Assessment because they provide
a compact way to test a great deal of information in a short amount of time.



A few  disadvantages that are reasons instructors
have abandon the use of this particular assessment:



1.       
Matching Assessments does not allow learner a higher level of
thinking and may limit the learner to lower level of understanding



2.      
Matching is not an effective means of assessing isolated facts.



3.      
Matching may provide opportunity for learner to guess the response
and not know the subject matter.



They can only be used to assess homogenous knowledge.. This assessment was chosen for the above listed objectives because
it provides the best method to evaluate the learners understanding and the
ability to demonstrate knowledge of objectives. The learner is able to think and select
the best response from the response list to achieve the required objective outcome
task.



The comment for the correct/incorrect response feedback identified
unacceptable and rewarded acceptable responses. Identified specific qualities
about the students work, provided suggestions to improve and justified how
their grade was derived. 



 



Short Essay Questions



Create a detailed
response that can best describe the procedure required for each of the
following essay question.



 



Objective:



·       Execute a parallel parking maneuver that meets the legal
limits - Objective is Procedural
Knowledge and will be assessed by a short essay



 



Question:



Explain in detail the correct techniques that will
demonstrate the best maneuvers to parallel park?



 



Objective:



·       Explain the road safety check process, meeting the criteria
for a minimum score of 3 out of 4 on the Discussion rubric - Objective is Declarative Knowledge and will be assessed by a short
essay 



 



Question:



 In detail explain the
procedures involved with the road safety check process?



 



Objective:



·       Demonstrate how to change a tire with 100% accuracy- Objective is Procedural Knowledge and
will be assessed by a short essay



·       Question:



Explain the in detail the process of
changing a tire?



 



Objective:



·       Describe the function of each dashboard component with at
least 80% accuracy- Objective is
Declarative Knowledge and will be assessed by a short essay



 



Question:



Describe in detail the functions of each component on a
dashboard?



		
  Short Essay Rubric


  		
  Earned Assessment Score


  

		
  Quality of Work


  		
     
  4.0 - 3.75: Exemplary Work


  		
   
  3.50 - 2.75: Satisfactory Work


  		
  2.50 -1.00: Minimal to Unacceptable
  Work


  		
   


  

		
  Written response reflects the
  learners ability to clearly express content material 


  		
  Demonstrates the ability to clearly express with written
  concepts a exceptional description of content material.


  		
  Demonstrates a satisfactory 
  understanding of content material 
  expressed through written concepts


  		
  Assignment demonstrates a lack of understanding key
  concepts  and no relevant  information


  		
   


  

		
  Assignment Expectations


  		
  Assessment delivers exceptional work presented with detail of
  content material.


  		
  Assessment delivers satisfactory work presented with required
  details of content material


  		
  Assessment contains unclear and unspecific information with no
  detail relevant to content material


  		
   


  

		
  Grammatical writing and Language
  Expectations


  		
  Essay is exceptionally written in Standard English clear, potent
  and concise in meaning. The writing is 
  organized, logical, and contains no prominent grammatical errors in
  sentence structure.


  		
  Essay is well written and 
  contains effective communication of content material in Standard
  English.   The writing is logical and
  contains few if any grammatical errors in sentence structure.


  		
  Essay does not provide clear and concise ideas.  Rules of Standard English are not evident
  and writing contains many grammatical and mechanical errors.


  		
   


  

		
  Total


  		
   


  		
   


  		
   


  		
   


  





Comments for correct essay:



Excellent Work!!! The essay is
exceptionally developed and communicates detailed instructional information
that demonstrates exemplary knowledge of course objectives and content
material. Suggestive Note: Keep in
mind when addressing complicated processes through essay question use your
ability to apply a well thought out reasonable and justifiable response.



 



Comments for incorrect essay:



Additional effort to
clearly communicate main ideas in detail and use of key concept terms would
have greatly improved the written essay. 



The  content of this essay was underdeveloped and
express no relevant ideas.  The work did
not communicate any effective details to reflect any learned knowledge of
course concepts, objectives, or content material. Suggestive Note: Taking more effort and time when learning the subject
material and procedures will provide the ability to master lesson objectives



 



Rationale



 



Essay Questions are a constructed response assessment and the
commonly use method of assessments by instructors.  What
appeals to instructors most about this particular assessment is that it
challenges learners to create a response rather than select a prewritten
response.  This provides the instructor a
means to determine learners ability to reason, create, apply critical thinking,
analyze, and evaluate the subject matter. 
Instructors are also able to evaluate how well the learner master the
knowledge provided from the instructional material and course objectives (Oosterhof, et al, 2008). 



This assessment was chosen for the above listed objectives because
it provides the best method to evaluate the learners understanding, developed
knowledge of objectives, and cognitive skills. 
The learner is able to analyze and critically
think of the most effective justifiable  written response to describe in detail the
required subject matter actions.



The comment for the correct response feedback identified and
rewarded specific qualities about the students work, provided suggestions to
improve and justified how their grade was derived. 



Reference
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Conrad, R, & Ely, D. (2008). Assessing learners online.  Pearson
Merrill/Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, New Jersey.



            Palloff, R.
(2010).Laureate Education Performance
Assessments in Online Environments. 
Retrieved from https://class.waldenu.edu.



          Conrad, R. (2011).
Laureate Education (Producer). (2011). Scoring and
feedback in online environments [Video
file]. Retrieved from https://class.waldenu.edu
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Course Project Assignment: Identify a Program to Evaluate                                1 
 


Project H3 Vets is a nationally recognized program coordinated by the Arizona 


Coalition to End Homelessness.  I am choosing this program to create an evaluation 


plan because there are so many homeless people here in Phoenix and quite a few have 


service our country.   This Project has been identified as already providing housing for 


over 222 homeless veterans living in Phoenix through a pilot program known as 


“Housing First”. Were as this project is not totally relevant to my career goal, the 


assignment did suggest that I create a program evaluation plan for a program within 


your organization, field, area of interest, or any program to which you have access (e.g., 


at a local church, school, community, or non-profit organization, etc.).  Since I am not 


currently unemployed and my travels between Illinois and Arizona have me zone lagged 


constantly being between two different regions and time zones. I have notice that every 


time I am home in Arizona, I see the homeless people by the expressways with their “I 


WORK FOR FOOD” or “I SERVED IN 24th INFANTRY VIETNAM” signs. When I walk 


my dog in the morning at the park they are sleep under the common shelters with 


blankets and belonging and even a pet in tow.  Even more so, I would like to create a 


evaluation program that could possibly serve to prove merit and expansion of such a 


project so that more cities will get the positive result that are being notice in Phoenix, 


Arizona. 


“Three years ago, city officials identified 222 homeless veterans living in Phoenix. 
Using state and federal funds, the city had successfully housed the last veterans who 
were living without homes. They did so through an innovative idea known as “Housing 
First” — providing somewhere to live for homeless individuals without first requiring 
that they be sober or drug-free.”    ˜Scott Keyes 


Reference: 


Keyes, S. (2013). “Phoenix Becomes First City to End Chronic Homelessness Among Veternans”. 
Retrieved from Think Progress on March 6, 2014 from 
http://thinkprogress.org/economy/2013/12/23/3099911/phoenix-homeless/# 


Comment [FM1]: Sounds like a good program to 
Evaluate 


Comment [FM2]: Unclear? 


Comment [FM3]: Though this project 


Comment [FM4]: Two negatives. 
I am not sure if you are employed or not 


Comment [FM5]: Plan for a program that could 
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Course Project: Problem Statement and Research Questions                                                             3
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Bridget Chappell


EDUC 6125 – Foundations of Research


Walden University 


September 15, 2013 – Week #2


Dr. Paula Porter


The problem


There are still schools and school districts that have not approved the use of Technology Educational APP’s or Technology Devices in today class room. Because these more traditional classrooms have been tried throughout the legions of time, the one side lectures, and slides presentations, assigning mountains of reading material, problem exercises, pop quizzes and test.  These methods at time still don’t always allow our students to truly “get it”. The use educational technology app’s is a new environment in the classrooms to how teachers have taught in the past.  

It is important that our teacher’s begin to understand that most student today ready possess many of the technology skills necessary from texting, facebooking, ooVoo, or Youtubing on their smart devices. The next elementary step in our educational evolution would be the integration of Educational Apps into their daily academic environment as the next positive step for Academia.

· Because there are still a number of schools systems that have not allowed or integrated educational app or smart device technology into the classrooms. Some teacher’s haven’t acquired or possess the necessary skillset to integrate educational technology app’s or Smart Devices into the classrooms, how is this impacting students learning?

· Can approving the use of Smart technology devices provide students with ways to connect their learning beyond the classrooms and to create interactive learning, student collaboration on projects, and drive student’s achievement? 

The problem is significant

A training solution should be created that will guide and enhance teachers knowledge of what educational technology app’s are available by subject, functionality, and feature. The applied training solution will incorporate objective-based competencies which are learner-related sequencing and will be based on five student learning concepts (ADDIE) (Morrison, Ross, Kalman, & Kemp 2011, p. 137).

The need to investigate this problem would provide educators with suggestion about how to utilize educational technical apps and Smart Technology device to engage their student’s into achieving a higher level of performance  when meeting the educational objectives required throughout the K - 12 Core Curriculum.  Creating a Learning Management System (LMS) Solutions platform for administrator, faculty, and students that provides technology educational platform knowledge base prior/post commencement of course application.  This solution would be proposed to District Boards of Education when the school systems have not started any technology based classroom integration or Teachers if they have just personally chosen not to integrate technology into their personal classrooms.


· What type overall academic platform change would applying interactive learning experience with educational technology apps within education create?

· How can teachers’ use of educational app or Smart Device technology to create an engaging and interactive learning environment to provide a positive impact on the students  learning experience?

 Solution Goals: 


· Assist teachers in identifying and using educational apps in order to enhance their individual classroom instruction by utilizing dynamic and relevant technology.


· Encourage teachers to integrate apps within their instruction to create an interactive and technological learning environment for students to master the Common Core Standards.


Reference:

Morrison, G.R., Ross, S.M., Kalman, H.D., & Kemp, J.E. (2011). Designing effective


instruction (6th ed.). Hobeken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, Inc.


   


 



Defining Distance Learning to a Virtual Classroom




 


 



  The  factors that have driven the evolutional change in Distance Learning through my  retrospect;  My first encounter of  nontraditional learning was on the back of a match book introducing ICS  (International Correspondence School) this correspondent school catered to the  youth wanting to obtain a high school diploma and or gain skilled vocational  technical training courses that would qualify the student with some type of  trade skills.  A they also offered  community college level courses to their student client base through mail  providing these students an opportunity to gain an education and self  betterment regardless to where they were located or what skilled labor position  the student was currently employed.  This  type of education increased opportunity to all working men and women aspiring  to gain a better education.


Second,  encounter with Distance learning was at Chicago City Colleges that provided  credit college courses through television, video and radio.  A student could attend from home, work, or  any location by tuning into a lecture being broadcasted during a certain time  then complete the assignments and   assessments from the purchased accompanying resource books, workbooks  retain at the time of registration and submit the required work by mail or turn  it to dropbox located at the schools office.


Next,  occurrence is online web based higher education ministering to the professional  working adult wanting to obtain a higher level of education but not being able  to participate in a traditional brick and mortar school setting.  


Finally,  the online platform offering K-12 Online school curriculum providing hybrid  learning prospect through VS (virtual school) which provides students with  remote, home based or other outside school building provided education through  a video, webinars, and online internet platforms for students as young as 5 to  17 years old.


 The vision I see Distance Learning taking is  IVS ( Internet Virtual School) where students will wake up go to their kitchens  eat their breakfast, then head to the family room sign on to a virtual class  sign.  This would allow the student to  participate in all class activities through the use of a Avatar attending a  virtual school environment. 

  My  desire will to be to help create and develop such a environment that will allow  students to participate from any remote location.


According to  Moller, Foshay, and Huett (2008)  in their  second  and third of a three part series Distance  education is delivering programs to the more non-traditional students. Moller  el at. (2008) go further to say, " Distance education in the K-12 arena is often referred  to as “virtual schooling” and learning through virtual schooling is one of the  fastest growing areas for K-12 schools. This identification of  two forms of virtual charter schools have  recently developed: home-school and cyber-charter. Home-school charter schools  require parents to serve as the primary educator while cyber-charter schools  offer computer-based learning either  asynchronously  or  synchronously with teachers filling  the role of educational facilitator.


References

  Moller, L., Foshay, W., &  Huett, J. (2008). The evolution of distance education: Implications for  instructional design on the potential of the web (Part 2: Higher education). TechTrends, 52(4), 66-70.

  

  Huett, J., Moller, L., Foshay,  W., & Coleman, C. (2008). The evolution of distance education: Implications  for instructional design on the potential of the web (Part 3: K12). TechTrends, 52(5), 63–6 7. 
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Scenario 2

A mandatory corporate training live webinar on workplace safety. Trainees will be expected to view various training videos, provide feedback and discussion points to others, and download presentations, which offer step-by-step instructions. Students will have to install and use web conferencing software for the live webinar.

		Key Term 
(Why was this term used?)

		Consideration 
(What must I think about?)

		Technology Selection 
(Which technology tool works for this?)



		Mandatory

		Food, Sanitation & Safety

		Camtasia or  Adobe Flash Builder



		Corporate training

		Workplace Safety, Government Regulations requirements

		Smart Builder an eLearning Authoring Tool  



		Live webinar

		Equipment necessary to create and deliverable material for learners

		WebX, Ilink, WebCT, Camtasia



		View various training videos

		Produce several animated skits of specific task demonstrating  the correct way to accomplish the task safely and the incorrect way to accomplish the same task with accident circumstances.

		YouTube skits or  Adobe Flashbuilder.  Xtranormal is no longer available.  Might try GoAnimate or Animoto



		Provide feedback and discussion points

		Resourced material, knowledge base on subject material  and information for learner questions

		Chat or Discussion Area of Web conferencing



		Download step-by-step presentations

		Supply instruction so that learner can be download for handouts for note taking or create area in SmartBuilder

		Supplying a Powerpoint style or Prezi styled presentation.



		What is missing?

		Performance base Test with Award Certificate when module objectives have been achieved.

		PDF Download of Certification of Completion For Food. Sanitation, and Safety Award






I have chosen to work with Scenario 2. I believe Scenario 2 will provide knowledge of how to develop a Web-Facilitated course. In EDIT 6115, I previously created a course module in a LMS. I decided to challenge myself by preparing a different deliverable for this class. I will be building a performance-based testing model. This combination model design will use multiple media, examination preparation, individual or group, and technology extended classroom model (Peters, n.d.) The overall objective will be to provide safety instruction training. The completed competency will supply stakeholder with a validation process that personnel has achieved state regulated requirements. The performance based model measures the learner's ability to demonstrate skills. If a learner can perform a series of assigned tasks on a computer based training delivered through a web conferencing tool. This model takes into consideration stakeholder needs through a structured environment. Furthermore, the model will allow for various interactive activities and web structured exercises. The learners will have to take responsibility to engage and interactive through synchronous media to ask questions of the facilitator for a deeper understanding of the learning unit material if necessary. The model provides immediate feedback for learners and should increases student motivation and confidence (Peter, n.d.).


Content Story Board


I. Introduction



a. Describe a brief summary of company 



b. Explain purpose of training



c. Explain state regulations and what expected   


II.  Provide information on Food, Sanitation and Safety (handouts)


a. Provide terminology and concepts



b. Present demonstration videos



c. Provide questions & answer session


III. Review and Test



a. Participate flash or simulations game 



b. Review notes 


c. Administer performance base test


IV. Thank everyone 



a. email out earned certificates to participates 



b.  email performance validation to HR



c. Request training feedback survey 

References
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  Rationale Rubric


  		
  Earned Assessment Score


  

		
  Quality of Work


  		
     
  4.0 - 3.75: Exemplary Work


  		
   
  3.50 - 2.75: Satisfactory Work


  		
  2.50 -1.00: Minimal to Unacceptable
  Work


  		
   


  

		
  Written response reflects the
  learners ability to clearly express content material 


  		
  Demonstrates the ability to clearly express with written
  concepts a exceptional description of content material.


  		
  Demonstrates a satisfactory 
  understanding of content material 
  expressed through written concepts


  		
  Assignment demonstrates a lack of understanding key
  concepts  and no relevant  information


  		
   


  

		
  Assignment Expectations


  		
  Assessment delivers exceptional work presented with detail of
  content material.


  		
  Assessment delivers satisfactory work presented with required
  details of content material


  		
  Assessment contains unclear and unspecific information with no
  detail relevant to content material


  		
   


  

		
  Grammatical writing and Language
  Expectations


  		
  Essay is exceptionally written in Standard English clear, potent
  and concise in meaning. The writing is 
  organized, logical, and contains no prominent grammatical errors in
  sentence structure.


  		
  Essay is well written and 
  contains effective communication of content material in Standard
  English.   The writing is logical and
  contains few if any grammatical errors in sentence structure.


  		
  Essay does not provide clear and concise ideas.  Rules of Standard English are not evident
  and writing contains many grammatical and mechanical errors.


  		
   


  

		
  Total
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Narrative Storyboard 


The story requires a Title line that places a distinguishing appeal from the body of the story that 
applies the detail of “What the copy is talking about”. This Title line should be place in typeface, 
type style, and points, to make it more aesthetically pleasing for example Verdana as a typeface 
in italic bold at 20 pts this pairs well with the body copy which is Times regular 12 pts. 


Because this is an informative piece the detailed body of the copy can remain in Times regular 
12pts this will allow easy readability for the copy’s body. The typeface of Times Bold at 12pts 
will be used on the main key point terms of the copy to be more eligibility. This feature 
promotes a distinguishing aesthetically appealing quality to the key point terms for clear 
communication for the reader.  The body will remain Left aligned and the kerning and tracking 
will also remain automatic for clear communication and an aesthetically appealing looking.  
Lastly, some color contrast and decorative style can be applied to the background for an even 
more appealing theme. 


 


 
A ‘blog’ is a website where entries are written in journal-format.  That is, entries are 
submitted and displayed in chronological order.  Essentially, a blog is an online diary.  It 
is used to record personal accounts, just as a written diary is used.  However, a blog can 
also be used for the reporting of news and fact-based stories, much like a journal.  


• The term ‘blog’ is a combination of two words: 


 


• The term ‘Weblog’ was then condensed to the term ‘blog’ which is widely used 
today.   


• The term ‘blog’ can be used as a verb, meaning to maintain or add content to a blog, 
or as a noun, as in the website containing the written content itself.   


Blogging has become more and more popular and more widely used, but is, however, just 
now seeing its potential.  Between news, media, personal logs, current events, popular 
culture, etc., blogging brings about openness and a new free forum for people to voice 
their opinions. 






		Video- Preproduction : Managing Road Rage



		

		

		

		



		Teacher Name: Bridget Chappell-McKinney

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		Student Name:     ________________________________________



		



		CATEGORY

		4.0 - 3.75        Exemplary

		3.50 - 2.75      Satisfactory

		2.50 - 1:00    Minimal - Unacceptable

		Earned Assessment Score



		Script

		Script is complete and it is clear what each actor will say and do. Entries and exits are scripted as are important movements. Script is quite professional.

		Script is mostly complete. Has a few minor flaws. It is somewhat clear what each actor will say and do. Script is shows planning.

		Script has a few major flaws. It is not always clear what the actors are to say and do. Script shows an attempt at planning, but seems incomplete.  OR There is no script. Actors are expected to invent what they say and do as they go along.

		 



		Teamwork

		Students meet and discuss regularly. All students contribute to the discussion and all are listened to respectfully. All team members contribute a fair share of the work.

		Students meet and discuss regularly. Most students contribute to the discussion and are listened to respectfully. All team members contribute a fair share of the work.

		A couple of team meetings are held. Most students contribute to the discussion and are listened to respectfully. All team members contribute a fair share of the work. OR Meetings are not held and some team members do not contribute a fair share of the work.

		 



		Concept

		Team has a clear picture of what they are trying to achieve. Each member can describe what they are trying to do and generally how his/her work will contribute to the final product.

		Team has a fairly clear picture of what they are trying to achieve. Each member can describe what they are trying to do overall but has trouble describing how his/her work will contribute to the final product.

		Team has brainstormed their concept, but no clear focus has emerged for the team. Team members may describe the goals/final product differently. OR Team has spent little effort on brainstorming and refining a concept. Team members are unclear on the goals and how their contributions will help them reach the goal.

		 



		Research

		Note cards indicate that the group members developed questions about the assigned topic, consulted at least 3 reference sources, developed a position based on their sources, and correctly cited their sources.

		Note cards indicate that the group members consulted at least 3 reference sources, developed a position based on their sources, and correctly cited their sources.

		Note cards indicate that the group members consulted at least 2 reference sources, developed a position based on their sources, and correctly cited their sources. OR There are fewer than two note-cards and sources are incorrectly cited.

		 



		TOTAL
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A training manager has been frustrated with the 
quality of communication among trainees in his 
face-to-face training sessions and wants to try 
something new. With his supervisor’s permission, 
the trainer plans to convert all current training 
modules to a blended learning format, which 
would provide trainees and trainers the 
opportunity to interact with each other and learn 
the material in both a face-to-face and online 
environment. In addition, he is considering 
putting all of his training materials on a server so 
that the trainees have access to resources and 


    


 


 


There are four questions to consider 
when creating a best practices guide for 
the trainer.   


1.  What are some of the pre-
planning strategies the trainer 
needs to consider before converting 
his program? 


2.  What aspects of his original 
training program could be enhanced 
in the distance learning format? 


3.  How will his role, as trainer, 
change in a distance learning 
environment? 


4.  What steps should the trainer 
take to encourage the trainees to 
communicate online? 


 


 


 


 


 


Connected Learning 


Anywhere 


 


Organizing the Requirements 


 


Virtual Classroom 


 


Scenario: 


From Lecturing  to Coaching 
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Theory 


"No One size fits all training."  Learning experiences for the distance learner should not be 


identical to the face-to-face course, but should be equivalent.  ~ Simonson 


Blending Learning into a better model promotes learning to go from bricks to clicks.  


The Blending/Hybrid Distance Learning Platform has adapted  Garrison, Anderson and 


Archer (2003), Theory of Critical Inquiry in Online Distance Education. 


Garrison, Anderson and Archer (2003) indicated, “online learning represents a new 


paradigm for distance and distributed learning.” They maintain that the new online 


distance education deviates from the traditional one in that it emphasizes "...not 


independent learning [as focused in traditional distance education], but rather a context 


of collaborative, constructivist learning within a community of learners (Garrison, 


Anderson, and  Archer, 2003, p. 115). 


Garrison, et al. propose the promise of "online community of inquiry" as a model that will 


ensure that higher order thinking can be maximized.  They propose the three elements 


that constitute the community of inquiry model: the social presence, cognitive presence, 


and teaching presence. 


Purpose 


 This guide will point out a few best practices pre-planning strategies, desired 


enhancements for transitioning traditional F2F training programs into a distance 


learning programs, explains the role modifications the trainer will undergo in order to 


effectively manage the new environment, and how the trainer will encourage the trainees 







to engage in optimal communication. This guide is by no means a step by step conclusive 


training manual but merely a quick reference guide. 


Best Practices  Planning Strategies  


Allow the trainer to apply the best technique for getting  a project accomplished 


effectively. 


As one of the first pre-strategy steps the  training manager should conduct an participant 


analysis e.g., a survey to learn viable information about the learners ( this step would shed 


insight into learners thoughts  about the traditional f2f training methods and the proposed 


blended method and demographical information).  The training manager should apply the 


results to Don Clark’s Evaluation Reverse Planning Model, (which flips Kirkpatrick's 


Model) to address the last two items on chart (Results & 


Performance) as the first two highly important processes in 


respect to preplanning in a organizational        Figure 1.1  Don Clark's 


Reverse Model     training setting.   


   Take a look at Figure 1.1 


 Result - What outcomes  are desired  or need for the improvement of training? 


Performance - What activities do trainees need to achieve the desired learning outcomes                                                      


Learning -What prior skillset knowledge is required to perform 


Motivation -  Do the learners see the need for the desired performance  


Using Don Clark's particular model as tool which can be used during the planning stages 


as well as the evaluations stages.  These were just a few but important  tidbits for Pre-


Strategy Planning. 







Blending : What's in the Mix 


According to Simonson, et al  2012 the components necessary for a successful online 


learning environment are the learners, the contents, the method of delivery, the materials, 


the learning environment, and  the technology required to initiate newly developed 


learning environment.  Next , determining the learning outcomes and which of the four 


strategies will produce an optimal  learning experience for online delivery strategies. 


Furthermore because a portion of the learning content will be delivered online 


establishing a clear direct means of communication is essential for learner and trainer 


(Simonson et al, 2012). 


Technology has promoted the changes in pedagogical 


teaching.  As  content delivery has changed in ways that 


reflect the different pedagogical methods producing a 


demand for a blended environment. Blended Learning has 


evolve to using one or more specific methods of training.  


Which includes combination learning environments e.g.: 


  combining  classroom instruction with on-line instruction 


 combining on-line with, Video/Web access to 


Instructor/Facilitator 


 combining  traditional f2f courses and simulations 


 combing online simulations with on-the-job training 


 combining coaching, e-learning activities, and simulation 







"Blended learning is a mix of delivery methods that have been selected and fashioned to 


accommodate the various learning needs of a diverse audience in a variety of subjects. 


This method can include any combination of any of the above delivery methods" Meetings 


in classroom can be used for advanced interactive experiences, “while online sections 


maybe used for research, homework or controlled practice activities” (McSporran & King 


2002).  


These combination methods tend to align the instructional designer with being able to 


create the best of both worlds. 


Enhancements for Transitioning into a Distance Learning Environment 


Now,  let's communicate about what the project needs to achieve the desired learning 


outcome then proceed right into the next point; identifying what aspects of the original f2f 


training could be enhanced in the distance learning programs. Then list some of the 


desired outcomes for transitioning the format into a blended environment. 


 


  


The project needs to achieve 


Transferring all current f2f training units into a blended learning format  







Creating a series of standalone reusable objects. Convert all training materials (resources 


and assignments) and upload   them to a server for 24/7 availability (Simonson, 


Smaldino, Albright, & Zvacek, 2012, p.125). 


What aspect will be enhancement 


Portions of the  learning materials and activities will be available through the internet 


and are accessible through several media platforms.  Revisable for continues updating so 


students can work with current material at their own pace with accessibility to the 


material 24/7. 


Using content material through collaborative 2.0 web tool to support desired learning 


outcomes.  (Simonson et al, 2012, p.116) 


Designing  a community that allows  trainees and trainers the opportunity to interact 


with each other in collaborative fashion. 


A blended environment does not intend for trainers to massively upload 


{shovelware/dumping} a collection of information from a F2F course which is not 


instructionally sound into a server as a course or sharable content objects. Taking a 


reverse approach to analyzing the content and instructional adequacy of the material is a 


imperative when designing the blended modules to be engaging with activities (Simonson 


et al, 2012) 


 
Desired Outcomes For Transitioning 


 


Design your approach to blended learning to create a engaging and interactive learning 
environment  







Establish the desired learning goals. Clearly communicating through the material what 


are the desired learning outcomes (Simonson, et al, 2012, p.116). Setting outcomes that are 


observable, measurable,  another  important tidbit is deciding how to best use class time.  


The classroom F2F environment will be use to provide trainee with enough interactivity to 


keep them on task and encourage them to become more student-centered and explore their 


blended learning experiences.  Administering engaging problem-based learning strategies 


that case map real life situations allow adult learner to bring prior experience to the 


learning environment” (Simonson, et al , 2012, p.189-190).  The online environment 


should be media rich using a variety of technology-based activities to demonstrate newly 


acquired competencies, collaboration, and student-led discussions work well in 


asynchronous settings.   


Then there is deciding which assessments and evaluation methods will properly examine 


if the trainee content competencies were met or how to improve the modules for deeper 


learning experience for trainees.  


 


The modifications in role of trainer to facilitator, mentor,  and coach 


On the journey to creating an engaging Blended environment the training manager 


should  collect and organized their different {hats}.   The training manager will need to 







understanding  their target audience. They will require the ability to mentor learners and 


define the essential material content, apply the ability to "match make"   the educational 


needs of the trainee to the content material.  The trainer must communicate through the 


online environment providing guidelines for trainees to engage in when using the 


discussion board (Durrington, Berryhill, & Swafford, 2006) 


According to Simonson, et al, 2012, p.158, "It is critical to establish the goals of any 


course. Although content is important, instructors must remember that their focus is on 


the student."   


The training manager becomes a effective coach by administering  a learning strategy to 


promote an open, supportive, discussion forum where students post their questions and 


answers about weekly topic content.  The training manager will mentor the trainees by 


encouraging a high level of interactivity in an online setting.  Also wearing the hat of  


SME through the discussion thread of a distance learning environment the training 


manager online role can be seen as subject material expert that is immersed in course 


content.  Supplying  tidbits of content knowledge when responding to trainee's questions 


with insightful dialogue on course content, and by posing thought invoking comments or 


questions that will engage participation and communication between their trainees.  As 


the training manager acts as facilitator  the will tap in on the trainee innate social being 


to  promote a  higher level of participation and contribution into the learning environment that 


is supportive and encourages interactivity (Simonson, et al, 2012). 


"Providing a learning environment that is supportive, open and respectful through the use 


of clear and detained syllabus, creating a FAQ area, responding to students inquires in a 


timely manner, and communicating explicitly the  tone of response, use asynchronous 







instructor mediated discussions, use student moderated discussions, and use problem-


based learning. Thus, the goal of online instruction is to create a stimulating, interactive 


learning environment" (Durrington, Berryhill, & Swafford, 2006). 


 


How Will The Trainer Encourage The Trainees To Engage 


 


It is imperative for the trainer to understand their target audience. Adult learner are 


unique, the ability to relate life's experience's, with professional experience's, and the new 


acquired knowledge to form opinion's, thoughts and ideas.  Most adult learners are self-


starters, goal -oriented, and self-directed with the ability to be autonomous. Adult 


learners prefer to know and understand the relevance of the material and need to know 


why I need to know the subject matter.  "Student-centered instruction also acknowledges 


the real-life experiences and knowledge adult learners bring to class. Using more real life 


situations to learn, such as collaboration, discussion forums, problem solving skills,  


simulation practices, technologies, and case studies, allows adult learners to gain from 


active engagement in learning because these process draw on their experiences from work 


and life"(Simonson, et al, 2012). 


Adult learner normally have extrinsic factors relating to their attending a distance 


learning environment.  Trainee generally want to advance in their profession, or looking 


to receive monetary gains  and more marketability from developing additional skills.  


The trainer has the responsibility to design activities  that are more interactive in a 


distance learning environment. Although the content is critical, it is the activities that 







keeps the learner going and enthusiastic and helps them learn the content.  The trainer  


must keep in constant contact with the learners. It is very difficult for a trainer to 


communicate with all the trainees. However, the trainer can’t dissociate himself/herself in 


the online environment.  Motivation, is a response of interaction in distance education is 


not limited to audio and video, or solely to teacher-student interactions, it must also 


represents the connectivity, the students' feel with the distance teacher, aids, peers etc., 


otherwise without interaction students become autonomous, isolated and procrastinates 


and drops out (Usluel and Mazman, 2009,  p.90). 


As more Blended learning environment are being designed  base on the  concept of 


learner-center learning placing the responsibility of the learning on the trainee . The 


trainer should now engage a preset strategy that encourages more in-depth participation, 


fostering trainee learning, motivates trainee into their role of accepting the responsibility 


for learning by designing interactive activities that allows trainees to interact with the 


material, the trainer and each other. The responsibility is basically shared between the 


trainer and the trainees.  The self directed adult trainee will develop learning skill that 


will further their learning(Durrington et al, 2006). 


 In conclusion, when designing a distance learning environment the trainer must consider 
the learners' needs, experience, and goals.  So as you begin to design the blend modules 
keep in mind the learning outcomes and evaluate what methods will provide the best 
possible learning experience for your audience. The guidelines for determining what 
instructional methods to use is very simple...choose what will provide your trainees the 
ability to master the new knowledge in a professional, efficient and effective methods. 


This guides purpose was to described a few standard processes about what to expect when 


transitioning a F2F training environment to a Blended learning environment .  What best 


practices pre-planning strategies are best to be taken into consideration.   What 







enhancements can be contributed from this engaging learning environment. What 


changes are expect to the trainer role.  What are the encouraging ways to trainees to 


engage. The trainer should know their target audience. Then taking several factors media 


selection, technology selection, and resource material selection into consideration to 


blend up the combinations environment modules that are best fit for the learner and 


organization needs.  The Trainer will create the module in with the concept that the 


trainee needs interactivity with online material , participation with in online/f2f and 


engage with trainer and peer,  the trainer will be very satisfied and planning  would have 


made all the difference to "Blending" this successful learning environment (Simonson et 


al, 2012). 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 


APPENDIX 1   BLENDED MATRIX 


 Online & Self-study Live /Virtual Classroom OJT/Simulation 


Knowledge Self gain Information 
that can be applied to 
performing the task 
Quiz & Test 


Applied Q & A Session  
Lecture and theory driven 
F2F or Web, Prerecorded 
Video, Collaboration 


Computer Simulated 
Exercise  
Performance based 


Skills Researching skills 
ability to find  
additional 
information 
 


Know of Software of 
Technical abilities to install 
software or prepare for live 
connection or player of 
coded prerecorded media 


Knowledge of the 
processes or 
procedures that will 
complete a task/ 
functionality of 
equipment 


Competency 
Outcomes 
 


Write Essay, process 
and procedure report 
of terms and theory, 
Discussion Forum  
Assessments 
/Evaluations 


Proctored Exams or 
Discussion Term Papers   


Performance based 
operation completion 
of the task in specific 
amount of time with 
limit errors or 
incidents 
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Project Rational 
Project Justification: Performance Based, Problem solving Competency Training 


for deep-sea oil  exploration, and underwater drilling that requires Proof-of- Concept . 


Development of a  SCORM compliant, Web Based Learning Object, where each module 


is self-contained with work-based context that immerses the learner in a realistic, 


problem solving, performance based environment.   The object work based contents 


should engage the learner to use the contents objects to complete a self-test at the end 


of each single object. 


The module must exhibit effective teaching and learning approaches  and produce real 


work based task and solution activities. 
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ALLOCATION RESPONSIBILITY MATRIX 
 


Phase  
 
Person 


Need 
Determination  Feasibility  Create Project 


Plan  
Create 


Deliverables 
Specifications 


Create 
Deliverables 


Test & 
Implementation 


Margaret Janson   A,R,T A,R,T A,R,T,S  
Simon 
Wilcowsky 


R,T,S R,T,S    R,S 
Trevor Adams    A,R A,R,T R,T,S 
Chris Marks    A,R A,R,T  
LaToya Edwards    A,R,T A,R,T A,T,R 
Donna Karr    A,R,T A,R,T A,T,R 
Dr. Geoff Charles   A,R,T,S    
Joe Strickler   P,R,T,S P,R,T,S P,R,T,S P,R,T,S 
Martin Howe   P,R,T,S P,R,T,S P,R,T,S P,R,T,S 
Charles Moore      A,R,T,P 
Robert Jacobs      A,R,T,P 
Don Williams       
AVN PM A,R,S A,R,S    R,S 
AVN Technical 
Director 


A,R,S A,R,S    R,S 
AVN Director 
Learning 
Materials 


A,R,S A,R,S    R,S 


 
Legend  
Available  =  A 
Pending = P 
Responsible=R 
Sign-off = S 
Tasked = T 
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ESTIMATED DURATION 
Activity /Task Resource: 


Technical 
Documentation 
Effort: 


Resource: 
Technical 
SME 
Effort: 


Resource: 
Technical 
Simulator 
Developer 


Resource: 
Technical 
Research 
Developer 


Technical 
Durations: 


Discussion 
Requirements 


2 hours 4 hours 1 hours 2 hours    8 hours                 
1 Day 


Development 
Resources 


 8 -16 hours 2 - 4 hours 40 hours 6 - 8 hours 1 - 1 ½Weeks 


Development 
Technical 
Instruction 


  40 hours      ____ 40 hours 24 - 48 
hours 


1 - 1 ½Weeks 


Development of 
Technical Video's 


8 - 16 hours      ____ 8 - 72 
hours 


8 -16  
hours 


1 - 1 ½Weeks 


Development of 
Technical 
Training 
Simulators 


80 hours  4hours 40 hours 40 hours  2 Weeks 


Development of 
podcast 


 8 - 16 hours     ____  8 hours  8 hours   2 days 


Development of 
Evaluation Test 


 16 hours     ____      ____ 16 hours   2 days 


Obtain Client 
Feedback  & 
Approval 


16 hours     ____ 16 hours 16 hours 2 - 3  days 


Revised & 
Finalized 


8 hours  2 hours    ____ 4 - 8 hours 1 Week 


Totals: 210 Hours 16 Hours 217 Hours 162 Hours 3 Weeks 


 
 


The above Estimated Duration Plan is calculated through an extreme 
three week aggressive schedule.  


  
 The Plan is calculated for 12 hour days, during a 6 day work 


week for the next 3 weeks of this project
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RESOURCE PLAN 


Project  Information 
 
Project Name: AVN-ELearning Project               Project Working Title:  Oil Drilling Training 
Prepared By:  Third Eye Media                            Project Lead:                       Margaret Janson 
 


Resources Allocated 
 


Resources Allocation and Source 
Project Team 
 


 Margaret Janson,  Third Eye Media - Lead PM, Instructional Designer 


 Simon Wilcowsky,  Instructional Designer, Graphic Designer 


 Trevor Adams,   Graphic Designer 


 Chris Marks, Graphic Instructional Designer 


 LaToya Edwards, Technical Writer,  Performance Trainer 


 Donna Karr, Technical Writer, Graphic Illustrator, Training  


 Dr. Geoff Charles,  Independent Consultant 


 Joe Strickler, SME Oil  Exploration 


 Martin Howe,  SME Apprenticeship Trainer 


 Robert Jacobs, 15 year Seniority Employee (Project Beta Tester) 


 Don Williams,  Crew Chief ( Project Contributor & Project Beta Tester) 


New Hire Support  Charles Moore, New Trainee (Project Beta Tester) New Employee's for 


Beta Testing  


Facilities 
 
 


Training Lab 1, Training Lab 2 and Training Lab 3 
 
 


Equipment 
 
 


Training Computers, Mouse, Printers, Servers, and  Safety Equipment, Projectors, 
Audio, Video  
 


Software Tools Interactive Designs, Muvizu Video's, CourseSite CMS, Task Stream, Adobe 


Other 
 
 
 


Instructional Material, Modules Information ,  Podcast 
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DETAILED RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS 
 


Resource 
Project Team  


Skill Level 
or Material 


Quality Associated Task(s)  
Duration 
Required 


Available Time 
Period 


 
Cost 


Unit of 
Cost 


(Hour, 
Day, 


Week, 
Month 
Fixed) 


Level of 
Risk 


High, 
Medium or 


Low 


Margaret Janson  Lead PM Instructional Designer Three Weeks 216 Hours $65.00 Hourly Risk High 


Simon Wilcowsky  PM 
  Instructional Designer 
Graphic Designer Three Weeks 


216 Hours $55.00 Hourly 
Risk High 


Trevor Adams  Intermediate  Graphic Designer Three Weeks 216 Hours $37.00 Hourly Risk High 
Chris Marks Graphic  Instructional Designer Three Weeks 216 Hours $37.00 Hourly Risk High 


LaToya Edwards 
 Performance 
Trainer  Technical Writer  Three Weeks 


216 Hours $30.00 Hourly 
Risk High 


Donna Karr  Graphic  
 Technical Writer, Illustrator, 
Training Three Weeks 


216 Hours $30.00 Hourly 
Risk High 


SME Support        Hourly Risk High 
 Joe Stickler  SME   Oil  Exploration Two Weeks 16 Hours $68.00 Hourly Risk High 
 Martin Howe  SME  Apprenticeship Trainer Two Weeks 144 Hours $60.00 Hourly Risk High 


 Robert Jacobs 


 15 year 
Seniority 
Employee   Project Beta Tester Two Weeks 144 Hours 


$32.00 Hourly 


Risk High 


 Don Williams  Crew Chief 
 Project Contributor 
Project Beta Tester Two Weeks 144 Hours 


$29.00 Hourly 
Risk High 


Facilities          


Training Lab 1    N/A  Training & Testing Three Weeks 
216 Hours Monthly $225 Medium 


Risk 


Training Lab 2    N/A 
Training & Testing 


Three Weeks 
216 Hours Monthly $225 Medium 


Risk 


Training Lab 3    N/A 
Training & Testing 


Three Weeks 
216 Hours Monthly $225 Medium 


Risk 
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Resource 


 


Skill Level or 
Material 
Quality 


Associated Task(s) or 
Task(s) to Perform 


Duration 
Required 


Available Time 
Period 


 
Cost 


Unit of Cost 
(Hour, Day, 


Week, 
Month 
Fixed) 


Level of Risk 
High, 


Medium or 
Low 


Equipment          
 Computers 
(75 * 3) Labs 


   N/A   Pre Owned Three Weeks N/A 


Monthly $225.00 Risk Medium  


  
 Audio    N/A    Pre Owned Three Weeks N/A Monthly $125.00 Risk Medium  
 Video  N/A   Pre Owned Three Weeks N/A Monthly $325.00 Risk Medium  


Printed Material  N/A 
  Proprietary  


Three Weeks N/A 
Per 
Project 


$500.00 Risk Medium  


 Software Tools          
 Task Stream   SaaS  Develop Task Units Leased N/A Monthly $435.00 Risk Medium  


 Muvizu  Package 
Develop  Simulator 
Units 


Purchased 
License N/A $2500.00 Owed 


Risk Medium  


 Adobe  Cloud 
 Develop Instructional 
Material Leased  N/A $125.00 Leased 


Risk Medium  


  CourseSites Web Based 
Learning Management 
System 


Creative 
Common Fair 


Use N/A N/A N/A Low Risk 
          
Other         
 Dr. Geoff Charles  Expert Independent Consultant Two Weeks 72 hours $2250.00 Contracted Risk Medium  


        
        
        
Total Cost:   AVN - Projected Pre Approved Budget $100,000.00   
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RESOURCES NET CHANGE 


Resources Resources Allocated Resources Required Net Change Explanation 
Project 
Team (Full 
and Part 
Time Staff) 
 


Additional SME 
Resources and 
Technical Writer & 
Graphic designer 


Internship program Donna Karr This Project is on a 3 Week aggressive 
schedule will all available resources being 
acquired. 


 
Software 
Tools 
 
 


All Software Tools and 
Equipment are Pre-
owned and available 


CourseSites, 
Adobe,  Muvizu,  
SmartBuilder 


Graphic Interactive  Modules required for AVN 40% Proof 
Concept 
 
 
 


Other 
 
 


Robert Jacobs and 
Charles Moore 


QA & Tester  Not available for 
field work lab 
resources only 


 
To provide actual worker engagement of 
project. 
 
 
 


 Estimated needs All Available Revised Project To tal Project Revised in an Aggressive 
Three week Timetable. 


 
 
 
Gantt Chart URL:         https://app.smartsheet.com/b/home 
                                           b.washington04@gmail.com   password: loveIYANA98 
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Narrative Storyboard 


The story requires a Title line that places a distinguishing appeal from the body of the story that 
applies the detail of “What the copy is talking about”. This Title line should be place in typeface, 
type style, and points, to make it more aesthetically pleasing for example Verdana as a typeface 
in italic bold at 20 pts this pairs well with the body copy which is Times regular 12 pts. 


Because this is an informative piece the detailed body of the copy can remain in Times regular 
12pts this will allow easy readability for the copy’s body. The typeface of Times Bold at 12pts 
will be used on the main key point terms of the copy to be more eligibility. This feature 
promotes a distinguishing aesthetically appealing quality to the key point terms for clear 
communication for the reader.  The body will remain Left aligned and the kerning and tracking 
will also remain automatic for clear communication and an aesthetically appealing looking.  
Lastly, some color contrast and decorative style can be applied to the background for an even 
more appealing theme. 


 


 
A ‘blog’ is a website where entries are written in journal-format.  That is, entries are 
submitted and displayed in chronological order.  Essentially, a blog is an online diary.  It 
is used to record personal accounts, just as a written diary is used.  However, a blog can 
also be used for the reporting of news and fact-based stories, much like a journal.  


• The term ‘blog’ is a combination of two words: 


 


• The term ‘Weblog’ was then condensed to the term ‘blog’ which is widely used 
today.   


• The term ‘blog’ can be used as a verb, meaning to maintain or add content to a blog, 
or as a noun, as in the website containing the written content itself.   


Blogging has become more and more popular and more widely used, but is, however, just 
now seeing its potential.  Between news, media, personal logs, current events, popular 
culture, etc., blogging brings about openness and a new free forum for people to voice 
their opinions. 
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Project Scope 
Project Name: AVN E-LEARNING PROJECT                        Date:    January, 26, 2014 
Project Manger:  Margaret Janson 
Project  Number:  Case 24  {Series 3} 
 
Project Justification: Performance Based, Problem solving Competency Training for 
deep-sea oil  exploration, and underwater drilling that requires Proof-of- Concept . 
     Overview of Deliverables: Specific Project Objectives: 


 Three Self-contained  Modules                                     


 SCORM Compliant                                                          


 Realistic Problem-solving 


 Performance Based Testing 


 LMS Deliverable 


 40% Proof- of- Concept  


 Three week time table 


 
 Scope Management Issues: 
For Third Eye Media to obtain a successful score on Proof-of- Concept Assessment & 


Feedback Report  this project requires:  


                                         40% Proof-of- Concept within an three week Timetable 
                                         25 Rating for  Teaching & Learning Approach 
                                        20 Rating for  Product Functionality  
                                        15 Rating for Compliance & Standards 
 
Stakeholders  Project Team Members & Roles:  
 Margaret Janson,  Third Eye Media - Lead PM, Instructional Designer 


 Simon Wilcowsky,  Instructional Designer, Graphic Designer 


 Trevor Adams,   Graphic Designer 


 Chris Marks, Graphic Instructional Designer 


 LaToya Edwards, Technical Writer,  Performance Trainer 


 Dr. Geoff Charles,  Independent Consultant 


 Joe Strickler, SME Oil  Exploration 


 Martin Howe,  SME Apprenticeship Trainer 


 Charles Moore, New Trainee (Project Beta Tester)  


 Robert Jacobs, 15 year Seniority Employee (Project Beta Tester) 


 Don Williams,  Crew Chief ( Project Contributor & Project Beta Tester) 
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Project Rationale 
 


Development of a  SCORM compliant, Web Based Learning Object, where each module is self-


contained with work-based context that immerses the learner in a realistic, problem solving, 


performance based environment.   The object work based contents should engage the learner 


to use the contents objects to complete a self-test at the end of each single object. 


The module must exhibit effective teaching and learning approaches  and produce real work 


based task and solution activities.                              


Key Assumptions 
• Locating and procuring  Martin Howe, SME Deep-sea oil & underwater drilling 


exploration  
• Procuring Chris Marks, LaToya Edwards, and Dr. Geoff Charles to Project team to 


resolve additional staffing as additional Technical Writer, Consultant, Graphic 
Designers 


• Identifying content resources that were previously taught in a f2f apprenticeship 
model 


• Schedule  Charles Moore, Robert Jacobs, and Don Williams for QA Testing 
contribution 
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Work Breakdown Structure 
 


        
  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Module 1 
Learning Object 
Safety Material 
    
 


Module 2 
Learning Object      
Exploration 
Technology   


 


 


Module 3 Learning 
Object Working 
Responsibly 


 


• Create Learning Material {e.g. Video, 
Podcast, and Printed Material} 


• Create Interactive Task & Skill Practicums 
{e.g., Computer Simulated Practices} 


• Create Quizzes & Final Test Evaluations 
• Create Facilitator's Material & Guide 


 


Work Breakdown Structure 1.1  
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Unit Matrix Chart 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  Self Contained 
Units 


Created Learning 
Material  


Video, Podcast, and 
Printed Resources 


Developed Computer 
Simulated 


Interactive Problem-
solving, 


Performance-based 
Task 


Created Realistic 
Problems solving 


Quizzes  


Performance-Based 
Evaluations 


Facilitators 
Manual Guide 


Learning Object 
Module 
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Authorization Sign-Off 
 


This is where the Key Stakeholders would be implemented for Sign- Off Signature Authorization 
 
Carol Porter, CEO Third Eye Media   _______________________________ 
 
Margaret Janson, Third Eye Media Project Manager, Instruction Designer 
 
                                                                         _______________________________ 
 
AVN Project Manager                               _______________________________ 
 
AVN PM Director Technical Training   _______________________________ 
 
L.J. Smith, Director Learning Materials_______________________________ 
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Assignment Week 3- Remodification of Project 
 
 


Project Analysis 


The three points below sequentially refer to the following three analyses that form the Analysis phase of 


ADDIE. 


1. Need Analysis (for establishing the need of the training/course) 


2. Task Analysis (for determining the goal and the establishing the objectives of the training/course) 


3. Audience Analysis (for determining the audience’s demographics, psychographics, and entry-


behavior.)  


Is there a need for this course? (To address a performance gap in the education that occurs currently 


in many classrooms,  with the integration of technology into the classroom setting through the use 


of apps the teachers ability to enhance student’s education and motivate them to learn more on 


their own that will better prepare them to succeed. Teachers have limited time to seek out apps on 


their own because of the demands of the classroom and outside of the classroom preparation.  An 


app training where teachers can watch and then download apps that appeal to their content areas 


or help their students to learn is a cost effective way to get out the tools that are available to 


teachers, parents, and students.)    


What is the goal of the course? (The purpose of such instruction is to assist teachers in aligning with 


the Common Core Standards by integrating technology into daily instruction. 21st Century Edu-


Solutions believes that a web-based training in the use of apps is the best solution. ) Staff 


Development for Educators: Turning Theory into Practice.  This site gives the following information 


about the relationship between the Common Core and technology: 


The Common Core State Standards outline rigorous content expectations with the intent to make all 


students ready for life in a technological society. To this end, they do not treat technology as a 







separate strand of content, but rather incorporate expectations of technological proficiency 


throughout the content standards. 


• What kind of people is the target audience? Educators, teachers, or tutors are the target 


audience, and they would be able to view this training modules in a elearning 


environment then download apps on any electronic devices, Smart or Android devices.   


o K-12 Educators 


o Ages 22-66 


o Gender: either 


o Education: Bachelor’s degree or higher in educational field 


o Work Experience: just beginning to 35+ years 


Specific Entry Characteristics:  


(This will be address through a Pre-Assessment Survey attachment) 


o Prerequisite Skill or Knowledge: 


o Familiarity with downloading apps 


o Positive experience using computers and/or tablets 


o Motor skills or manual dexterity required to utilize the technology required 


o Ability to read and understand English 


o Attitudinal and Motivational Characteristics: 


o Most with high level of motivation to learn and teach 


o Many excited about the new use of educational apps within the classroom 


 







 


Project Design  
 
This portion of the plan tells “how” the learning will be transferred. In the context of the design 


process what activities such as: writing the course goal, breaking it down chucks of information  


into smaller and more manageable objectives, and determining the kind of activities required to 


provide, reinforce, and assess the learning on the basis of the medium, the audience, and the 


content.  The context of this module will be presented through Adobe Acrobat for asynchronous 


elearning. The module will be delivered by email to several 9 - 12 teachers in Chicago, at Ralph 


Ellison High School.   The Table of Contents will outline the order of learning instruction for the 


module. To familiarize learner about download functions on an electronic, smart or android 


device a video presentation include instruction on how to. To accommodate both Apple and 


Android Technology the Resources will include a Prezi presentation offering a variety of Apps 


with their feature descriptions.  Next the learning module offers series of summative assessment 


questions to identify target audience learning outcomes. The module will provide instruction and 


hyperlinks for the learner to choose from a variety of optional educational apps suitable for 


integration into the learning environment.  


Strategic Goals 


Pre-assessment work will be in the form of a survey so that the learner will have an idea of what he 


or she should focus on during the module.  


By the end of the sixty minute training the learner will be able to do the following tasks: 


 


1. Identify and use the features of download apps on any electronic, Smart or Android 
devices.  







2. The learner will have the opportunity to manipulate the apps and determine their 


usefulness in their educational setting. 


3. Suggestions for projects that will allow integrations of these apps seamlessly into 


instruction within the classroom. 


4. Share apps with their students for enhancement of math, social studies, science, or 


language arts. 


These strategic goals will be delivered within a sixty minute elearning module including a 


pre-assessment review at the beginning and evaluation for the learning module at the end of 


the session. (Additional attachments) 


 
Instructional Objectives: 


1. The learner will identify the educational apps that best suit their purpose of the apps 


presented in training module. 


2. The learner will download educational apps using any available electronic, smart or 


android device. 


3. The learner will create a class exercise of at least three subject app that was chosen in 


step 2 for their own students to be mastered within the educational setting. 


 


To gauge if how well the instruction was successful several assessment questions will be 
rendered: 


 
a.  What subject matter is most important for your learners to gain higher 


achievement levels? 







b. What apps were chosen to download to assist you with integrating technology to 


your learners for their learning achievement? 


c. Provide two examples of how you integrate apps into classroom activity?  


d. Did your students achieve higher academic abilities with the use of App 


technology within the chosen subject? 


 


Learner Assessment Strategies: 


 Outline the sequence of both formative and summative assessment strategies that will take place 


during the 60-minute instructional module.  Briefly describe each event, and explain how each 


strategy aligns to a specific unit goal or instructional objective 


This document was modified to be more specific, clear, concise, and aligned with the target 


audience.    


To produce a Learning-Centered Outcome (LCO)  assessment the module request the learner to 


create a brief lesson plan task to summarize a in class activity that will use the App technology 


that was introduce in the module instructions for in classroom integration. 


The module will provide a list of App options including the App descriptions and features as 


describe by the developer. The module will require learners to create tasks related assessment 


with brief summary on how to integrate apps within their instruction and to create an interactive 


and technological learning environment for their students to be able to master the Common Core 


Standards.  


 


 







Summative Assessment Strategies: 


To gauge if how well the instruction was successful several assessment questions will be 
rendered: 


 
a.  What subject matter is most important for your learners to gain higher 


achievement levels? 


b. What apps were chosen to download to assist you with integrating technology to 


your learners for their learning achievement? 


c. Provide two examples of how you integrate apps into classroom activity?  


d. Did your students achieve higher academic abilities with the use of App 


technology within the chosen subject? 
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Note

Some parts of assignment are completed.
Shows some degree of understanding of the assignment’s purpose.

The assignment was also turned in very late.







It is best to start with a clear description of specific needs of a 
project/program/policy. Using clear and decisive work that is intended to 
achieve the desired objectives. An evaluation provides an overview of 
what is expected, the purpose and scope of the type of evaluation that is 
needed by stakeholders and participates.  Below is the narrative of my 
Concept Map displayed through a six hat exhibit. 
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White Hat - Project Objective 
 
Who are the stakeholders involved in this program evaluation? 


Agencies at US level 
Agencies at State level 
Agencies at Local level 


How may the interests of stakeholders connect to one another? 
The Department of Veterans Affairs has set a goal of ending 
homelessness among veterans by the end of 2015. 
 HUD and VA continue to fund efforts such as the HUD-VA 
Supportive Housing (HUD-VASH) Program, which provides 
permanent, supportive housing and treatment services for homeless 
veterans; the VA Homeless Grant and Per Diem Program, which 
funds community-based agencies providing  
transitional housing or service centers for homeless veterans.  


Do their various interests overlap or conflict?   
Most of the services overlap. There is a binding relationships among 
the various stakeholders based on their particular interests the 
Supportive Services for Veteran Families (SSVF) Program, which 



Florence

Note

I do not see stakeholders in this concept map. Also, I do not see the relationships between the stakeholders which could be depicted by the links.

While you talk about it in your narrative, the concept map doesn't capture it.
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awards grants to private non-profit organizations and consumer 
cooperatives who can provide supportive services to very low-
income veteran families living in or transitioning to permanent 
housing.  This year, as cited earlier in this report, HUD says a 24.2 
percent drop in the number of homeless veterans has occurred 
between 2010 and 2013.  


  
 


Green Hat - Planning Evaluation 
 


What are the interests and concerns of the stakeholders 
regarding this program evaluation?  


Understanding the Unmet Need for Emergency Shelter 
The common interest and concern for these stakeholders assisting 
every Homeless Veteran obtain housing or be placed in a home. 
To accommodate an increase in the demand for shelter, persons or 
families that can sleep in a single room; consistently have clients 
sleep on overflow cots, in chairs, in hallways, or use other subpar 
sleeping arrangements; reduce the maximum length of stay at a 
shelter and provide permanent living arrangements for Veterans 
and their families.  


 
 


Yellow Hat- Use measures, indicators or metrics 
 It is important during the evaluation design to develop indicators or 
utilize existing indicators to measure or results.  Developing measures and 
indicators that can be used for outcomes for the development of 
projects/programs/policy.  A target is the value of an indicator expected 
to be achieved by a specific time (i.e. as the affordable health care march 
sign up numbers.) Benchmarks are used for the same purpose.  A index is 
a set of indicators which intend to provide a means for systematic 
comparison and performance across programs/projects/policies, that are 
similar or have the same goals and objectives (Fitzpatrick, et al. 2010). 
Standards provide socially meaningful information regarding 
performance. 
 
 


Blue Hat -  Process Collect and/or retrieve data 
Using a Theory-based sampling involves selecting cases according 
to the extent to which they represent a particular theoretical 







construct. Purposive sampling is used as the population of the 
particular theoretical construct is difficult to determine (i.e., 
different regional areas, specific veterans disabilities, and different 
medical concerns). 
Collect and analyze data to answer causal questions about what has 
produced outcomes and impacts that have been observed.  
 


Black Hat-Unexpected Factors 
 


What other contextual factors need to be considered to have a 
clearer picture of the environment in which the program 
evaluation is going to take place? 


 
Develop an initial description of the project, program or policy that 
can helpful beginning to identify where there are disagreements or 
gaps within the project/program/policy. 


 


Exemplify when the project/program/policy worked particularly 
well. The implications of contextual factors - geographic, social, 
political, economic and institutional circumstances that  created 
opportunities or challenges for the project/program/policy. 


 
How would you group these contextual factors to show how 
they are interwoven? 


Significant changes that have occurred over time - because of 
changes in contextual factors or lessons learnt 


 
 


Red Hat - Develop Reporting Media 
To satisfy different stakeholders the development of a number of 
different reports designed in different formats can be used to satisfy 
the primary stakeholders.  Determining the most effective means for 
the audience to receive the collected data can be rendered in text, 
graphic, web-based formats,  numbers, written, visual, or a mixture.   
The purpose for developing reporting media keeps stakeholders 
engaged, identifies reporting requirements , develops 
recommendations,  displays implication and findings for ongoing 







program development, allows for feedback to assist in identifying 
causal factors, informing planning, and funding of project, 
programming, and policy decisions. 


 


Resource: 


Cochran, T. (2013)  THE UNITED STATES CONFERENCE OF MAYORS. Retrieved on 


March 13, 2014 , from http://www.usmayors.org/pressreleases/uploads/2013/1210-


report-HH.pdf 


Fitzpatrick, J., Sanders, J., & Worthen, B. (2010) Program evaluation: Alternative 


approaches and practical guidelines (4th ed.). Boston, MA: Pearson. 


Laureate Education, Inc. (Producer).  (2010). Technology and Management of a 


Program Evaluation.  [Video webcast].  Retrieved from http://www.courseurl.com. 


Laureate Education, Inc. (Producer).  (2010). Practical applications: Program 


evaluation models.  [Video webcast].  Retrieved from http://www.courseurl.com. 


 


 


 












Training Feedback


Name of training Date


1. What did you enjoy most about the training?


2. Please list 2-3 key learnings from today's curriculum, and how you anticipate applying them to 
your work in the future.


3. Was there any subject matter that you found confusing? If so, please provide specific 
examples.







4. What is the most valuable thing you learned today (knowledge or skills)?


5. Overall, how can we improve this training?


6. Any additional comments you wish to share?


Thank You!





		fc-int01-generateAppearances: 

		_6__Any_additio_6LO5gw9*h5hMaGV3l8gEnA: 

		_5__Overall__ho_t4oncEszzhEcF2fiw9AczQ: 

		_4__What_is_the_65Ti3G5wwhhKbGBnbFTRJw: 

		_3__Was_there_a_w02F44t52I1WGl21NLRmgw: 

		_2__Please_list_hM4Qyq5Q9Sy3H-oWbzNM*A: 

		_1__What_did_yo_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: 

		Date_5ZPo*kNm7EfpktLp9VbkGA: 

		Name_of_trainin_Sf8a6K2ETdDb3CVb229Xrw: 
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Playground Proposal

Bridget Chappell


EDUC 6125 – Foundations of Research


Walden University 


October 12, 2013 – Week #6

Dr. Paula Porter


Technology in the classrooms
 

There are still teachers that have not accepted technology into their  K-12classrooms. These teachers' have opted to continue using the traditional typical teaching methods of one-sided lectures, slide presentations, assigning reading material, problem exercises, pop quizzes, and test to convey their lessons. The use of educational technology is a new element for some of the veteran teachers, but many recent graduate teachers and students already have acquired essential technology skills such as texting, Prezi, Facebook, ooVoo, Skype or presenting web video lessons on YouTube. Teachers need to understand and engage their students with the same level of educational technology that most students already possess today. A simple goal of developing a technology playground platform would present teachers with a setting to explore, observe, learn, and perform technical computerized tasks in a safe and comfortable environment. Development of a technology design referred to as “Playground” promotes a change in teachers’ attitude toward learning technology, provides teachers with an opportunity to understand technology, and supplies teachers with the necessary skills for technology proficiency.
The Realization of a Playground Solution

Research has shown that computer technology can be an efficient tool for expanding the delivery of educational opportunities. The dilemma frankly is some teachers still have not obtained the necessary skills of educational technology essential to integrating technological coursework into their K-12 classrooms.

A study by Ertmer and Ottenbreit-Leftwich (2010) investigated the nature and reasoning that has prohibited the use of technology in K-12 classrooms. Ertmer et al. (2010) also examined teacher's training and reform thinking by explaining the fundamental characteristics of teachers’ attitudes and the ability to facilitate effective change that comes from the redefining of ideas, knowledge, beliefs, culture, and pedagogical technology training.  A proposal is recommended for the development of a “Playground” model that would confront barriers  and challenge the teacher's technology beliefs system and promote change within their routine teaching practice. The “Playground” platform produces a technology safe-haven for teachers to achieve technical confidence.

Ertmer, Ottenbreit-Leftwich, Sadik, Sendurur, and Sendurur (2012) furthered their focus on strategies for facilitating change in professional development of teachers’ attitudes toward their beliefs, confidences, and experiences that would diffuse internal and external barriers toward technology practices. The barriers to change are extrinsic and intrinsic factors that hinder teacher's efforts to adapt to technology. The extrinsic factors are lack of access to hardware and software, inadequate time, and no administrative support. Furthermore, the intrinsic factor is the teacher's beliefs about teaching, unwillingness to change, and attitude of indifference toward technology.

Support for Playground 



When teachers participate in “Playground” activities during regular allotted time slots they will gain a better understanding of in their own technical knowledge and an understanding of the role computers are to play in the K-12 classroom setting. Teachers will sense a dependable level of administrative support that will help in the technology development. The technology platform “Playground” will address the extrinsic, intrinsic challenges because this model gives first hand observational opportunities for teachers to experience application usage and how other teachers are currently using technology in their K-12 classrooms. In fact, at this stage “Playground” will allow teachers to experience the interactive role that technology plays in the K-12 classroom. Moreover, the development of this solution provides a platform that will also grant teachers support to address technology challenges. Thus, allowing teacher’s to reorient their practical development for the successful integration of technology teaching methods in the K-12 classroom.
Playground Assist

First, a technology “Playground” will enable teachers to focus on strategies and actions for facilitating change with their professional development; by breaking down the intrinsic and extrinsic barriers that stunt our teacher’s ability to exercise growth and change to their pedagogical beliefs. Second, this platform will lead to methodical shift in teachers’ technology practices, as well as allows our teachers the capability to understand the role of the computer as a non-threatening tool. Then, this platform will allow teachers to familiarize, practice, and reevaluate technology within a secure environment.

Besides, another feature of the technology model “Playground” will use the support of seminars, workshops, one-on-one consulting sessions, and peer mentoring, collaboration groups as a modeling strategy to foster educational technology to the faculty. This phase will provide support by a tech savvy peers called “Playground Aide” that will act as a guide and mentor to the less experienced teachers. Interactive supplied projects through the “Playground” community forum will be accessible through a 24/7 log in the website. The “Playground” encourages teachers’ participation to become a part of asynchronous and synchronous communities, blog forums, the ability to collaborate about technology utilization, and about technology concerns. 
The teachers are able to receive feeds and information from all over the world about new and exciting educational technology developments. This step promotes the achievement of individualized growth that provides advancement in relation to each teacher’s own personal growth. Hartshorne, Ferdig, and Dawson (2005) suggest educators utilize Wiki, WordPress and application forums to explore various types of collaboration tools as a teacher preparation collaboration model for integration of technology in the K-12 classroom.

Tech-coordinators will handle technical accessibility issues, as consideration of an important resource to the development of the technology “Playground”. This will take pressure off and provide more confidence to teachers when there are unforeseen technical glitches. Teachers will transcend through several stages were they will use support from any of the featured areas. This is so that they can obtain technology skills to achieve plans to integrate technology into the classrooms. To name a few of the “Playground” level features: (a) Teamed up less experience teachers with tech savvy mentors, to accomplish interactive practice exercises. (b) Plan ideas for technology project that can be implemented seamlessly as educational instruction activities in the K-12 classroom. (b) Accessibility to prepared modules that grant teachers with the opportunity to manipulate the apps and determine their usefulness in an educational setting. (c) Exemplify the technology platform “Playground” as a versatile tool that can teach teachers, as well as teach student educational technology. (d) Investigate educational and social applications and share apps with students for better engage learning actives with that of common core standards.
Conclusion

At a time when educations most common factor states that technology is effective media for educational opportunities, most teachers neither use technology nor have they integrated technology into the classroom. To assist teachers with understanding the challenges of a transition in technology integration, the administration realizes the necessity of preparing a supportive teacher technology educational program. This main factor presents a need to develop a flexible technology platform model called "Playground". The "Playground" platform has primary operational levels that promote a change in teachers’ attitude toward learning technology and enhance confidence levels, provides teachers with an opportunity to understand technology, and supplies teachers with the time necessary to acquire technical skills for technology proficiency.
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APPENDIX A


The Problem Statement:



There quite a few teachers who have not integrated educational apps or smart device technology into the classrooms.  The dilemma simply is because these teachers still have not acquired the necessary educational skillset of educational technology essential to even begin integrating this type of coursework into their classrooms.


Reason for Investigation:



There are still teachers, schools, and school districts that have not approved the use of educational technology app’s or smart technology devices in today's classrooms. These teachers opt to continue using the traditional standard conventional teaching methods of the one side lectures, slides presentations, assigning chapters of reading materials, problem exercises, pop quizzes, question & answer sessions, and tests.   It is important that teachers begin to understand and engage their students with the same level of educational technology that most students already possess today.   Many recent graduate teachers have already acquired basic app technology skills such as texting, Prezi, Facebook, ooVoo, Skype or YouTube on smart technology devices. The use of educational technology apps is a new element for some of the more veteran teachers, and administrators. The teachers need to have an opportunity to learn and understand the educational technology skillsets that will allow them to keep up with advanced teaching methods is very much required.  


The Problem Solution:


By creating an applied training curriculum or peer mentoring workshop that will instruct teachers on the use of educational technology apps and smart device technology.  These modules or practicum will incorporate objective-based competencies that explain and apply hands on approach to educational technology, its use by subject, functionality, and application features.  This type of applied training will enhance the teachers' knowledge base about today's educational technology plus enhance level of assurance for teachers when integrating technology in their classrooms. 



To allow teachers, school districts, or board of education members the opportunity to learn and gain an educational technology knowledge base about the different educational apps and smart device technology that is available and how to apply these educational-based technology coursework's into the classroom.

The Research Questions:


1. What enables teachers to adapt technology?


2. What educational design plan allows teachers to adapt to technology? 

What type of time allotment would allow teachers

Appendix B

Technology Literature Review


There are teachers who have not integrated technology into the K-12 classrooms. These teachers still have not acquired the necessary technology skillset essential to integrating technology coursework into their classrooms.

This review's main focus is to investigate technology learning barriers that exist in teacher pedagogical beliefs then preparing a training solution that allows teachers to overcome those technological barriers. This research interrelates because resources that are referenced for this review rely upon the foundational work of others that address the following questions: (1) Would an educational design plan allow teachers to adapt to technology? (2) What enables  teachers to adapt technology? (3) Which kinds of technical environments will provide teachers with the ability to develop technology skillset?

This review identified several strategic plans to facilitate education training of technology for teachers. This training will also prepare teachers on how to adjust to the change of technology in the classroom.

Ertmer, Ottenbreit-Leftwich, Sadik, Sendurur, and Sendurur (2012) focused on strategies for facilitating change in professional development of teachers attitudes toward their beliefs, confidences, and skills that would diffuse internal and external barriers toward technology practices. The barriers to change are described as extrinsic and intrinsic factors that hinder teacher's efforts to adapt to technology. The extrinsic factors are defined as lack of access to hardware and software, inadequate time, and no administrative support. Furthermore, the intrinsic factors are the teacher's beliefs about teaching, unwillingness to change, and attitude of indifference toward technology. Confronting these barriers relied on challenging teacher's beliefs systems and the routines of their practice.

Ertmer et al. (2012) analyzed qualitative data from teacher's profiles housed on websites such as ISTE.org (International Society for Technology in Education), Apple, Edublog, and Eduwiki. Additional qualitative results were conducted from interviews with teachers. As noted by the study Ertmer et al. (2012) determined several techniques to circumvent and eliminate teacher's beliefs, attitudes, adaptations, internal, and external barriers that could apprehend teacher initiatives in the mission of integrating technology in classrooms.

Ertmer et al. (2012) discussed overcoming challenges by creating access to available peer supported programs, seminars, group workshops, community forums, and blogs in an environment where teachers could experiment and try new things without fear. These techniques permit effective collaboration and interactive engagement allowing teachers to act freely with technology material as well as share what they are learning in the classroom with their students.

In 1992, Brunner purposed that teachers react better to other teachers when a situation is being shared and that teachers trust other teachers because they understand what going on in the classroom setting. Observation methods and conducted interviews supplied qualitative research data that showed teachers who participated in seminars models, workshops, and one-on-one consulting sessions were able to inspire the reluctant teachers to change. Brunner (1992) reported that peer mentoring played a major role in her modeling. This type of engagement aided the novice teachers by pairing them with a more experienced technology using teachers; thereby providing an opportunity for the experienced teachers to assist and teach the less experienced teachers.

Brunner (1992) also noted that this model was less effective among graduate school faculty because of their unwillingness to step back into the role of learner from their roles of being experts.

The opportunity to exam these two studies provided evidence that a technical education design training plan that teachers participated in worked as a basic resolution to engage teachers with technology.

Dawson and Rakes (2003) defined in an exploratory study designed to discover relationships among three demographic variables, two school data variables, and two independent variables in regards to amount and type of technology training a principal obtain 12 months prior to the study. The authors realize the technology proficient trained principals understood the responsibility of supporting teachers in becoming technology literate. The study also suggested that principals who had technology developed knowledge bases backgrounds were able to diffuse some of the extrinsic and intrinsic fears exhibited by teachers. By providing an administrative support system that motivated teachers efforts, provided activities that reduce fears, applied performance-based salary incentives and provided tools that permitted time to practice significant computer based tasks. The principal's ability to reflect enthusiastic leadership in their attitude enabled them to influence some of the reluctant teachers to adapt to a technology change process. These actions provided the motivational encouragement that assisted teachers when adapting to technology.

Ertmer and Ottenbreit-Leftwich (2010) examines teacher's training and reform thinking by explaining the necessary characteristics of teacher's attitude and the ability to facilitate effective change that comes from the redefining of ideas, knowledge, beliefs, culture, and pedagogical technology training. Through this study, Ertmer et al. (2010) suggest that self-efficacy and culture as being the key variable to teachers successful technology integration. This research provided relevance to the question, "What type of environment can provide teachers the ability to develop technology skillset?"

This research yields an opportunity to create a collaborative arena so that teachers will feel comfortable seeking help. Enable a provision to team up tech savvy peer colleagues as technology coaches in a group lead playground that will provide engaging actives (that will not be misinterpreted as assessing teaching techniques or apply misleading perceptions of making judgments in regards to a teacher's teaching abilities).  Consequently, by teaming up inexperienced teachers and tech savvy colleagues can  eradicate many fears connected with performing technology based tasked during training of unfamiliar material to achieve joint projects. It is also important to ensure that technology coaches are individuals the teachers can respect and trust. Ertmer et al. (2010) also stated professional development programs are an important feature and have demonstrated that when teachers witness the impact of technology through a peer environment they develop a mindset that states, "If they can do it, I can too" when gaining knowledge of how specific technology practices support learning.

Furthermore, to develop a signature model the need to delineate a simple solution and implement a progressive interactive training system is the most effective solution. This resolution would provide teachers with the ability to choose several different approaches within the system that could work best to enhance their knowledge base about educational technology. The attributes of creating this proficient training environment which will augment teachers use of technology in the classroom: (a) will allow teachers to met common core standards; (b) provide teachers with support based tools; (c) will enable teachers with the ability to mediate their interrelated belief systems which could update their teaching methodology.

In Summary, this review has identified common attitudes, beliefs, and common barriers that prevent teachers from acquiring the skillset required to become technology adept. Furthermore, participating in a created technology playground teachers can arrest present fears, acquire the skills required to broaden and restructure their attitudes, beliefs, and thinking while achieving the technology skillset required to integrate their classroom.
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Parallel Parking 



Place a Checkmark in the box for all steps that
student has correctly performed when executing Parallel Parking exercise.



		
  Procedural  Exercise Checklist


  		
  Completed Maneuvers


  

		
  Student
  locates a space appropriate to execute Parallel Parking exercise.


  		
  


  

		
  Student
  Pull Forward and next to and aligns their vehicle the vehicle in front of
  open space.


  		
  


  

		
  Student
   put on their turn signal 


  		
  


  

		
  Student
  checks rear view mirror


  		
  


  

		
  Student
  pull the gearshift into Reverse


  		
  


  

		
  Student
  slowly starts to release the brake pedal (vehicle begins its backward motion) 


  		
  


  

		
  Student
  turns steering wheel full to the right


  		
  


  

		
  Rear
  end of student's vehicle has dipped descended toward the left curb


  		
  


  

		
  Student
  stops take a visual of her vehicle position to gauge the distance between all
  three vehicles (e.g. Front vehicle, parking vehicle, rear vehicle).


  		
  


  

		
  Student
  determines the vehicle half-way point adjusts  steering wheel to right 


  		
  


  

		
  Student
  release brake pedal again to slow continue backward closer to vehicle rear
  vehicle 


  		
  


  

		
  Student
  backup vehicle without hitting vehicle in rear


  Student
  pulls forward to straighten vehicle without hitting vehicle
  in front


  		
  


  

		
  Student
  is a half a foot away from the curb


  		
  


  

		
  Student
  accomplished a successful demonstration of executing a correctly performed
  parallel park


   


  Student
  was unable to carry out a successful demonstration of executing or performing
  parallel parking


  		
  


  





Student
Name:                                                                   Instructor
Name:
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 Project H3 Vets is a nationally recognized program coordinated by the Arizona 


Coalition to End Homelessness.  The (AZCEH) Arizona Coalition to End Homelessness  


has established statewide efforts through coordinated initiatives of Arizona 


StandDown and Project H3: Home, Health, Hope for veterans with long term 


vulnerable homelessness.  AZCEH has coordinated many advocacy tools for education 


on strategies to end homelessness, and hunger.   These projects are working on behalf 


of not only veterans but also women, and children(AZCEH website, 2011).   


 
 The name and type of organizations that runs these programs are the  Arizona 


Department of Veterans’ Services.  Which has  also developed the Arizona Action Plan 


to End Homelessness Among Veterans this is a Non-Profit Organization that developed  


Project H3 Vet. 


 
 As description of the program—its goals/objectives, operations, outcomes, 


performance history the coalition works to end homelessness by a multi-level approach 


which focuses their efforts on Public Policy Advocacy- with local political groups; 


Increasing Awareness- which promotes knowledge and awareness of ongoing homeless 


and hunger issues; Assisting the Community - provides local communities and agencies 


responding to homelessness with workshops, and training opportunities.  


 The performance history  provided by the AZCEH suggests that the VA will be able to 


reach its goal of eliminating veterans’ homelessness by the end of 2015 (AZCEH website, 


2011).  
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 As a brief history of the program—how it started, how it is currently perceived Project 


H3: Home, Health, Hope, launched by AZCEH as a demonstration project, is the first local 


implementation of the 100,000 Homes Campaign in Arizona. Project H3 surveyed 262 


street-living homeless people from April 20-22, 2010 from 4 a.m. until  


6 a.m. each morning administering a simple survey tool called the Vulnerability Index 


developed by Common Ground(AZCEH website, 2011). These advocates  have devoted 


efforts to establish solutions  to overcome the lack of Arizona's affordable housing  and to 


prevent more people from experiencing the struggles of being homeless(AZCEH website, 


2011).   


   To serve individuals and families experiencing homelessness through a re-


prioritization of turnover vouchers some of the political  stakeholders involved in the 


program and their interests include the Department of  Economic Security, Arizona 


Department of Education (AZCEH), ASU Applied Behavioral Health Policy(CABHP), t3 


think · teach · transform, Community Solutions, Project H3, Arizona Standdown and 


Project H3 Vets. However there are also the participates, veterans, women, and children 


that benefit from these services. These cessation were determined from the finding of the 


AZCEH white papers from  Arizona Coalition to End Homelessness  


education(azceh.org/white-papers,2011). 


  The contextual factors that impact the program, including the political 


environment and other interpersonal dynamics within the organization. 


The phase contextual factors has a blurred definition in my mind's eye  and I am having a 


difficult time putting this concept into my knowledge base.  So I will choose to define this 


term first then answer the question. Contextual factors are characteristics of the 
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environment that are related to the effectiveness of the program through coordinated 


collaborative whitepapers as one of many tools the AZCEH will use in their advocacy and 


education efforts for political agencies and outreach community agencies .  The 


demographic of this problem is all over the world however in climates such as Arizona the 


weather is basically livable in an outside environment all year around.  According to the 


white papers from AZCEH, " The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 


estimates that there are 57,849 veterans that are homeless on any given night.  Forty-one 


percent of homeless veterans are between ages 35 and 54. Though 92 percent of homeless 


veterans are male, the number of female Iraq and Afghanistan veterans experiencing 


homelessness is increasing, as is the number of homeless veterans who have dependent 


children". 


 Potential ethical challenges involved in an evaluation of this program has been dealing 


with the veterans with post traumatic stress syndrome along with the 41 percent of 


homeless veterans that are dealing with serious mental illness, and substance abuse 


problems.  Veterans are used to living outdoors and experience chronic homelessness.  


This plan is a guide for all stakeholders to support with the VA social workers, and 


community-based resources with the developed Arizona Action Plan to End Homelessness 


among veterans. 


 
 
Resources: 
Arizona Coalition to End Homelessness. (2011) "Ending Homelessness" Retrieved on 


March 27, 2014 from http://www.azceh.org/ 






Impact of Technology and Multimedia

What impact does technology and multimedia have on online learning environments?



Multimedia Technology used through online learning provides a interactive and engaging environment.  It allows learners to interact with there learning environment.  Through multimedia technology Problem-based activities,  task simulated games can be implemented to assist the learning with online practical applications of a lesson (Simonson, Smaldino,  Albright, and Zvacek, 2010).

What are the most important considerations an online instructor should make before implementing technology?



Knowing that all students have access and an rudimentary understanding of the technology being presented in the lesson, I believe this would be the most important consideration an online instructor should have before implementation of technology.  Secondly,  would be that the technology accurately demonstrates the learning objective that the instructor is desiring to demonstrate.

What implications do usability and accessibility of technology tools have for online teaching?


As explained by ( Simonson, et al.,  2010) " Instructional Design is considered the intellectual  technique of the professional who is responsible for appropriate applications of technology to the teaching and learning process.  


Not all learners will have equal access to technology resources which would make accessibility of technology a responsibility 0f the facilitator  who needs to be sure that all  learners have similar learning experience and  that there learners have access to the technology resources that are being provided.  Usability  is recognized  by two explanations one would be no matter what technology is implemented it is the facilitator responsibility to respect copyright restrictions that might apply under the terms and conditions usability may require special permission if the create has not enable the Creative Common Copyright. Usability may also be the learners level of technical proficiency and their ability to use and comprehend the provided technology to gain to the learning objectives that the facilitator is attempting to convey.  

What technology tools are most appealing to you for online teaching as you move forward in your career in instructional design?



In my mind's eye I see the development of creative learning modules through Blackboard, Wiki's,

        Endnote, Moodle, eCollege, Prezi, Adobe CS, and Captivate to created automated problem solving and task related simulation.


What I have learned through all of this is that as an instructional designers, it is necessary to go beyond establish well analyzed principals and concepts based on solid theories;  have a solid background or SME for the subject's knowledge to provide an effective, instructional design program for the learner. Then develop the most engaging interactive module that delivers the designated learning objectives in a manner that is accessible and engaging, this will provide your learner with the opportunity  to establish motivation and become involved with the material to produce the required objective deliverables.








Reference:

Simonson, M., Smaldino, S., Albright, M. & Zvacek (2010). Teaching and learning at a distance: Foundations of distance education 5th ed. Pearson, Boston, MA

Two comments: 

Millan I appreciate that you talked about the use of technology and tools so that everyone can learn... just as you stated most Gen X and Millenniums  are technology savvy but everyone is not the same and some have disabilities The ADA Standards for Accessible Design should be taken into consideration when we as instructional designer create and develop curriculum for learners. 

Thanks for bring that fact back to the fore front.

Bridget Chappell-McKinney 

Hi Lorena,

Your post is interesting and makes some rather great points,  I liked the tools that we have had contact with during the our time through this educational journey... however I have also had reservations about our ability to function  properly in the outside world without the additional training to develop as Instructional Designers... e.g., the last job descriptions that were posted for our review all seem to ask for a technology we do not possess or have even been introduced to even through our limited access, such as Captivate by Adobe or Mohive by CrossKnowledge.  At this particular time, I know when I finish this Master Degree,  additional courses well be required even though I derived from a IT background, technology is every changing and there is always something we don't seem to possess that the job market seems to want.

Thanks  for sharing.

Bridget


An Invitation To Participate In Professional Development 


This is to formally invite you participate and evaluate a prototype workshop.  


As a part of my Master's Degree  I have created a Instructional Design and Technology consulting company call 21st Century Edu-Solutions.  My company goals is to produce Virtual Education Opportunities which are online courses, learning modules, and activities. To complete the main project for  EDIT 6110 Advance Instructional Design Course I have been developing a prototype learning module. 


 21st Century Edu-Solutions believes that a web-based training for the use of Educational Apps is the best solution.  


This workshop modules' objective is to improve the educational opportunities and experiences available to students through faculty development.  I chose the topic of integration of technology into the classroom setting through the use of apps to enhance student’s education and motivate and prepare them to learn more; which will enable students to achieve better understanding of different core subjects. 

This particular module is a basic workshop which will provide teachers/faculty with a 60 min training in Educational Apps technology that could be integrated into daily instruction for use across their subject matter curriculum for their students.  

As subject matter experts in the field of education (e.g. teachers, instructors, and faculty) it is clear that your time is limited  when researching  new technology, because of demands of in classroom and outside of the classroom preparation.  


I respectfully request your instructional expertise to participate and evaluate this prototype module?

My intentions are to have you to view this prototype training module and then download apps on a available electronic, Apple, or Android devices.  Preview the educational app's in accordance with your own instructional subject then participate in the discussions and survey evaluations that are included in the module.  Below I have shared my course requirements.  I am currently in Week 5, and I will need to deliver the instructional material to you by week 6. During Week 7, I will need to have your assessment, discussion and evaluation documentation returned through email.

· In Week 5, you will schedule your instructional implementation with your learner audience and make any final revisions to your implementation materials.

· In Week 6, you will deliver the instructional module to your learner audience and gather the data that you need to conduct your evaluation.

· In Week 7, you will evaluate the effectiveness of your instructional module and submit your final implementation and evaluation report

Projected Material Delivery Date: June 11, 2012


Intended Delivery Method: Through email for online access. 


Projected Assessment Materials Return Date:  Before or by June 22, 2012


Please if you are able to assist me with this project reply online to this invitation before or by June 11, 2012 to:


email: bridget.chappell@waldenu.edu


With the following information


Teacher's Name:

Teacher's Subject:

Teacher's Email:

Teacher's Contact Number:

Thanks you in advance for participation, help and assistance with course project.


Truly,


Bridget Washington(Chappell)






B l o g g i n g  S c r i p t  
 


INSTRUCTIONS: 


For this assignment, follow the steps below to record yourself 


reading this narrative using Adobe Soundbooth.  Record the piece 


as many times as you need until you are happy with the way it sounds.  Remember to eliminate as 


much background noise as possible while you are recording (televisions in the background, 


people talking, white noise such as fans, heaters, refrigerators, etc.).  Also, try to read the script in 


a conversational tone, so it does not come across sounding scripted. 
 
 


SCRIPT: 


 


A blog is a combination of the words ‘web’ and ‘log’.  Initially, the terms were combined to form 


the phrase ‘weblog’, but were then shortened to ‘blog’.  Blogging is really a form of an online diary or an 


online journal.  Authors can create blogs on virtually any topic.  Authors can restrict access or can allow 


virtually anyone to view the content.  Viewers can send the author messages and the author has the option 


of replying back to the viewer within the blog environment.  Blogs can be subscribed to by the viewer, so 


the viewer is always aware when a new blog is posted.  Images, files, media and hyperlinks can all be 


included in the blog content as well. 


 How can blogs be used in an instructor/learner environment?   Blogs can help learners connect to 


visual literacy concepts and techniques.  For instance, blogging gives a learner or an instructor the ability 


to state an opinion or fact, and then continue with clarification of their perspective on a given topic.  The 


blog exists as a messaging system through which ideas and thoughts can be exchanged between instructor 


and learner in a time-line short enough for both parties to be actively involved in the conversation without 


forgetting or losing track of what has been discussed.  Without the advent of this technology, discussions 


could end prematurely, yielding much less effective results than if the participants had more effective and 


efficient time available to keep the relative conversation going.  Learner retention and satisfaction in the 


learning process could increase because of the advent of this technology and its use in learning 


environments. 
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Statement of Work Re-proposal  


AVN Learning Object Development 


 


Project Name: AVN E-Learning Project 


Project Sponsors:  Third Eye Media on behalf of Australian Vocational 
Network 


Project Start Date:  January 10, 2014   


 


Case Study 23: "Margaret Janson: Developing Learning Objects for Adult 
Learners" 


Description of Original Project: 


Develop accreditation objectives for new and reaccrediting employees through a realistic 


performance based, and problem solving competency-training for deep-sea oil 


exploration. 


Rationale: 


Under the initial instructional design requirements Third Eye Media was to develop web 


based learning objects for deep-sea oil exploration and underwater drilling. Third Eye 


Media was also to provide specifications for 40% Proof-of-Concept of the client's 


expectations of interactive educational modules.  These modules would supply effective 


teaching and learning approaches deliver through a LMS environment. 
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Project Scope: 


SCORM Compliant, Self Contained Modules, delivered through LMS. 


Each module should be content rich and include a self-test at the end of each unit. 


The project requires a 40% Proof of Concept within the remaining three week 


designated timeframe.  


Reworked Project Objectives: 


The applied training solution will incorporate objective-based competencies which are 


learner-related sequencing and will be based learning concepts (ADDIE) (Morrison et al 


2011, p. 137).  Develop systematic logical linear content organize learning outcomes by 


breaking down each module through operational units, sections, and subsections 


addressing specific drills, processes, and objective competencies. 


To suit the needs AVN these modules are too be independent but will perform 


interactively with the learner administering functional objective components. This 


contributes to the learner interactivity to self progress and test from basic units of the 


module to increasingly more challenging material within each section of the module. 


This will address the Product Functionality to achieve a total score of 20/20. 


Rectified Project Concept of Proof:   Furthermore the training solutions will be 


developed based on Charles Wedemeyer’s theory of Independent Study involving the 


degree of independence of the student and the distance between the teacher and the 


learner. This concept will provide a basic guideline model for the projects Concept of 


Proof to be achieved. 
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When presenting the critical objective’s important competencies it will be followed by 


objective’s strategy to provide the learner with guidance and appropriate information to 


accomplish the task (Morrison, Ross, Kalman, & Kemp 2011, p. 210).  Reworking the 


modules with the objective’s strategic guidelines of Wedemeyer’s theory of Independent 


Study will elevate ineffective procedures under the Teaching and Learning Approach 


allowing Third Eye Media to achieve the effective score of 25/25. 


Adjusted Project Constraints:  


Reassessment of Compliance and Standards 


Define all separate learning objects by SCORM without any loss of quality, features and 


instruction. Producing self contained learning objects that are content rich and tests for 


performance based learning. 


Attain competent knowledge of industry-based underwater exploration production 


processes. Prepare documents for specialized field and skills orientated learning task. 


Integrate newly acquired underwater exploration knowledge with a performance based 


simulated learning package.  This will produce learner participation through 


interactivity for learners to engage in real problem and solution based activities with the 


equivalence of training under the apprenticeship program.   


Project Assumptions: 


Attempting to attain a sufficient underwater exploration  knowledgebase in a three week 


timeframe. 


Supplementing the staffing issues to implement the production capacity need to 


accomplish the project. 
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Project Re-Implementation: 


Evaluating and supplementing learning objectives.  Obtaining and documenting  


underdeveloped knowledgebase.  Improving interactivity and SCORM compliant 


learning objects.  Applying Wedemeyer's Theory of Independent Study to accomplish 


the task “autonomous” (learner determined) activity to be accomplished without 


apprenticeship.  Then to develop simulated activities that are engaging for the learner to 


perform orientated task based assessments. 
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 Storyboard Video Rubric



		
  CATEGORY


  		
  4.0 - 3.75       Exemplary 


  		
  3.50 - 2.75      Satisfactory


  		
  2.50 - 1:00
  Minimal - Unacceptable 


  		
  Earned Assessment Score 25 points


  

		
  Originality Illustrating narrated  3 - 5 min Video


  		
   Video shows originality uses the best practices for
  completing task, uses appropriate strategy for executing the task.


  		
   Video shows some originality
  uses the some of the best practices for completing task, Demonstrates some strategy
  for executing the task.


  		
  Video shows little originality uses the little to no description
  for completing task, No demonstration for executing the task.


  		
   


  

		
  Focus on the task performance


  		
   Video  is clearly
  performed a stays focused on the task and what needs to be done. Very
  self-directed.


  		
   Video  somewhat focuses
  on the task and what needs to be done most of the time. 


  		
  Focuses on the task and what needs to be done some of the time.
  OR


  Rarely focuses on the task and what needs to be done.


  		
   


  

		
  Pride


  		
  Work reflects this student's best efforts.


  		
  Work reflects a strong effort from this student.


  		
  Work reflects some effort from this student.


  OR


  Work reflects very little effort on the part of this student.


  		

		
  Understanding


  		
   shows complete understanding of the required knowledge and
  solution addresses all components in the task


  		
   shows some understanding of the required knowledge and
  solution addresses some components in the task


  		
  shows limited understanding of the required knowledge and
  solution addressed none of the components in the task


  		
   


  





 



 



Comments:
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ID Project Plan (EDUC-6145)


AECT Standard 4: Management


		Criterion

/(Standard)

		1

Unacceptable



		2

		3

Acceptable



		4

		5


Target





		Statement of Work

(AECT 4.1)


		Evidence shows that:

Statement of Work is not included or is missing one of more required components. 





Rationale statement is not included.



		Needs Improvement: 
Contains some elements of "Unacceptable" 
and some, but not all elements of "Acceptable" 

		Evidence shows that:

Statement of Work identifies the purpose, objectives, constraints, and assumptions, associated with the management of the chosen project scenario. 



Statement of Work includes a rationale statement that identifies the case study and summarizes any assumptions made for the case study with minimal support from course resources. 

		Emerging Mastery:
Contains some elements of an "Acceptable" 
and some, but not all of the elements of "Target" 

		Evidence shows that:

Statement of Work identifies the purpose, objectives, constraints, assumptions, and additional details as outlined by the resources and examples, associated with the management of the chosen project scenario. 

Statement of Work includes a rationale statement that identifies the case study and summarizes any assumptions made for the case study with support from current research.  





Course Project Assignment: Statement of Work

As you learned this week, one of the first steps you may need to complete for a project is to gain the approval to proceed. In order to do this, you may need to present certain stakeholders and decision makers with information about the project . This is best accomplished with a Statement of Work (SOW), which is sometimes referred to as a Project Charter. This week, you will design and complete a Statement of Work for your ID project and submit it to your Instructor.

To complete this week’s assignment:

· Select the case study on which you will base your Project Plan. (See the Project Overview for additional details). If you choose to create your own case study, send a detailed proposal to your Instructor outlining the specifics of the context and background of an education or training project from your own work environment by Wednesday of Week 1.



· Review the Statement of Work and Project Charter sample documents provided in Chapter 2 of your text and in Greer’s The Project Management Minimalist, and those listed below.

Examples of Statement of Work and Project Charter documents:

The Project Management Minimalist: Just Enough PM to Rock Your Projects!

Worksheet: The Project Charter (p. 9)

Project Charter Template from Microsoft Office Online http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/templates/project-charter-TC001141418.aspx

Project Charter Template from Projectmanagementdocs.com http://www.projectmanagementdocs.com/templates/project-charter.html 



Based upon the samples you explored, design and complete a Statement of Work document that is best suited to the project you selected. At a minimum, your Statement of Work should include the following sections as outlined on page 43 (Chapter 2) of the Portny text:

Purpose

Objectives

Constraints

Assumptions



Additionally, include a brief rationale statement in which you identify the case study on which your project is based, and a summary of any assumptions you made or information you filled in for the case study, to complete this Statement of Work.

Points: 4/4


Comments: Great job. I can tell you put a lot of work into this. My suggestion would be to break your objectives down and put them in a list format.




For the best experience, open this PDF portfolio in
 
Acrobat X or Adobe Reader X, or later.
 


Get Adobe Reader Now! 



http://www.adobe.com/go/reader
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A Learning Object



Blogging



Graphic  Blogging Information



 



 blog is a combination of the words ‘web’ and ‘log’.  Initially, the terms were
 combined to form the phrase ‘weblog’, but were then shortened to ‘blog’.  Blogging is really a form of an
 online diary or an online journal.  Authors can create blogs on virtually any topic.  Authors can restrict
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Inserting Blogging 101 Imagery



 



My Blogging Movie 101



 access or can allow virtually anyone to view the content.  Viewers can send the author messages and the
 author has the option of replying back to the viewer within the blog environment.  Blogs can be subscribed
 to by the viewer, so the viewer is always aware when a new blog is posted.  Images, files, media and
 hyperlinks can all be included in the blog content as well.



ow can blogs be used in an instructor/learner environment? Blog's can help learners connect to visual
 literacy concepts and techniques. For instance,blogginggives a learneror an instructor the ability to
 state an opinion or fact, and then continue with clarification of their perspective on a given topic. The



 blog exists as a messaging system through which ideas and thoughts can be exchanged between instructor
 and learner in a time-line short enough for both parties to be actively involved in the conversation without
 forgetting or losing track of what has been discussed. Without the advent of this technology, discussions
 could end prematurely, yielding much less effective results than if the participants had more effective and
 efficient time available to keep the relative conversation going. Learner retention and satisfaction in the
 learning process could increase because of the advent of this technology and its use in learning
 environments.



  
PDF File Visual and Audio Learning Lesson



Week2 Blogging101



 This is the revised copy of my final project from EIDT6120 Multimedia Design.



The Hyperlink is a text document outlining definition and explanations of blogging.



This Final Assignment is for EIDT-6120 Multimedia Design by Bridget Chappell-McKinney
www.TheosCommerceStore.com



H








file:///C|/Users/BeBee's/Desktop/ePortfolio Projects/ePortfolio EIDT6120_ Multimedia Design/EIDT6120FinalProject_files/WK2AssgnChappellB.pdf


http://www.theoscommercestore.com/






6135 Distant Learning Course Project


TIPS FOR CREATING YOUR COURSE PROJECT


Let’s break the course project down into some manageable steps.  This is exactly what you would do as an instructional designer!


The most important thing to understand about the course project is that you are NOT developing an online course.  You will develop an orientation specific to one of the four scenarios that help learners to be successful in the online learning situation described in the scenario you choose.  Keep in mind, that the learners are new to the distance education environment.  The following break the course project down into weekly assignments:


1. Week 1:  Carefully review the Course Project information provided in Week 1.


2. Week 2:  Select one of the scenarios described in the Week 1 Course Project information.  The scenario serves as the context for creating the orientation.  Remember, you are not creating the course as described in the scenario; information about the course is provided so that you have information to share about the course in the orientation you create for the course. Below are examples for three of the scenarios:


a. Scenario 1: A graduate-level hybrid (blended) Philosophy course at a university where students will be expected to participate in lively asynchronous debates. Information and discussions from these debates will continue when students and the instructor meet in the face-to-face classroom. Asynchronous discussions could be delivered in either a CMS or a Web 2.0 tool, such as a wiki.

i. Your orientation should include: (1) a brief welcome to the course and explanation of the hybrid format; (2) overview of the tools to be used in the course for discussion; also include some links or other resources about the tool(s) and how to use them; (3) identify characteristics of successful distance learners appropriate for graduate students; provide a text-based document or checklist to help learners know how to be successful in the course; include a learning activity or other resource to help learner’s self-assess their readiness for the distance learning experience and Philosophy course.  You will NOT develop the Philosophy course content.  

b. Scenario 2: A mandatory corporate training live webinar on workplace safety. Trainees will be expected to view various training videos, provide feedback and discussion points to others, and download presentations, which offer step-by-step instructions. Students will have to install and use web conferencing software for the live webinar.

i. Your orientation should include: (1) a brief welcome to the training and explanation of the webinar format; (2) overview of the tools to be used in the course for discussion and feedback, downloading and viewing videos, and installing and using web conferencing software; also include some links or other resources about the tool(s) and how to use them; (3) identify characteristics of successful distance learners appropriate for corporate employees; provide a text-based document or checklist to help learners know how to be successful in the training; include a learning activity or other resource to help learner’s self-assess their readiness for the distance learning experience and workplace safety training.  You will NOT develop the safety training course content.  

c. Scenario 3: An online, fully asynchronous project management certification course. Trainees will be expected to view interactive media presentations and complete online assessments. Students will also be expected to regularly participate in an asynchronous question and answer forum. Asynchronous discussions could be delivered in either a CMS or a Web 2.0 tool, such as a wiki.

i. Your orientation should include: (1) a brief welcome to the course and explanation of the fully online asynchronous format; (2) overview of the tools to be used in the course for discussion, online assessments, and viewing interactive media presentations (such as Flash, HTML5, and Java); also include some links or other resources about the tool(s) and how to use them; (3) identify characteristics of successful distance learners appropriate for adult learners; provide a text-based document or checklist to help learners know how to be successful in the course; include a learning activity or other resource to help learner’s self-assess their readiness for the distance learning experience and project management course.  You will NOT develop the project management course content.  

You will develop the components of the orientation each week throughout the term. 


3. Week 3:  Select the CMS you will use from the list of Course Management Resources provided in the Tech Resources link.  Create your account, and copy/paste the URL for the orientation in Project Links Discussion Board.  Develop the introduction to your orientation.  The introduction should welcome the learner to the course and provide an overview of the distance learning technology tools that will be used in the course for which you are creating the orientation.

4. Week 4:  Create a link for a module in the CMS that allows for a description of the characteristics of the successful distance learner.


5. Week 5:  Create a link for another module in the CMS that includes an annotated list of online resources (URLs with one or two sentence description of the usefulness/purpose of the Website) helpful for distance learners in the course.


6. Week 6:  Turn your attention to the design of the orientation; edit content based on feedback from me on previous work; add more links and resources such as graphics and videos that support learning.


7. Week 7:  Finalize your online orientation for submission for final review and grading.


Each orientation should include the following:


· The orientation needs an introduction, and each module within the orientation needs a brief introduction/purpose.


· Provide a rationale for how each resource is relevant and important to the context of the scenario you have chosen.


· Focus on the target audience.  Help the learners to be successful in the scenario context (course).  Provide detailed instructions for any activities learners will do for the orientation.  

· Provide the annotated bibliography of resources.  Learners should know what they must do before, during, and/or after they access resources.  In other words, part of the purpose of the orientation is to help learners prepare for the course, and how to utilize resources within the course.


· For the Introduction Module (Week 3), develop a resource for each technology tool mentioned in the Introduction.  The resource provides training for the technology tool.  You can provide this training in a variety of ways:  text document, tutorial, PowerPoint, Prezi, Camtasia video, etc.  Review the list of Technology Resources in Tech Resources.


· For the Characteristics of Successful Learners Module (Week 4) be sure to provide at least one resource; you may wish to include one self-assessment activity.


· For the Annotated List of Resources (Week 5) be sure to include links to any documents you create, as well as URLs for Weblinks.


· Include tips, strategies, guidelines, or requirements that maintain learner engagement with the scenario context. 


For your review, several examples of online orientations are offered:

· Online Orientation Examples:

· Walden University
https://www.waldenu.edu/Walden-Difference/38393.htm

· Readiness for Education At a Distance Indicator (READI
http://goml.readi.info/

· Online Learning
http://www.lakeland.cc.il.us/ctpd/site/?p=online

· Oasis Online Learning Assessment Tool
http://www.ilcco.net/oasis/index1.cfm?Netscape4=0&CFID=1343338&CFTOKEN=25767071

Additional useful links on creating orientations:


· http://www.onlinestudentsupport.org/Monograph/online_orient.php 


· http://sloanconsortium.org/2010aln/presentation/orientation-modules-online-education-guiding-learners-success-online-courses 
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 Project H3 Vets is a nationally recognized program coordinated by the Arizona 


Coalition to End Homelessness.  I am choosing this program to create an evaluation 


plan because there are so many homeless people here in Phoenix and many of these 


people have served our country's armed forces.   This Project has been identified as 


already providing housing for over 222 homeless veterans living in Phoenix through a 


pilot program known as “Housing First” (azceh.org, 2011).  When I walk my dog in the 


morning at the park homeless people are sleep under the common shelters with 


blankets and belonging and even a pet in tow.  Even more so, I would like to create a 


evaluation program that would serve to prove merit and expansion of Project H3 Vets  


program to serve as evidence of the positive result that are being notice in Phoenix, 


Arizona. 


Evaluation Analysis 


 Project H3 Vets is a nationally recognized program coordinated by the Arizona 


Coalition to End Homelessness.  The (AZCEH) Arizona Coalition to End Homelessness  


has established statewide efforts through coordinated initiatives of Arizona 


StandDown and Project H3: Home, Health, Hope for veterans with long term 


vulnerable homelessness.  AZCEH has coordinated many advocacy tools for education 


on strategies to end homelessness, and hunger.   These projects are working on behalf 


of not only veterans but also women, and children(AZCEH website, 2011).   


 
 The name and type of organizations that runs these programs are the  Arizona 


Department of Veterans’ Services.  Which has  also developed the Arizona Action Plan 
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to End Homelessness Among Veterans this is a Non-Profit Organization that developed  


Project H3 Vet. 


 As description of the program—its goals/objectives, operations, outcomes, 


performance history the coalition works to end homelessness by a multi-level 


approach which focuses their efforts on Public Policy Advocacy- with local political 


groups; Increasing Awareness- which promotes knowledge and awareness of ongoing 


homeless and hunger issues; Assisting the Community - provides local communities 


and agencies responding to homelessness with workshops, and training opportunities.  


 The performance history  provided by the AZCEH suggests that the VA will be 


able to reach its goal of eliminating veterans’ homelessness by the end of 2015 (AZCEH 


website, 2011).  


 


 As a brief history of the program—how it started, how it is currently perceived 


Project H3: Home, Health, Hope, launched by AZCEH as a demonstration project, is 


the first local implementation of the 100,000 Homes Campaign in Arizona. Project H3 


surveyed 262 street-living homeless people from April 20-22, 2010 from 4 a.m. until  


6 a.m. each morning administering a simple survey tool called the Vulnerability Index 


developed by Common Ground(AZCEH website, 2011). These advocates  have devoted 


efforts to establish solutions  to overcome the lack of Arizona's affordable housing  and 


to prevent more people from experiencing the struggles of being homeless(AZCEH 


website, 2011).   


   To serve individuals and families experiencing homelessness through a re-


prioritization of turnover vouchers some of the political  stakeholders involved in the 


program and their interests include the Department of  Economic Security, Arizona 
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Department of Education (AZCEH), ASU Applied Behavioral Health Policy(CABHP), t3 


think · teach · transform, Community Solutions, Project H3, Arizona Standdown and 


Project H3 Vets. However there are also the participates, veterans, women, and 


children that benefit from these services. These cessation were determined from the 


finding of the AZCEH white papers from  Arizona Coalition to End Homelessness  


education(azceh.org/white-papers,2011). 


 The contextual factors that impact the program, including the political 


environment and other interpersonal dynamics within the organization. 


The phase contextual factors has a blurred definition in my mind's eye  and I am 


having a difficult time putting this concept into my knowledge base.  So I will choose to 


define this term first then answer the question. Contextual factors are characteristics 


of the environment that are related to the effectiveness of the program through 


coordinated collaborative whitepapers as one of many tools the AZCEH will use in 


their advocacy and education efforts for political agencies and outreach community 


agencies .  The demographic of this problem is all over the world however in climates 


such as Arizona the weather is basically livable in an outside environment all year 


around.  According to the white papers from AZCEH, " The U.S. Department of 


Housing and Urban Development estimates that there are 57,849 veterans that are 


homeless on any given night.  Forty-one percent of homeless veterans are between 


ages 35 and 54. Though 92 percent of homeless veterans are male, the number of 


female Iraq and Afghanistan veterans experiencing homelessness is increasing, as is 


the number of homeless veterans who have dependent children". 


 Potential ethical challenges involved in an evaluation of this program has been 


dealing with the veterans with post traumatic stress syndrome along with the 41 
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percent of homeless veterans that are dealing with serious mental illness, and 


substance abuse problems.  Veterans are used to living outdoors and experience 


chronic homelessness.  This plan is a guide for all stakeholders to support with the VA 


social workers, and community-based resources with the developed Arizona Action 


Plan to End Homelessness among veterans. 


Evaluation Model 


 To effectively gain the information that is required to prove merit of the Project 


H3 Vet program the best evaluation model is Participant-Oriented Evaluation 


(Transformative).  This model is Stakeholder controlled with a emphasis on program 


participants involvement.  Because the participants are considered socially oppressed 


this model can engage the participants with empowerment goals and resources of the 


program. Plus allow decision makers to collected information about projected 


outcomes to analyze for future program worth and development (Fitzpatrick et al, 


2010). 


 The Participant-oriented Evaluation (Transformative) will be designed to 


identify homeless and at-risk military veterans, connecting them with services ranging 


from: VA HealthCare, Mental Health Services, Clothing, Meals, Emergency Shelter, 


Transitional and Permanent Housing, ID/ Drivers License's, Court Services and Legal 


Aide, Showers and Haircuts and myriad other services and resources.  


 This program evaluation should be developed as a measurement of outcomes, 


challenges, assessment of  participants needs, and program improvement efficiency. 


This evaluation will also provide insight for the achieve goal of what the stakeholder 


want to achieve. Creating these evaluation questions sets the criteria for judging the 


program evaluation (Fitzpatrick et al, 2010) .  
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 Furthermore, the program evaluation questions asked are to remain broad in 


nature and  will determine specifically what the program evaluation is going to 


answer through the interview survey process.   


1).  How long many  homeless veterans in the community? 


2). During the past year how many veterans have been place into permanent 


housing?  


3). How many homeless shelters or transitional housing units are available in the 


community? 


4). What type of meal services are supplied in the community for homeless 


veterans?  


5).  What type of services would best help the homeless current circumstances? 


 To survey and identify homeless veterans with the most urgent needs.  Plus obtain 


up-to-date count of the current homeless veterans population in Phoenix, Arizona. 


Survey results will be used to target resources to those most in need to provide funded 


Veterans Affairs Supportive Housing (VASH) vouchers, the veterans most in need will 


begin housing placement. But the vouchers are only a first step to a successful transition 


out of homelessness(azceh.org, 2010).  


 The impact of the question provide rationale for the evaluations focus which is to 


identify homeless veterans with the most urgent needs.  Plus obtain up-to-date count of 


the current homeless veterans population in Phoenix, Arizona. Survey results will be 


used to target resources to those most in need to provide funded Veterans Affairs 


Supportive Housing (VASH) vouchers, the veterans most in need will begin housing 
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placement. But the vouchers are only a first step to a successful transition out of 


homelessness(azceh.org, 2011).  


 Being a veteran will outweigh the fact that some of these veterans are self 


medicating addicted to drugs. This factor will not be included in this evaluation. Most 


veterans are not on their prescribe medications so being homeless and what resources 


can be provided for a successful transformative change will  be the main  factor of this 


evaluation.   Even though it is a known fact that most are depressed and dealing with 


Post Traumatic Stress Syndrome. The issue of their medical and mental status will not 


be  evaluated as a standard.  


 The Joint Committee on Standards for Evaluation( 2011),  has set  propriety 


standards.  These are intended to ensure that an evaluation will be conducted legally, 


ethically, and with due regard for the welfare of those involved in the evaluation, as 


well as those affected by its results. The propriety standards for program evaluation  


addresses: 


• Service Orientation, Formal Agreement, Rights of Human Subjects, Human 


Interactions, Complete and Fair Assessment, Disclosure of Findings, Conflict of 


Interest, Fiscal Responsibility 


P1 Responsive and Inclusive Orientation Evaluations should be responsive to 
stakeholders and their communities. 


P2 Formal Agreements Evaluation agreements should be negotiated to make 
obligations explicit and take into account the needs, expectations, and cultural contexts 
of clients and other stakeholders. 
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P3 Human Rights and Respect Evaluations should be designed and conducted to 
protect human and legal rights and maintain the dignity of participants and other 
stakeholders. 


P4 Clarity and Fairness Evaluations should be understandable and fair in 
addressing stakeholder needs and purposes. 


P5 Transparency and Disclosure Evaluations should provide complete 
descriptions of findings, limitations, and conclusions to all stakeholders, unless doing 
so would violate legal and propriety obligations. 


P6 Conflicts of Interests Evaluations should openly and honestly identify and 
address real or perceived conflicts of interests that may compromise the evaluation. 


P7 Fiscal Responsibility Evaluations should account for all expended resources 
and comply with sound fiscal procedures and processes. 


 Furthermore,  Stakeholder involvement with the evaluation program is very 


significant when establishing the questions, objectives, outcomes, and financial 


accountability  that will be involved with determining the evaluation criteria: 


 Stakeholder such as Community Solutions, Disabled Veterans’ Outreach Program 


(DVOP), Project H3 Vet, and  Arizona StandDown representatives, will identify homeless 


veterans who are not enrolled in a homeless assistance or supportive residence program.  


The evaluation goal is helping homeless veterans access the resources needed, including 


housing; its secondary goal is to bring our community and service providers together in 


a collaborative format that can build relationships throughout the year that positively 


benefit homeless veterans. Another, outcome is managing resources to plan community 


educational events. Ultimately, these events bring forth the necessary awareness that the 


political/community can access the collected data to assert the on-going resources that 


will take to end veteran homelessness once and for all. The role of the stakeholders will 


be data collectors, information providers, and participates of services (azceh.org, 2013). 
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Data Collection Design and Sampling Strategy 
 Data Collection Design and Sampling Strategy 


 Sound Byte Data Collection Design and Sampling Strategy of Program 
Evaluation Plan  


WK5Data Collection Design and Sampling Strategy.mp3  


Presenting a Reporting Strategy 


 Presentation of the evaluation the finding will include organizing the data, 


analyzing, and describing the results.  Reporting is used as the presentation means of 


sharing the information and demonstrating results(Fitzpatrick, 2010).  


 Organizing and analyzing quantitative and qualitative data collection in a way 


that will address the programs objectives allow evaluation findings to be interpreted.   


The data collection interpretations are presented through oral presentations, video 


presentations, posters, final reports, executive summary, whitepapers, working sessions, 


personal discussions, and website communication  as a means to deliver the result in a 


summarized manner.   


To prepare report on progress, achievement, and completion of the project. 


 To also educate community about homelessness.  Along with the how the resources are 


addressing the situation and what impact the program has had on the issue.    


The projects will be evaluated in terms of impact. Stakeholders and Funding recipients 


can track  project progress, program achievement, and report on program  


achievements, including their impacts on the environment,  funding resources, and 


community. 
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In conclusion,  attached is Appendix (A) Reporting Strategy Plan this will also identify 


collected information that can be  used effectively by Stakeholders that sponsor the 


project and program through  political resources, community fund raising events that 


will  inform ongoing and future design and delivery of projects and programs.  This will 


also provide a record of accountability of public expenditure, lessons learnt and 


necessary changes to the project design or delivery.  
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Appendix (A) Reporting Strategy Plan 


Stakeholder Reporting 
Strategy 


Implications Stakeholder Involvement 


Agencies at 
US level 


Agencies at 
State level 


Agencies at 
Local level 


 


Final Report 
Document, 
Executive 
Summary and 
Whitepapers 


Collected information 
can be  used effectively 
by Stakeholders that 
sponsor the project and 
program through  
political resources, 
community fund raising 
events that will  inform 
ongoing and future 
design and delivery of 
projects and programs.  
This will also provide a 
record of accountability 
of public expenditure.  


Determining reporting progress 
towards project outcomes, including 
using available standard measures 
identify any assistance needed by 
project partners in the form of 
technical, social, financial.  
Establish informational needs, 
perceptions, and values regarding 
the program and how this level or 
Stakeholder will respond to and use 
the evaluation information  


( Fitzpatrick et al., 2010). 


AZCEH 
Organization 


Arizona 
Coalition to 
End 
Homelessness 


Oral 
Presentations, 
Video 
presentations, 
posters, Final 
Reports, 
Executive 
Summary, 
Whitepapers, 
Working 
Sessions, 
Personal 
Discussions, and 
Website 
communication 


To prepare report on 
progress, achievement, 
and completion of the 
project. 


The projects will be 
evaluated in terms of 
impact. Stakeholders and 
Funding recipients can 
track  project progress, 
program achievement, 
and report on program  


achievements, including 
their impacts on the 
environment,  funding 
resources, and 
community. 


 To also educate 
community about 
homelessness. 
Identifying lessons learnt 
and necessary changes to 
the project design or 
delivery. 


Through collaboration  
provides advocacy services, public 
awareness, information 
dissemination and education related 
to homelessness in Arizona. 


 


Project H3 


Vets 


Oral 
Presentations, 
Video 
presentations, 
posters, Final 
Reports, Executive 
Summary, 
Whitepapers, 
Working Sessions, 


Facilitates the 
identification and 
resolution of problems. 
Interacts with referral 
sources which include VA 
Hospital, CCARC/EVAC, 
Arizona StandDown, 
Blue-Prints mobile & 
homeless outreach 


Project H3 VETS with 
collaborative efforts that works 
with community members to 
identify and refer chronically 
homeless veterans to the 
program, allowing us to rapidly 
identify, seek-out and engage 
this population as they appear 
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Personal 
Discussions, and 
Website 
communication 


program, Drug Courts 
Program, Police, Fire 
Departments, Jails, 
Prosecutors, Over-flow 
Shelters, street outreach 
and the Community 
Resource and Referral 
Center 
(CRRC)(azceh.org/white-
papers,2011). 


in shelter systems or on the 
streets. 


 


Department 


of Veterans 


Affairs 


 


Executive 
Summary, 
Whitepapers, 
Working Sessions 


Establishing Monitoring 


methods to refer veterans 


to supporting services 


and partnered agencies. 


Collaboration and monitoring 
evaluation reports generated 
through partnered government 
agencies.  Establishing an approach 
for referral. Reading what 
partnered agencies published and 
made publicly available upon 
completion. 


Arizona 


Standdown 


 


Oral 
Presentations, 
Video 
presentations, 
posters, 
Working 
Sessions, 
Personal 
Discussions, 
and Website 
communication 


Interacts with 
referral sources, 
collaborates with  
AZCEH 
Organization, and 
interviewing veteran 
participants 


 


Actual Interaction with Receiving 
participants, surveying and 
interviewing prospective 
participants of program. Providing 
data from sampling. 


 


Arizona 


Community 


Solutions 


Oral 
Presentations, 
Video 
presentations, 
posters, 
Working 
Sessions, 
Personal 
Discussions, 
and Website 
communication 


Reporting progress 
towards project 
outcomes, including 
using available standard 
measures identify any 
assistance needed by 
project partners in the 
form of technical, social, 
financial or other inputs 
for preparing the project 
report. 


The organization and the 
stakeholders will together reflect on 
and evaluate the project, its 
outcomes and learning and prepare 
a report for reflection which can be 
done in a workshop mode. 


 Community 


Volunteers   


Working 
Sessions, Oral 
Presentations 


To provide Volunteer 
members with 
education and training 
opportunities to know  
how to quickly address 
the needs of clients and 


To interact, interview and collect 
information, provide resources and 
assistance(azceh.org/white-
papers,2011). 
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be better equipped in 
their work to prevent 
and end homelessness. 
  To also be willing to 
work with other 
partners in the 
community to 
highlight their training  
to end veteran 
homelessness. 


 


Values, Standards, and Criteria: 


Funding recipients will be required to report periodically.  As a way of sharing 
information and demonstrating results as they occur, the partnered government agencies 
will make project and program information publicly available. the progress of their 
project, and provide a final report on project completion, using the relevant reporting 
strategy's to communicate publicly the location, objectives and other details of projects.  


Reports will also consolidate project level to track progress and communicate program 
outcomes to stakeholders and other partnered agencies in the 
community(azceh.org/white-papers,2011). 


Standards are stated from the Joint  Committee (2010), " all acts,  public 
pronouncements, and written reports of the evaluation [should] adhere strictly to a code 
of directness, openness, and completeness".  Furthermore, "The propriety standards help 
ensure that the evaluations will be conducted legally, ethically and with due regard for 
the well-being of the participants being evaluated and other people affected by the 
evaluation results". 


 


 


Potential ethical issues: Overstating summarized delivery of project activities in the 


reporting period including the summary of monitoring results of veteran's actually 


placed in a home. 
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Resources 
 


Fitzpatrick, J., Sanders, J., & Worthen, B. (2010) Program evaluation: Alternative 


 approaches and practical guidelines (4th ed.). Boston, MA: Pearson. 


Arizona Coalition to End Homelessness. (2011) "Ending Homelessness" Retrieved on 


 April 15, 2014 from http://www.azceh.org/ 


Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation. (2011). The Program 


 Evaluation Standards. Newbury Park, CA: Sage Publications. Retrieve on April 


 20, 2014 from http://www.jcsee.org/ 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 






 





                                                 Special Invitation


Hello,

I would like to invite you to participate as a Student in my course SIT - Safety Information Training Orientation which I'll be teaching using CourseSites by Blackboard. I've provided a brief description below for more information.

Course Description : 
Live Webinar Course Series -A mandatory corporate training on workplace safety.

To confirm your participation, please Sign in using the following link. 


For all visits to the course, please use the link below:

Click to visit course home page and Sign In

Username: SIT6135


Password: guest


If you have any questions about the course, please contact me via email at bridget.chappell@waldenu.edu. Please visit the CourseSites Help page to contact support with any technical questions.



I look forward to interacting with you online soon! 

Sincerely, 
Bridget Chappell




		
		
Walden University



		
Rubric for SIT-3100 SAFETY SERIES



		
		









		
		Name: ________________________		Teacher: Bridget






		
		Date : ___________________		Title of Work: ___________________






		
		
		 		
Criteria

		
Points








		
		


		
1

		
2

		
3

		
4

		 

		
Quality of Work Submitted with Understanding of Assignment concepts and ideas

		
(F): Unacceptable = 1.0
Shows Lack of Understanding or Purpose.
 Not able to apply concepts and  theories

		
(C):  Minimal 2.5 - 1.75
Show some Understanding to a degree 
 Unclear/Underdeveloped Ideas and thoughts

		
(B): Satisfactory 3.5 - 2.75
Demonstrats clear Understanding of concepts and assignment purpose
Ideas are clear and developed with consideration to assignments key concepts

		
(A): Exemplary Work 4.0 - 3.75
Exhibits clear understanding of assignment concepts Demonstrates purpose along with reflective critical thinking of assignments key elements

		
____



		
Observance of Assignment Expectations
The extent that the assigment meets learning objectives and integrates technology criteria.

		
(F): Unacceptable = 1.0
Key components, terms and concepts are represent or displayed in any of the work

		
(C):  Minimal 2.5 - 1.75
Assignment not fully developed, demonstrates minimal key components, terms or integration of technology

		
(B): Satisfactory 3.5 - 2.75
Work contains fully developed topics, key components which are expressed with integrated technology criteria

		
(A): Exemplary Work 4.0 - 3.75
The assignment meet and exceeds all expectations of exemplary material and information and integrates technology criteria throug a detailed manner.

		
____



		
Expressing and Understanding thoughts through Writing and Formatting
The extent to which schorlarly writing is present through standard english

		
(F): Unacceptable = 1.0
Communicated thoughts of key concepts are unclear and are not appropriately expressed.

		
(C):  Minimal 2.5 - 1.75
Effecive communication are not absolutely present. Assignment contain grammatical and mechanical errors.

		
(B): Satisfactory 3.5 - 2.75
Thoughts are clearly expressed through concise formatting with few if any grammatical or mechanical errors.

		
(A): Exemplary Work 4.0 - 3.75
Work demonstrates unified and well developed ideas and thoughts. No grammatical or mechanical errors and thoughts are clear and powerfully expressed.

		
____



		


		


		


		


		


		
____



		


		


		


		


		


		
____



		 		 		 		 		
Total---->

		
____













		
Teacher Comments:
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Having What It Takes To Get The Project Done 


 


Wooh!!! The world wind of Project Management, deliverables, timelines, project scope 


creep, risk management, budgeting and resource allocation.  Understanding the 


stakeholders wants and needs, scheduling communications, and managing meetings, 


who in this area does not proudly wear the 


amour of the man of steel. 


Portny, et al. 2008 p. 248, advises that  


successful PM's  are exemplary  humans, we 


are responsible to make sure there is complete 


satisfaction  for all aspects of the project.   We are also told that it is easy to find hard 


workers, but "PM's are rare individuals who are driven to finish the job".  We possess 


the unique qualities of communication, credibility, administrative viability, sensitivity, 


leadership, and above all ethics. Getting to know others, using our powers of 


persuasions on stakeholders, understanding and appreciating the team strengths and 


acknowledging the special talents, addressing  weakness that could later throw a 


project into chaos and being proficient places the PM in the "Superhero " League. 


Furthermore, Dr. Stolovitch also suggest that "Instructional Designers" are musicians 


of a project by applying the different necessary skills to coordinate individual parts of 


the design to incorporate all those qualities with the ID'ers ability to understand 


educational theories, to use great analytical objective skills, know their learning 


audience,  analysis instructional content, create performance tasks to provide the 







learner with an ability to accomplish the required learning objectives, understanding 


how the brain works really help us as instructional designers (IDers) and/or teachers 


improve instruction and allows the ability to create educational masterpieces by 


essentially  harmonizing the orchestra with the "PM" at the helm conducting.   


   


References: 


Portny, S. E., Mantel, S. J., Meredith, J. R., Shafer, S. M., Sutton, M. M., & Kramer, B. 


E. (2008). Project management: Planning, scheduling, and controlling projects. 


Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 


Stolovitch, D. H. (n.d.) "Project Management and Instructional Design": 


Video Program. Retrieved on January 6, 2014 from  Laureate Education, 


Inc. 


 











Wow… Superman/Woman 
with the induction of the Justice 
League….as a team of 
superheroes we invade the 
project with ideas, resolutions, 
and abilities to carry on when 
other have fallen by the waist 
side.  We think communicate 
and allow our software to 
assist us with collaborate and 
provided options that will 
supply solutions that will get 
each task accomplished and 
eventually the whole project 
job achieve.  The key features 


that this software provides would make the project management process easier?  The 
ability to communicate and visually show what task are being performed by each 
individual special powered individual. 


 Basecamp ©, will provide a means for the project manager to produce a To-Do-List, 
Discussion area, add upload and posted documents pertaining to the project, uploaded 
Solvated material, subtask a project, execution boast that can be commented to and 
mind mapped into the project. Basecamp provided a visual calendar so that team 
members will be able to accurately apply their time an effort to each point of the 
project with comments. I see Basecamp as a tool that would benefit the project 
manager along with their team with accurate real time information about what was 
achieve on a project, what is being accomplished and what is still being worked with 
documentation PDF blueprint scans and CAD files a team ability to reference as they 
started to plan the design as well as putting the project to bed. Since all these files were 
uploaded to Basecamp, everyone on the project has access to them (even people that 
were invited later on). 
Basecamp provides the ability to invite, organize and communicate with people, add 
source material, documentation, calendars with reminders on Calendar (providing 
documentation, when a activity was completed and what needs to still be achieved and 
projected completions timelines. Basecamp will also provided account and billing 
formation for project expenditures that are either charged against the accounts budget 
or applied to a corporate credit card. 


The ability for this app to be used from tablet and mobile device makes is software 
highly recommended as# 1 Project Tool.  According to Rothwell, W. J., & Kazanas, H. 
C. (2008), “Instructional design projects can grow complex, complicated and may 
involve teams of many people to oversee instructional design, subject matter, graphic 







design, and delivery systems.  Developing a plan as a basis for monitoring the 
progress of each project has become more important.”  


Rothwell et al, 2008 also spoke about challenges within the varied skills, then test were 
developed with no real analysis conducted and no anecdotes, learning objectives 
developed but not adequate for writing test question… I do not see this type of 
challenge being an issue at Basecamp.  Because everyone from being to end can see 
what has been done, what is being done, and what else needs to be done even when  
people are working from different skill levels the collaboration and communication 
that is allowed through Basecamp can alleviate the separation of project inefficiency.   


Bottom line communication, documentation, and the ability to be adaptable to change 
for the good of the project is all that is required to get the proverbial ball off the floor. 
However, working long structured hours with a skilled team, with a sufficient budget 
and a decent timeline are just the basics when making a project successful. 


 


Thanks Bridget 


Reference: 


 Rothwell, W. J., & Kazanas, H. C. (2008). Mastering the instructional design process: 
A systematic approach. San Francisco: Pfeiffer. Copyright by John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 
Used by permission via the Copyright Clearance Center. 
Chapter 15, "Planning and Monitoring Instructional Design Projects" (pp. 332–336) 
 


Hi Lorena, 


Great minds do think alike my first chose had me evaluating ConceptDrawback along 
with its efficient features… however after looking at such a great job and effort you 
placed into properly elevating the features of this tool and suggestions on how the bells 
and whistles are to be use to help use plan, prepare and document all phase of the 
project… I just want to commend you on a great job and then I chose Basecamp because 
of its many features and bells that are app versatile and its ability to add team members 
during any stage and the highlight feature would be this program allow the new team 
member to get them up to speed from beginning to end within a very short amount of 
time. 


 


Thanks for sharing and allowing me to share. 


Bridget   



https://class.waldenu.edu/bbcswebdav/institution/USW1/201440_02/MS_INDT/EDUC_6145/Week%208/Resources/Week%208%20Resources/embedded/6145_Wk8_Rothwell_332-336.pdf





Hi Deanna, 


I like your evaluation of Project KickStart, it appears to be more than adequate with the 
requirements of a project planning software and you did a awesome job of breaking 
down the features, along with a cost comparison with MS Project... This software 
interoperability to work with other software makes this added bell and whistle just as 
appealing as some of the pricey project management software in the market. I also like 
the point that is software had a build in Dashboard that enables the user the ability to 
flow through previous work and other documents that are a part of the project. 


According to Rothwell et al, 2008, “Project management is efficient and effective way 
to assemble in a short time a team of people whose combined knowledge and expertise 
match up to a unique situation and technical demands, through the project software 
that can automate many routine project management issues and planning can be 
facilitated to combine a project management group whenever necessary.”  


 


Thanks for sharing and allowing me to share. 


 


Bridget 







Welcome to Advanced Instructional Design EDIT 6110! This is a great course because we have a unique opportunity to apply our projects to real-world learners. We will modify and apply the projects from EIDT 6100 and then, teach them in Week 6!

A gentle reminder, you will work with a real audience for your project in this course. Your training event can be either synchronous or asynchronous, but your audience consists of real people. You need to engage three or more people, preferably NOT relatives, to take your instruction. Click on the Week 1 - Course Project for an outline and pay close attention to Week 5 and 6:


In Week 5, you will schedule your instructional implementation with your learner audience and make any final revisions to your implementation materials. In Week 6, you will deliver the instructional module to your learner audience and gather the data that you need to conduct your evaluation. 


·  In Week 5, you will schedule your instructional implementation with your learner audience and make any final revisions to your implementation materials.

In Week 6, you will deliver the instructional module to your learner audience and gather the data that you need to conduct your evaluation.






